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ABSTRÀCT

Field experinents on soil erosion under natural rainfall vrere con-

ducted in 1986 and 1987 on Gretna clay, Leary sandy 1oam, Ryerson sandy

clay loam, and Carroll clay loam soils. The aim was to develop a dala

base for evaluating the soil erodibility (n) and the crop-management (c)

factors of the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USr,n) under Manitoba agri-

cullural conditions. Experinental design conformed closely to that used

when the USLE was developed. Crop-management treatnents t+ere continuous

and included alfalfa, conventional tillage wheat, minimum tillage wheat,

conventional tillage corn and summerfallow.

Rainfall data were measured with a tipping bucket rain gauge and were

used to determine rainfall erosivity (n) values. Surface runoff and soil

loss data measurements were done using a Coshocton sampling system.

Crop cover measurements were done regularly with a nodified point-line

method to determine different crop growth stage periods. Àntecedent

soil moisture rlas measured using the gravimetric analysis method.

Soil losses were observed to be extremely variable among different

crop-management treatments and soil types. This was mainly due to the

extreme variability of rainfall erosivity, antecedent soil moisture,

cultivation, crop cover changes, residual effects of nulch and previous

crop cover and possible undersanpling of soil loss. As a result, the

neasured K and C factor values were observed to be extremely variable.

The measured K values were compared to those estimated using the UStE
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nomograph equàtion (He) and the Modified Young and Mutchler Equation

(uYun). The estimated values for both equations were not very different

for most soils except Gretna clay soi1. The average measured K values

for Gretna clay and Leary sandy loam soils were quite comparable to the

NE estimated values. These values showed that the two equations could

possibly be underestimating the K values for these soils. The measured K

values for Ryerson sandy clay loam and Carroll clay loam soils were

extremely ]ow, possibly due to the effects of the previous crop resi-

dues. The measured ratios of soil loss fron the cropped treaLments to

that from sumnerfallow lreatment were observed to be extremely variable

among similar and different treatments for similar growth stages. These

ratios were not easily comparable to the UStE estimated val-ues, due to

the differences in the crop*management systems for the experiments and

those used when the USLE was developed.

The effects of antecedent soil moisture and cultivation in modifying

observed soil losses and the measured K and C factor values were found

to be inportant. This observation suggested the need for the modifica-

tion of the USIE to account for the effects of these field factors so as

to ensure accurate estimation of soil loss.

The results obtained reflect the need for long-term neasurements of

soil loss and influencing factors before effective evaluation of facÈor

values can be obtained. The short-term duration of this study and the

absence of comparable crop-managenent systems and proper summerfallow

conditions in the experiments limited the ability of this study to come

up with conclusive results.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Persistent accelerated soil erosion, especially due to rainfall, has

for a long time been recognized as a potential threat to sustainable

agricultural production. Reducing erosion rates to tolerable limits
requires properJ.y planned crop-management.practices and soil conserva-

tion measures. Past research on soil erosion has made several attempts

towards the development of mathematical models that can be effectively
used as soil conservation tools in agricultural land use planning and

management. This concerted effort culminated in the developnent of the

Universal Soil Loss Equation (uSi,e), which has been tested in many parts

of the world with Local modifications and widespread acceptance.

The USIE is an empirically derived parametric erosion model which was

developed with a comprehensive field data base primarily assembled in

the united states. The development of the equation depended on the

analysis of 10,000 ptot years of data collected from 50 experimental

locations distributed in 24 states east of the Rocky Mountains. The

equation is universal because of the structuring of the factor compo-

nents combinations, which makes it independent from Èhe geographical and

climatic oriented base. Factor components represent rainfarl, soil type,

topographical features (slope length and slope angle), crop-management

practices and the supporting soil conservation measures, which are

expressed in a multiplicative function. The equation was developed as

-1-
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an attempt to obtain a basis for predicting long-term average soil loss-

es from specified agricultural fields with specific crop-management sys-

tems (wischmeier and Smith 1978).

There are a number of field conditions relating to soiL type and

crop-management practices that may limit the accuracy of direct applica-

tion of the UStE under Manitoba agricultural conditions. I{hen compared

to the soils for which the USIE was developed, the Canadian prairie cli-
matic and agronomic factors have contributed to high soil organic matter

contents (Clayton et al . 1977). The maximu¡n organic matter content con-

sidered in the wischmeier et aI. (1971) usrn Nomograph Equation (Ne) for

estimating soil erodibility (K) factor values is 4%, and most Manitoba

soils have higher organic matter contenl. Therefore, the equation wiIl
possibly overestimate the K factor values for these soils. The soils
were also developed from soil parent materials with a high montmorillo-

nite clay content, resulting to montmori]lonite as the dominant clay

mineral (Clayton et a1. 1977). Soils wilh high montmorillonite clay

content have been observed to be better aggregated than soils where oth-

er clay minerals predominate and are, consequently more resistant to
erosion (Young and Mutchler 1977). This will possibly affec! the K val-

ues estimated using the Modified Young and Mutchler (1977) Equation

(uvun).

Antecedent soil moisture content influences the time a soil takes to

get saturated during a rainsLorm before the initiation of surface runoff

discharge. Pauls (987 ) observed field conditions when soil loss was

probably affected by antecedent soil moisture conditions. This situation

arose when some rainstorn events occurring after prolonged dry periods
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produced no surface runoff. Therefore, there is a possibiì.ity that

antecedent soil moisture has a substantial influence on field soil loss.

in field situations, as existing in the Canadian prairie conditions

where large variations in soil moisture in the top 10 cm layer of soil
depth are bound to occur, it nay be important to quantify this influ-
ence. It is possibJ.e that this influence is related to the effect of

antecedent soil moisture on infiltration rates and ponding. Àt some

critical soil noisture contentr ê.9. at saturation point, infiltration
rate would be reduced to zero and naximum soil loss would be expected to

occur under these conditions. Since Manitoba soils probabLy have com-

paratively high average antecedent soil noisture levers, due to the

cooler climate, the effect of this factor on measured soil loss would be

expected to be important. Therefore, it would be essential to relate

the measured erodibility of a soil per unit of a specific rainstorm ero-

sivity to the difference between anLecedent soil moisture and the mois-

ture content at the soil saturation point.

Cultivation is another factor that seems to have a substantial influ-
ence on field soil loss (Jones et al. 1985). Field conditions resulting

from cultivation contribute to high infiltration rates and ponding , due

to surface roughness, which reduce soil loss during low rainstorms. This

will also increase soil loss during high rainstorms by enhancing the

process of detachment and Èransportation of soil sediment, due to the

presence of large amounts of loose surface soil. These conilitions will
affect the accuracy of the estimated K and C factor values obtained

using the existing methods and need to be considered when estimating

these values.
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Many of the crops groþtn under the Canadian Prairie conditions are

different from those grown in the united states to the south, due to

the differences in crop species and rengLh of the growth period. This

will result in different crop cover changes and growth stages during the

growing season which will affect the accuracy of the growth stages pro-

vided by I{ischmeier and smith (1978). A1so, changing crop-management

practices from conventional tillage to ninimum tillage and crop rota-
tions as a means of reducing farm operation costs and soil 1oss may

affect surface residue cover and antecedent soil moisture levels. These

will in turn affect surface runoff ftow rates and consequent soil loss

during a rainstorm. Therefore, the crop-managenent (c) factor values as

proposed by t'lischmeier (1960) have limitations that will affect the

accuracy of direct application of these values under Manitoba agricul-
tural field conditions. The existing field conditions need to be con-

sidered when estimating these values so as to ensure accurate estimation

of the factor values.

The purpose of this study effort was to develop a field data base on

soil loss due to natural rainfall that could be effectively used in

evaluating the accuracy of the UStE applicalion under Manitoba agricul-
tural conditions. The scope of the study embraced two major objeciives:
1 ) The short-term objective was to evaluate the K and C factor values.

2) The long-term objective was to develop a comprehensive field ilata

base on soil loss evenÈs due to natural rainfall that would be necessary

for making effective recommendations for soil conservation practices in
Man i toba.



2.1 SOII EROSION DUE TO RÀINFAtL

2.1.1 Soil Erosion processes

Soil erosion processes due to rainfall consist of two phases: detach-

nent and transportation of soil sediment from the surface soil mass by

raindrop splash effect and surface runoff (Ellision 1g47). Deposition

of the transported sediment occurs as a third phase when transportion

energy due to surface runoff flow rate decreases. Raindrop splash effect

is the most important detaching agent, and is influenced by the size and

number of raindrops striking a bare soil surface. Surface runoff flow

concentrations resulting from channelized flow also provide a powerful

erosive agent, but raindrop splash effects are poLentially more erosive

lhan surface runoff. Local variability in infiltration rates, due to

differences in soil structure, crust formation, anlecedent soil moisture

contenÈ' nature of soil profile, and the condition of soil surface as

influenced by tillage and vegetative cover density provide important

controls for surface runoff initiation and flow rates. Since detach-

nent and transportation processes are necessary for soil erosion to
occur, raindrop splash effect and surface runoff comprise the two most

important components of the process. Erosion processes occur in differ-
ent forms and depend on the concentration and velocity of surface

runoff. These forms are: sheet erosion due to the washing of surface

Chapter iI
LITERÀTURE REVIEW
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soil' rill erosion due to surface runoff flow concentrations inlo small

rivulets of channelized flow, gully erosion when the eroded channels in

the rills are larger, and streambank erosion when rivers or streams are

cutting inlo the beds and banks.

Transported sediment may be deposited down-s1ope in depressions or

behind obstacles in the same field or watershed. Àbout 25% of. total sed-

iment produced finally ends up in streams and rivers (ottice of Technol-

ogy Àssessment 1982). Erosion rate varies with soil types and land man-

agement practices and occurs as geological and accelerated erosion.

Geol.ogical erosion occurs over long periods of time and is commonly

referred to as normal or natural erosion, and forms an important compo-

nent of the formation process of land surface features. Àccelerated

erosion results from human land use activities. It is the most serious

forn of erosion, due to the associated detrimental effects on land pro-

ductivity through loss of top soit (Soi1 Science Society of America

1984)

2.1.2 Factors Àffectino Severity of SoiL Erosion

Field tillage practices make soils more susceptible to erosion by

enhancing the detachment and transportion process. Jones et aI. (1985)

found runoff from cultivated watersheds with 1.5% slope to be five times

greater than losses fron rangeland watersheds without cultivation. They

also found sediment loss from a 1s2 mm rainfall to be 6.5 t ha-1 from

fallow watershed, while sediment loss from a rangeland watershed was

only 0.3 t ha-r.
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Crop-management practices influence the soil physicaJ. properties by

providing the protection fron erosion by canopy effects and the modifi-

cation of soil structure by root action. Thick growing crops grown in

rotation with row crops have been observed to reduce runoff and erosion.

Carreker and Barnett (1949) showed that in Cecil sandy-loam soil, cotton

grown in rotation with two years of oats and lespedeza lost 11.0 cm

water as runoff during â sev€D-month period as compared with 16.3 cm

from continuous cotton. Therefore, reduction in runoff by inclusion of

Èhick growing crops in rotation wíth row crops has an important crop-

management effect for soil conservation.

Terminal infiltration rate of Cecil sandy-loam under eight years of

continuous cropping with alfalfa was found to be 5.1 cm h-lcompared to

2.3 cm h-1 for clean cultivated continuous corn (Carreker et al. 1968).

Also the alfalfa plots had 44'/, aggregates >0.25 mm while the latter had

only 22%. Inclusion of grasses and clover in the rotation and leaving

corn stalks at the surface improved soil aggregation and infiltration
rates with significant reduction of subsequent erosion rates.

Hussain et aI. (1988) observed that the rate of splash detachment of

soil sediment under continuous corn was higher than from soil under crop

rotations of soybean after corn. Visual observations aLso showed that

soils with continuous corn had greater crust formation due to raindrop

destruction of aggregates than soil with crop rotations. Soils under

continuous corn appeared to have higher erosion potential than soils

under crop rotations.
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Soil loss associated with snow-melt and rain on frozen ground has

been observed to be significant in cooler climates like those prevailing

under Manitoba conditions. Burwell et aI. (1975) found that 6.8% of.

total annual soil loss on Minnesota fallov¡ soils was due to snow-melt.

Wischmeier and Smith (1978) found that in Lhe Pacific Northwest of the

United States, 50 - 90% of total annual soil loss can occur under sur-

face thawing and snow-melt conditions. Goettel et a1. (1981) estimaled

soil. loss due to snow-melt for Northern Àlberta and found it to be 80%

of total annual soil loss.

2.1.3 Effects of Soil Erosion

Effects and severity of erosion rates are judged relative to soil

profile ilepth and the rate of soil formation, and íf properties such as

nutrient status, texture and thickness of soil profile remain unchanged

through time, the assumption is thal the rate of soil formation balances

v¡ith the rate of soil loss. This constitutes the basis for soil loss

toLerance, which is the erosion rate that can occur while sti1l allowing

the soil to sustain production through time (t'torgan 1986). Geological

erosion is not detrinental to land productivity and would be expected to

contribuLe to the soil formation process through weathering of soil

parent material. Non-agriculLural human activities which accelerate the

erosion process are hardl-y significant, since agriculture is more wide-

spread and agricultural activities which alter and accelerate the ero-

sion process are more significant (xudson 1971ì.. Therefore, soil erosion

is an environmental hazard traditionally associated with agricultural

practices, but the imporlance of the problen has also been recognized in



other land use practices associated with forestry,

mining and road transportation systems.

Past work has shown that the extent and impact of persistent acceler-

ated soil erosion by rainfall is a problem of serious magnitudes with a

range of detrimental effects. These effects are mainly associated with

the reduction of sustained agricultural production and environmental

degradation. On-site effects of erosion on long-term soil productivity

are caused by loss of fine clays, plant nutrients and organic matter,

reduction of water retention capacity, degradation of soil structure and

non-uniform renoval of top soil (USDÀ 1981), reduction of plant rooting

depth, mixing of clayey sub-soil into silty top-soi1, increased bulk

density, lower pH and a tendency to crust formation (frye 1987). Frye et

al. (982) and Leeper et aI. (1974) conctuded that the value of soil to
crop growth was primarily related to soil properties that influence

available water. The recognized major effects of persistent erosion are

discussed in the following sections.

9

range management,

2,1 .3,1 Loss of Soil Productivity

Soil constitutes a basic cornponenÈ of lhe total agricultural resource

base and persistent loss of top-soi1 leads to a progressive reduction of

soil productivity. Soil productivity is defined as the capacity of a

soil, in its normal environment, to produce a particular plant or

sequence of plants under a specified management system (Soit Science

Society of America 1975). Soil formation is a slow process, since lhe

development of 2.5 cm of top-soi1, rich with organic matter, necessary

for efficient and sustained production of most plants takes 30 years or

more under the most ideal natuial conditions (Pimental et al. 1g76).
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Erosion depletes soil productivity but the relationship between erosion

and soil productivity is not well defined (Lengdale and Shrader 198'1;

Pesek 1980). Topsoil removal through erosion has mainly been associated

with reduction in sustained crop yields, and long-tern agricultural

development cannot be achieved if the productive capacity of the farm-

lands is destroyed. Hairston et al. (1988) found that the grain yields

of soybean (Clycine max L. Merr.) depended nainly on soil depth. Other

associated soil parameters were organic matter content and seasonal

rainfall distribution. Soil depth was found to be a better predictor of

yield for soils with low organic matter conLent, especially when rain-

faIl was Iow. This could have been due to the reduction of soil water

holding capacity through loss of organic matter due to erosion.

The National Committee of the USDA, Science and Education Administra-

tion, Agricultural Research (1981) indicated the following effects of

erosion on reduction of soil productivity: 1) loss of plant-available

soil-water capacity by changing the soil water-holding characteristics

of the root zone or by reducing the root zone, 2) loss of plant nut-

rients, 3) degradation of the soil structure leading to increased soil

eroilibility, surface sealing and crusting, and 4) non-uniform removal of

soil within a fie1d. Individual soil characteristics can strongly

affect the quantitative effects of erosion on soil productivity. Recog-

nition of a reliable relationship between soil erosion and soil produc-

tivity would make it possible to select more effective crop-management

practices for maximizing long-term sustained crop production. Yield

losses due to erosion have been hard to quantify, since several soil

parameters are altered at the same time. À1so, sone crops are more sen-

sitive than others to these changes, and technological advances in many
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areas of agriculture have masked much of the associated effects (Bennett

1940; I'leyer et a1. 1985).

Ives (1985) and Kenyon (1987) showed through sinulated erosion that

crop yields decreased consistently with the amount of topsoil removed.

These studies also showed that higher rates of fertilizer application

than recommended were needed to restore the yields to expected levels,

except for coarse-textured soils. This result was attributed to physical

or chemical characteristics present in the subsoil, which were limiting

to plant growth. The studies have clearly shown that persistent erosion

will either increase production costs or permanently reduce the produc-

tive capacity of a soil, depending on the soil type.

Erosion has also been shown to contribute to soil crusting which in

turn has detrimental effects on crop emergence and water infiltration
rates (t¡ilter et a1. 1988). these effecls were observed to be influenced

by the degree of previous erosion, since moderately eroded soils had

more serious crusting effects with the lowest emergence and highest pen-

etration resistance. More eroded soils had the lowest infiltration rates

and higher soil loss rates than the slightly eroded soils. Moderately

eroded soils had the lowest infiltration rates and the highest erosion

rates. This was due to the smaller aggregate size and lower stability
of aggregates in the moderately eroded soi1, and the greater clay dis-

persion in both moderate and severe erosion classes which contributes to

the formation of relatively impermeable crusts.
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2.1.3,2 Loss of Plant Nutrients

Demand for increase in food production and the depletion of native

soil nutrients through crop growth and erosion has resulted in high use

of commercial fertilizers. Nitrogen (H), phosphorous (P) and polassium

(n) are the major elements of commercial fertilizers essential to normal

plant growth. Dense growth of vegetation along natural waterways and at

the base of agricultural fields is often atÈributed to the transporta-

tion of nutrients through erosion and surface runoff. Quantitative loss

of these nutrients due to erosion when heavy rainstorms occur shortly

after fertilizer application on sloping lands is not very well document-

ed (Kilewe and Ulsaker 1984). Crop-management practices greatly influ-
ence the N and P losses through erosion from fertitized agricultural

fields. Timmons et aI. (1973) found that losses of N and P were greater

when fertilizer was applied to the surface than when mixed into soil.
Soil cover and seasonal periods have also been shown to influence N and

P losses (Burwel1 et al. 1975). Efficiency in fertilizer application is

highest when applied just before or during the period of vigorous plant

growth (stanford eÈ a1. 1970), and split application of fertirizer,
timed to meet crop needs, reduces fertilizer losses from the plant root

zone through erosion.

Lowrance and Williams (1988) found that organic carbon (C) loss

through erosion contributes to the depletion of soil organic matter in

continuously cultivated soils. Continuous loss of organic C has impor-

tant effecÈs on soil fertility, since organic C serves as a major source

of cation exchange capacity (cnc), a source of minerar N, and as sink

for fertilizer N (Giltiam et aI. 1983 ; Longdale and Lowrance 1984 ;

Schreiber and McGregor 19791. Soil organic C is one of the first soil
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constituents removed by erosion, since it is relatively of low density

and is concentrated on or near the soil surface (Lucas et al. 1977').

Loss of organic C by water erosion wilL affect nutrient availability

both directly by loss of nutrients associated with the organic C and

indirectly by loss of soil CEC.

2.1.3.3 Environmental Degradation

0ff-site effects of soil erosion on environmental damage through pol-

lution are associated with the transportion of sediment and agricultural

chemical residues from farmlands to recreation areas, wel1s, reservoirs

and aquatic ecosystems. Erosion effects are, therefore, felt not only

in areas where topsoil is removed but also in areas down-slope where the

ground becones covered with sand and silt deposits, clogging of ditches

and canals, and the silting up of wells and reservoirs with soil sedi-

ment. Eroded sediment and water components of the surface runoff are

known to degrade the quality of surface waters with the transported sed-

iment, nutrients and agricultural chemical residues. By volume, sediment

is the greatest pollutant of surface waters (Robinson 1971; Burwell et

al. 1975).

Agricultural chemical losses from the soil to surface runoff have

been known to contribute to the decrease in the effectiveness of soil

chemical treatment and to water quality hazard (Watlach et al. 1988).

Studies have been conducted for the purpose of defining the influence of

rainfall-runoff parameters on the release and transport of various chem-

icals from soil to surface runoff. These studies focused on the effects

of rainfall intensity and duration, infiltration rate, slope length,
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degree of slope, surface cover, chemical solubility and soil adsorption

characteristics on the extent of chemical loss (Ingram and Woolhiser

1980; Àhuja and tehman '1983; Heathman et al. 1985; snyder and woohiser

1985). Increased accumulation of chemical residues, suspended and

deposited sediment in water is associated with consequences that finally
lead to eventual disruption of aquatic ecosystems and siltation of

weIls, water reservoirs and hydroelectric dams, with progressive reduc-

tion of the original water storage capacity (Robinson 1971; and Hudson

1979\. When the concentration of transported plant nutrients in surface

waters becomes too high the growth of aquatic plants becomes excessive,

making the water undesirable for domestic and recreational use. There is

little quantitative data available for evaluating the anounts and

sources of the contribution of surface runoff to the accumulation of

nutrients and chemical residues in surface waters (Kilewe and Ulsaker

1984). There is a need to undersLand the amounts of nutrients and chem-

ical residues being transported from agricultural fields through surface

runoff so that effective measures can be developed to reduce the associ-

ated losses below critical levels.

2"2 DEvE[opMENT 0F soIL toss pRnprcTroN EouÀTroNs TEADTNG To rHE usrg

The development of the UStE vlas preceded by a generation of soil ero-

sion research data collection, equation development, fierd testing and

application of lhe developed equations. The process involved gradual but

systematic improvement of the developed equations (wischmeier and Smith

1960; Meyer 1984; Pauls 1987). consequently, the usLE was a refinement

of several previous consecutive empirical equations.
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WolJ.ny (1888) conducted the first study on soil erosion due to rain-

fall in Germany, and considered the soil physical properties that

affect runoff and erosion. The study involved topographical factors

(slope length and steepness), plant cover, soil type, direction of expo-

sure' factors affecting percolation, evaporation and soil compaction.

Sampson and co-workers (1918) made the first quantitative measurenents

of rainfall erosion in the United States on two ten-acre plots of over-

grazed rangelands in Utah. Miller and colleagues initiated soil erosion

plot research in 1917 aL the Missouri egricuLtural Experimental Station,

and used experimental plot sizes of 27.6G m long and 1.83 m wide.

Studies on soil degradation problems yrere slarted in the 1g2O's (Bennett

and Chapline 1928), and involved the establishment of stations in nine

states, using techniques developed earlier by Miller for measuring

runoff and erosion. The studies used experimental plot sizes ot 22.'13 ¡r

long and'1.83 m wide and investigated a wider range of conditions influ-
encing soil 1oss. Results from these studies were published in the

1930's, 1940's and 1950's. The 1930's and 1940's sparked a period when

a greater perception of the problem of erosion and the need for soil
erosion research rlas recognized (Helson 1958). The establishment of the

necessary procedures for soil erosion research was done but the tech-

niques were yet to be perfected, since the runoff fron various sLorm

events was collected with large tanks, withou! a provision for runoff

flow rate neasurements. The experinenLal design excluded randomization

or replication, and included only a limited range of treatments. plot

conditions differed from naturaL farming conditions and made it irnpossi-

ble to extrapolate plot information beyond the local experimental sites.
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The development of the usLE was preceded by several soil loss pre-

diction equalions, each of which marked an improvement over the previous

equation. Cook (1936) identified three najor factors among the soil

erosion controls and processes which provided a basis for developing

soil ]oss equations. These included the susceptibiiity of soil to ero-

sion, potential erosivity of rainfall and runoff, as influenced by the

slope gradient, slope length, and the degree of protective ground sur-

face cover provided by vegetation. zingg (1940) developed the first
soil loss equation using data from runoff plots of various sizes and

soil types. This represented the first mathematical expression to

relate observed soil erosion rates to topographical factors of slope

length and slope gradient. The equation was developed as an attempt to

obtain a scientific basis for terrace spacing, and r¡as expressed as:

A = f 51.4 ¡0.6 (2.1)

where: À = average soil }oss per unit area (t ha-1)

Ç = consÈant of variation which represented

the effect of soil and rainfall on soil loss

g = per cent slope e/")

t = slope length (m)

Smith (1941) made a slight modification to the equation by including

crop and conservation management factors. The equation was proposed as a

field guide for soil conservation purposes in Lhe soils of the Southern

Corn-Be1t of the United States. The constant of variation included the

influences not only of soil and rainfall but also of crop rotation and

soil treatments. The data base was collected from natural runoff plots

on Shelby loam soi1, and the estimales of the consÈant of variation
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were required before the equation could be applied to other soils. The

equation was expressed as:

A = Ç 51,1a L0.6 P (2.2)

where: A = average soil loss per unit area (t ha-t)

Ç = constant of variation which nol, represents,

effect of soil type, rainfall and

crop rotation

g = percent slope (%)

[ = slope length (m)

p = mechanical conservation practice

Browning et al. (1947) added the soil erodibility and crop-management

factors to smith's equation for application of the equation in Iorva

State. Tables were also prepared for simplifying the field application

of the equation, and the advances and adaptations by other researchers

red to a slope-practice method for use in the corn-Be1t states.

Hays (1947 ) discovered a good relationship between the maximum amount

of rainfall within any 30-min period of a rainstorm and the total soil
loss during the entire rainstorm. This discovery was later corroborated

at other experimental stalions and provided information that was cru-

cial in separating the effects of rainfarl from those of soil type on

erosion. The separation led to the development of the Musgrave equation

(1947), in which the soil factor rvas represented as the depth of soil

loss per year aft,er adjuslment for slope, rainfall and vegetative ground

cover. The equation was the first mathematical expression to include

rainfall and soil factors, relalive to standard conditions for topogra-

phy and rainfall, and vras expressed as:



t{here:

R1.7s 51.3s ¡0.35 g g (2.3)

= average soil loss per unit area (t ha-l)

= maximum 2 year-30 min intensity rainfall

= slope gradient &l

= slope length (m)

= 100 for continuous rotv crop or

summerfallow, less for other crops

= soil factor adjusted for rainfall,
slope and cover

Shortcomings in Musgrave's equation included the inadequacy of the

rainfall factor to explain loca1 differences in rainfall erosivity, the

reduced slope length factor which resulted in estimated erosion rates

that were too low for some sets of data, and the continuous row-crop and

summerfallow conditions that were found to be not inÈerchangeable, since

the cover of the former was highly variable. The equation was mainly

applied in estimating soil erosion rates and flooding from large helero-

geneous watersheds.

smith and ï.thitt f947, 1948) developed their factor system to simpli-

fy soil loss computation while comparing the principal factors influenc-

ing field soil loss process. Factors for slope, conservation practice,

cropping and soil type were dimensionless multipliers and the rainfall
factor was included if the area vras characterized by a significant vari-

ation in rainfall intensity. The proposed modified equation was

expressed as:

À = Ç S t K p (2.4')

where: A = average soil loss per unit area (t ha-1)

Ç = was based on average annual soil

18



loss from claypan soils

specific rotation on a

27,43 m long cullivated

down-s1ope.

slope gradient factor

slope length factor

soil group factor

supporting conservation

slope gradient (s), slope lengÈh (t), soil group (x), and conserva-

tion supporting practice (p) factors were dimensionless multipliers, and

were used to adjust the C factor to other field conditions. Necessity

for adding a rainfall factor to the equation was recognized with a vier¡

to making it applicable to a wider geographical area.

s

t

for a

3% slope

up and

2.3 DEVETOPMENT OF THE UStE

The development of the UStE was preceded by more elaborate factor

relationships' but did not properly altocate soil loss to the various

constituent components, since it could not quantify the erosivity of

individual rainstorms (Meyer 1984). tiris shortcoming rras especially pro-

nounced where soil loss was compared between areas having different

rainfall characteristics and soil types. The UStE (wischmeier and Smith

1960 and 1978) resembles the factor approach of Smith and t^lhitt (1948),

but incorporates some considerable changes in facLor definitions, due to

the desire for a soil erosion prediction nodel that would be more widely

applicable. Discovering that storm-to-storm variation in soil loss was

highIy correlated to the product of total rainfall energy and maximum 30

19
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minute intensity of a storm (wischmeier 1959) provided a more sound

basis for separating soil type influences from those of storms. Several

other factor definitions were revised after this, and standard or refer-

ence points to which actual conditions vrere compared were changed. The

standard crop-management factor was changed from continuous corn to sum-

merfallow and the topographical factor rias changed frorn slope length of

27 .6 n Lo 22.1 m and slope gradient of 3% to 9%.

The National Rainfall and Soil toss Data Center, established in '1954

with w. H. I{ischmeier as the Director, r+as expected to obtain and ana-

lyze runoff and soil loss data from various soil loss studies in the

United States. Specific terms of reference for the center were to

develop an equation whose factor components would be free from a geo-

graphical and climatic oriented base, and with a capability to predict

soil loss from meteorological and soil survey data on site basis. The

Center assembled data from 7,000 plot years and 500 waÈersheds years of

precipitation, soil loss and other related processes. The exercise was

completed by the end of the year 1956, and the state conservationists

used the assembled data base in an attempt to reconcile differences

among existing equations by extrapolating prediction capability tech-

niques to areas where local data were not available. The resulting equa-

tion was expressed as:

fi = C M S r p K E (2.5)

where: À = estimated soil loss (t ha-t)

Ç = crop rotation factor

M = management factor

$ = percent slope factor

t = slope length factor



The E factor was not evaluated but was considered when establishing

the tolerable soil loss limits for different soil types. The equation

excluded the rainfall factor because the data base available was insuf-

f ic ient .

Two important contributions vrere made to the development of the

expected soil loss prediction equation at this stage. tlischmeier and

Smith (1958, 1959), developed a rainfall erosivity (n) factor for the

states east of the Rockies. This accounted for a greater proportion of

soil loss variation from storm to storm. À method for evaluating the

crop-management (C) factor was also developed. This conbined the previ-

ous crop rotation and management (c and M) factors into a single crop-

management (C) factor (wischmeier 1960). These significant improvenents

resulted in the present day final expression of the equation known as

the universal soil Loss Equation (usln). The equation, is in its
present form, composed of six integrated erosion influencing factors

whose conbination is structured in a multiplicative function. The equa-

tion was primarily developed in Imperial units, but methods are avail-
able for adapting it to metric (Sl) units (Foster et al. 1981 and pauls

1987). The equation is expressed as :

À - R K tS C P (2.6')

conservation practice factor

soil erodibility factor

previous erosion factor
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where: soil loss per unit area (t ha-r)

rainfall erosivity index

soil erodibility factor
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t = slope length factor

g = slope angle factor

C - crop-management factor
p = soil conservation support practice factor

The USLE was developed as a soil conservation tool for predicting soil
losses from specified agriculturat fields with specific crop-management

systems (I{ischmeier and smith 1978; l'lischmeier 19g4). The term "uni-
versal" is a means of distinguishing the equation from other existing

regionalized soil loss eslimaling equaLions and to denote that none of

the terms in the equation use any reference point nith direct geographi-

ca1 orientation (wischmeier 1984).

2,4 THE USIE FACTOR COMPONENTS

The following is a detailed description of the various factor compo-

nents:

2.4,1 Rainfall Erosivitv (B) factor

The R (l¡.1 mm ha-1 h-1) factor is the total number of rainfall index

units in a specific rainstorm event or year and represents a measure of

the erosive potential of a specific rainstorm in detaching and trans-

porting sediment from the surface soil mass. the factor value is deter-

mined by both total rainfall and kinetic energy subjected to the soil
surface by the rain drop impact. It is a function of rainfall intensity

and duration, the rain drop mass, diameter and terminal velocity. The

factor is the product of rainfall energy (nn) and the maximum 30-minute

intensity (Iso).
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KE values of a storm event are based on the progressive increase in

average drop size, terminal velocity and the changes in energy that

occurs as rainfall intensity increases. Laws and Persons (1943) showed

that mean drop size increased with rainfall intensity and Laws (1941)

and Gunn and Kinzer ('1949) showed that terminat velocity of a rain drop

increased initially and then decreased as the drop size increased. I^tis-

chmeier and Smith (1958) used these relationships and proposed an equa-

tion for determining the KE of natural rainstorm events. The equation

vJas expressed as:

t = 916 + 331 1og1eX (Z.j)

where: Y = Kinetic Energy (foot/acre inch)

x = RainfalI Intensity (inches/hour)

The equation (in metric units) was expressed as:

KE ='11.87+ 8.73 log1sl (2.9,)

wherei KE = kinetic energy (,1 n- 2 mm-1 )

I = rainfall intensity (mm h-r)

For tropical rainstorms, Hudson (1965) developed an equation based on

rainfall data from Zimbabwe expressed as:

127 .5
KE = 29.8 -

Zanchi and Torri (1980)

obtained an equation expressed as:

KE = 9.81 + 11.2b toglel (2.10)

wischmeier and smith (1958) observed that totar KE and (Igo) were the

main rainfall characteristics associated with soil loss, and that the

product of Èotal KE and the maximum (Iro) was Èhe mosl appropriate

single variable in estimating soil loss. Products for these two values

I
carried out similar research in italy and

(2.e)
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for different rainstorms tlere summed up to give a total value of the

rainfall erosion index (pt) for a specific period. Rainfall intensity
(I) was originally given no upper limit, but carter et al. (1974) and

Hudson (1971) showed that the medium drop size does not increase for

intensities exceeding 76 mm h-1. Hudson (1971) also found that rain-

storms that were less than 25 mm resulted in little or no erosion.

Equations 2.8 and 2.9 show that at rainfall intensities greater than 76

mm h-r, the KE levels off at a value of about 28.3 J m-2 mm-1, whereas

equation 2.'10 show energy value as high as 34 J n-2 mm-1when the inten-

sity is.150 mm h-1. wischmeier and smith (1978) adopted 76 mm h-r as

the upper limit for rainfalt intensities used in obtaining KE values

where KE values equal 28.3 J m-2 mm-1 for all I values greater than 76mm

h-1.

Wischmeier and Smith (1978) detined an individual rainstorm as one

separated by at least six hours of no measurable precipitation. Rain-

storms of less than 12.7 rnm were regarded as insignificant and were

omitted in annual EI calculations, unless at least 6.4 mm fell in 1s

minutes.

(uro) is, therefore, calculated for rainstorms that exceed 12.7 nm

of total rainfalI. Recording rain gauge charts provide the necessary

data for dividing a rainstorn event into different intensities and

duration by segmenting the curve into different slopes. individual KE

values for different segments are summed up to give total KE value for

specific rainstorms. Maximum 30-minute intensity (Iro) value is also

obtained from the charts.



2.4.1.1 R Factor Evaluation and Local Modification

The R factor has been evaluated and nodified for application in dif-
ferent parts of the world for the purpose of ensuring effective locaL

application of the USLE. Hudson (1971) found that KE greater than 25

index and total KE of rain falling at intensities of more than 2F mm

h-r provided the best estimate of R value in Zimbabwe. Elwell and Stock-

ing ( 1 975 ) expanded Hudson's work and found that EI 5 and EI r s which

are the products of rainfall KE and its maximum 5- and 1S-minute inten-

sity, respectively, accurately estimated soil loss with high and medium

ground surface cover, respectively. ta1 (1976) observed a good correla-

tion between soil loss and the product of total rainfall and maximum

30-minute intensity (AIro) in Nigeria. The soil erosion process is

influenced by both the raindrop splash effect and the concentrated sur-

face runoff in the form of channelized or sheet fLow. Foster et al.
(1982) proposed a combined rainfall-runoff EIÀ, in place of R which was

defined as the product of a storm naximum 3O-minute intensity and the

square root of the rainfall total multiplied by runoff volume.

25

Ulsaker and Onstad (1984) regressed soil losses on a tropical soil,
using '15 erosivity factors, which included the usLE (utro¡, KE > 2s

(Hudson 19711, EIrs (glweIl and Stocking 197S), EIÀ (Foster et al.
1982) and ÀI3s (r,at 1960arb). rhe regression indicated the best rainfall
erosivity factors as ÀI15, r2 = 0.73, AI30r rz = 0.72t EIrsr 12 = 0.71

and EI3s, 12 -- 0.69. Variables like EIA (r2 = 0.75) which combined

rainfall and runoff factors, were observed to be better estimators of

eros i on .
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The method for calculating average annual R values was complicated

and time consuming. Àteshian (1974) proposed a simpler, less time con-

suming procedure for determining R values for western and Northeastern

states of the United SLates. The selection of the method was for comput-

ing the estimates of average annual R values as defined by t.tischmeier

and Smith (1958). The formula used was written as:

ft = 0,41P2.2 (2.11)

where: R = average annual rainfall erosion index

p = the maximum 2-year 6-hour rainfall (mm)

The method depended on a generalized distribution curve for storm

rainfall and the maximun once in two year six hour rainfall depth. Wis-

chmeier and Smith ('1978) used this method for extending the USIE Hand-

book rainfall erosion index map to the Great Plains of the United

States. Van V1iet et al. (19i6) used the same method for calculating

annual R values for Southern Ontario. WalI et al. (1983) extended the

same method to areas of Canada east of the Rocky Mountains. The same

method was also applied in determining seasonal distribution patterns of

monthly rainfall extremes. R values and distribution patterns of several

stations close to the Canadian-United States border compared favourabJ.y

to those obtained by I{ischmeier and Snith (19Gb).

McKay (970) and Hogg (1981) gave generalized distribution curves of

storm rainfall which did not agree with that given by Àteshian (1974').

The equations for these distribution curves were:

R = 0.17 p2.2 (uckay 1970) (z.iz)

R = 0.08 Pz . 2 (xogg 1981 ) (2.13)

wheret R = average annual rainfall erosion index

P = the maximum 2-year 6-hour rainfall (mm)
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Ho99 (1981) analyzed the time distribution of storm rainfall of one hour

and 12 hour duration for 35 Canadian stations with 25 years records. He

observed that contrary to Àteshian's findings, the distribution appeared

to be independent of rainfall intensity, with substantial differences in

distribution between regions. McKay's ( 1970) generalized distribution
curve was specifically for large Prairie rainstorms. Kachanoski and de

Jong (1985) found that the annual R value of 340 (St units) for Saska-

toon was well predicted using Mckay's approach (n = 3s0) compared to

Àteshian's (R = 850) and Hogg's (R ='170) method. Kachanoski and de Jong

also observed that Ateshian's Equation overestimated R values for Mon-

tana stations which Wall et al. (1983) used to verify the application of

the procedure under the Prairie conditions. These observalions suggested

the need to obtain more accurate R values calculated from tipping buck-

et rain gauge data for the prairie provinces. Also, the need to develop

a method for estimating soil erosion potential due to snowmelt which is

independent of R r+as proposed.

Existing methods of estimating R values do not account for erosion

resulting from snow-mell. I^Iischmeier and Snith (1978) recommended addi-

tion of subfactor (ns) to annual R, which would be equal to 1.5 multi-
plied by local December !o March precipítation. Seasonal distribution of

R would be altered to reflect higher annual R values and the rate of

thaw surface runoff. If an area had an annual R value of 100 (in Imperi-

al units), and a water equivalent of 5 inches for December to March pre-

cipitation, the adjusLed R value would be equal to 100 + S('1.5) =

107.5. Àccuracy for a wide application of the methcd was limited by

insufficient data base. Van Vliet and l{all (1981) measured winter soil



loss on spring ploughed corn plots

December soil loss to be about 10%

predicted by USLE.

WaIl et al. (1983) developed a rainfall isoerodent map for Canada and

used a modified method developed by McCoat et al , (1976) for determining

soil loss on Pacific Northwest soils. The method was for determining R

factor values for winter months using the Ateshian (1g74) approximation,

and represented the combined effects of splash and runoff detachment and

water movement from rain falling on thawing ground, snow and on unfrozen

ground trithout snovr cover. The subfactor (ns) was the cumulative ero-

sivity index value during winter months when the soil r¡as frozen

expressed as a percentage of total annual erosivity value. Mapping of

spatial distribution of percentages by which R values should be

increased to reflect Èhe degree of soil loss associated with winter con-

ditions was provided. I,tinter erosivity index expressed in similar units
as R was computed for different locations from (Rs/100) x R. Therefore,

average annual erosivity index adjusted for winter conditions r.ras

obtained using the formula, R + (ns . R/100). For example, for Southern

Manitoba, with an R value of approximately 1,150 MJ mm ha-1 h-r and an

Rs value of 15%, the winter erosivity index would be obtained in units
ofRas 0.15 x 1,160 = 174MJmmha-rh-r. Therefore, theaverage

annual erosivity index for Southern Manitoba would be adjusted to 1,160

+ 174 = 11334 MJ mm ha-r h-r (wall et al. j9g3).

28

Southern 0ntario and found the

annual loss compared to the 1 7%

tn
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2.4.2 Soil Erodibility (r() ractor

The K (t ir l¡,:-1 mm-1) f actor represents the susceptibility of soil to
both detachment and transportation of sediment. It is lhe rate of soil
loss per unit of rainfall erosivity index for a specific soil under con-

tinuous fallow on a 9% slope on a prot ot 22.13 n in lengLh and culti-
vated in an upslope-downslope direction. K factor values determine the

rate at r+hich different soils erode under sinrilar field conditions wíth

standardized rainfalt, topographicaÌ features, vegetative cover, soil
type and crop-nanagement practices.

For a unit plot Q2.13 m x 4.s7 n on a 9% srope), usln factors L, s,

C and P are all numerically equal to 1.0 under fallow conditions. There-

fore, the ustE is reduced to À = RK. Measured Kr âs determined by

0lson and l,fischmeier (19G3) is, therefore, obtained by rearranging the

reduced USLE as:

A (r ha-1)

where:

R (MJ nm ha-1 h- 1)

t h MJ-l

K

À

R

Soil physical properties are the most important factors controlling
the soil erodibility potential. Soil erodibiLity values have been

observed to vary with soil particle size, aggregate stability, and

organic matter content (Morgan, 1gg6). silty and fine sandy soils have

been observed to be least resistant to sediment delachnent and transpor-

mm- 1

measured soil erodibility factor

measured soil loss (t ha-1)

measured rainfall erosivity index

Q.14)
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tation process, and are more highly susceptible to erosion. Richter and

Negendmark (1977) showed that soils with 40 to 60% silt content are

highly erodible. Evans (1980) examined soil erodibility as affected by

clay content. He noted that soils with a restricted clay fraction
between 9-30% are more highly erodible, since clay particles combine

with organic matter to form soil aggregates whose stability determine

the soil susceplibility to erosion.

t{ischmeier et al. (971) and Ronkens (1985) developed an equation

and a corresponding nomograph (rigure 1 ) for estimating K values for
different soil types. The equation took into consideration soil physical

properties of particle size, organic matter, soil sLructure and soil
perneabi I i ty.

The development of the nomograph depended rnainly on observations that
soil erosion was highry correlated between two new soil parameters:

(percent silt + percent very fine sand) and (percent silt + percent very

fine sand) x (percent silt + percent sand). very fine sand was observed

to behave much like the silt fraction during the soil erosion process.

The nomograph, therefore, made it possible to estimate K factor values

from standard soil profile descriptions and laboratory determination of

five soil parameters of percent new silt (0.002-0.1 mm), percent new

sand (0.1-2.0 mm), organic matter, structure code, and permeabitity

class. The algebraic expression of the nomograph was given as:

100K = 2.|yt1 .14 (10-1) (12-a) + 3.25$-Z) + 2.5(c_3) (2.15)

where: M = (percent new silt) x

(percent new silt + percent new sand)

a = percent organic matter

b = structure code (1 to 4)
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c = profile permeability class (l to 6)

Determination of particle size, percent organic matter and structure

code was done for the upper 15 cm layer of the soil profile. Permeabili-

ty class was determined for the whole soil profile, since the control-

ling soil layer is mainly below the surface horizon. Ninety percent of K

values estimaled using the UStE Nomograph are expected to be within t
0.04 of measured value and observed K values mainly range from 0.03 to

0.69. Differences between observed and estimated K factor values are

largest in soils outside the medium texture range. M was observed to

account for 85 percent of the variation in estimated K values.

2.4.2.1 K Factor Evaluation and Local Modification

The USLE Nomograph does not take into consideration soil parent

material and soil genesis effects on estimated K factor values (wis-

chmeier 1984). Wischmeier and Mannering (1969) found that the nomograph

equation accurately predicted K values of some benchmark soils, even

though montmorillonite clay content of several soils was higher than

those used in deriving the equation. TroLt and Singer (1983) measured

soil loss on 20 west coast range and forest soils and found the combina-

tion of smectite and vermiculite clay nineralogy to be a nore accurate

means of predicting soil erodibility. This observation stressed the need

to consider parent material and soil genesis in estimating the K factor.

The nomograph accuracy was tested on six clay subsoils (Romkens et

aI. 1975) and 13 l,tinessota surface soils (Young and Mutchler 1977l'.

Both studies showed that the nomograph predictions underestimated K val-
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ues for well aggregated soi1s. Conditions influencing surface aggregate

formation are thought to be due to soils that contain clay minerals with

expanding lattices or appreciable amounLs of amorphous constituents.

Young and Mutchler (1977 ) observed that for less weathered northern

soils the measured K factor values were poorly correlated to the USIE

Nomograph estimated vaLues as compared to more weathered southern soils.
It was suggested that this was due to higher montmorillonite clay con-

tent present in northern soils. MonLmorillonite clay strengthens soil
aggregate stability reducing the susceptibility of soil to erosion.

Measured K factor values were obtained for 13 Minnesota soils to confirm

this hypothesis. The USLE Nonograph estimated values were found to over-

estimate K values of three soils and underestimate the K values of six

soils. Young and Mutchler (977 ) proposed a new equation (yun) for esti-
mating K values using soil aggregaÈe characteristics rather than soil
textural parameters as the important soil physical properties for pre-

dicting soil erodibility. The equation was composed of five factor

variables, expressed as:

( = - 0.204 + 0.385À - 0.0138 + 0.247C + 0.003D - 0.005E e.16)
(nz = 0.90)

where: K = soil erodibility index

fi = aggregate index ratio

I = percent montmorillonite content in soil

C - soil bulk density (g cnr-s)

D = percent silt plus percent very fine sand

E - dipersion ratio
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Soil aggregate index and percent montmorillonite clay content vari-

ables explained about 75% of. observed variation among the 13 measured

soi1s. Steele (1979) suggested that the equaLion may be more appropriate

for application under Manitoba conditions, since the degree of weather-

ing and percent montmorillonite content existing under Manitoba condi-

tions would be more closely related to Minnesota soils than to soils

from further south.

The Young and Mutchler (1977 ) Equation .(yMe) was developed as a mul-

tiple regression of variables influencing soil erodibility. The method

used was suspected to be biased by use of an inconsistent number of rep-

lications for the 13 test soils (Pau1s 1987). Eleven soils were repli-
cated four times while two soils had five and'10 replications. The meas-

ured K values from each replication lrere used in developing the

regression. Pauts (1987) regressed averaged K values with soil property

values for each soil and obtained a Modified Young and Mutchler (1977)

Equation (uyun) which r+as expressed as:

l(=- 0.146+ 0.334- 0.00588 +0.22sc +0.00190- 0.00358 (2.i7)
(R2 = 0.89)

where: K, À, B, C, D and E are as previously defined in yME.

The measured K factor and the soil properly

the modified multiple regression are listed in

Some other equations have been proposed for

Àustralian soil erodibility index which is made

and water transmission components vlas proposed

(Àustralia) Soil Conservation Service (Charman

calculating the index vras expressed as:

values used in developing

Pau1s (1987) Àppendix B.

estimating K values. The

up of soil detachability

by the New South Wales

19781. The equation for
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irthef e:

T S D (soi1 detachability component)

(l n C )0.s(water transmission component)

l( = soil erodibility index
f = soil texture
$ = soil structure
D = soil aggregate stability
I = square root of the infiltration rate( = horizontal permeability
Ç = water holdiñg capacity

Bruce-Okine and Lal (975) proposed a procedure for using a modified

raindrop technique for estimating soil erodibility values for two tropi-
ca1 soils in llestern Nigeria. The technique depends on aggregale stabil-
ity and is expected to be simple with a potential usefulness in tropical

regions. lindsay and Gumbs (1982) evaluated K values for four tropical

soils using the UStE Nomograph, the Australian ErodibiliLy Index and the

Modified Raindrop Technique. The USIE Nomograph correctly predicted K

values of all four soils; the Àustralian Index for lwo soirs; and the

Raindrop Technique was found not to be a suitable method.

The UStE Nomograph does not account for soils wiLh organic matter

content above 4%, Wischmeier et aI. (1971) reported that whether or how

much the estimated K values change when organic matter content exceed 4%

was not determined. The UStE Nomograph treats soils with organic matter

content greater than 4% as 4% (Steele 1979), and the K values for these

soils have, therefore, been overestimated. Most Manitoba soils have

organic matter content above 4%, and it is generally believed that the

USLE nomograph is overestimating Èhe K values under Manitoba conditions.

Àrnoldus (977 ) modified the USLE Nomograph to deÈermine K factor vales

for soils with organic matter levels above six percent for Morocco.

(2.18)

35
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Studies have shown that a universally applicable prediction equation

for K values may not exist. T{ithin the limits of the definition, accu-

rate K-value estimates are best obtained from direct measurements on

natural runoff plots if a sufficiently long observation period is used

and unit plot conditions are net (Ronkens 1985). Current evaluation

techniques for the estimated K values are based on a statistical rela-
tionship between K factor and a series of soir physical properties,

antecedent soil conditions and weaLher patterns. Complexity of the ero-

sion process precludes any sinple calculation of K factor, but some

variability in K value measurements can be significantly reduced by

estimating the effect of variation in soil surface nuLch and crop canopy

coverr antecedent soil moisture content and soil surface roughess (Romk-

ens 1 985) .

2.4.3 Slope-Lenqth (t) factor

The L factor is the horizontal distance downslope from the point

where overland flow originates to where runoff water enters a defined

waterway or where slope decreases and sedimentation begins. L factor is
the ratio of soil loss from field srope to that fron a 22.13 m rong

slope on the same soil type and slope gradient. Soil erosion was indi-
cated to be proportional to srope length raised to a power (r,p)m, where

m is an exponent with a vaÌue ranging fron 0.2 to 0.5. Lp represents

plot length in meters and m represents values that have been revised

through the years (uutchler and Greer 1980; Smith and t{ischmeier 1962;

Wischmeier 1959; and Zingg, 1940).
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Wischmeier and Smith (1978) provided m values for different s].ope

gradients as follows:

Slope Gradient Value of m

<1.0%

1.0 - 3.0%

3.5 - 4.5%

>5.0%

2,4.4 Slope-Gradient (t) Factor

The S factor is the ratio of soil loss fron the field slope gradient

to that fron a 9% slope. zingg (1940) concluded that soil loss varies

as the 1.49 power of the percent slope. Wischmeier and Smith (1957)

determined that soil loss correlated with a parabolic description of the

effect of slope steepness. This was normalized to a standard plot of

nine percent and resulted in a description of slope gradient factor as:

0.43+0.30s+0.043s2

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

where:

Balasubramanian and Sivanappan (1981) found that

and rainfall were exponentially related on runoff

and 4o/o, The f itted equation vlas expressed as:

E = 0.29 Rf .32s 51. s14 (n = 55 ; Rz = 0.9)

where: E = soil loss in kg ha-l

6.613

slope gradient factor

slope angle (percenÈ)

(2.1e)

erosion rates, slope

plots of. 0%, 2%, 3%

Q.2o)



R = rainfall in mm

g = slope angle (percent)

The equation shows that soil loss increases significantly with the

degree of slope and rainfall. Wischmeier(1959) observed a non-linear

relationship between soil loss and slope.

2.4.5 Topoqraphical (r,S) ractor

The t and S factors are determined separately but can also be com-

bined into a single topographical factor (r,S) for USLE calculations. LS

factor is the ratio of soil loss per unit area from the field slope to

that from a 22.13 m length of 9% slope"

Soil loss would be expected to increase with respective increases in

slope length and slope steepness as a result of increases in surface

runoff volume anil velocity. ÀIso, while on a flat surface raindrops

splash soil particles randomly in all directions, on a sloping surface

more soil is sp3.ashed downslope than upslope. The proportion of the

amount of soil splashed downslope increases as the slope steepens.

38

wischmeier and srnith (1978) derived an equation and a

estímating the LS factor values. The derived equation Tras

Ls = [( x122.13)m] (0.065 + 0.045s + 0.0065s2)

where: LS = topographic factor

x = sloPe tength (meters)

m = ar¡ exponent

s = slope angle (Percent)

nonrograph for

expressed as:

(2.21')



2.4.5.1 LS Factor Evaluation and tocal Modification

The tS factor has been evaluated and modified for different geograph-

ical conditions. Mean slope steepness has been used for predicting soil
loss on irregular slopes. Young and Mutchler (1968) reported soil loss

to be most dependent on short slope l-ength immediately above the meas-

urement point. Except where slopes were uniform, average slope was found

not to be an appropriate soil 1oss indicator. onstad et aI. (1967)

developed a model for use with the usr,n in predicting soil loss on con-

cave slopes. Soil loss was shown to be greater on convex slopes than on

similar lengthened uniform or concave slopes. Foster and t{ischmeier

(1974) and I{ischmeier (1974) derived equations for evaluating tS values

for irregular slopes, changes in soir types along a slope and changes in

crop-managernent situations along a slope for slope segments of equal and

unequal lengths.

2.4.6 Crop-Manaoement (g) factor

The C factor is the ratio of soil loss from a field with specified

crop-management practices to that from fallow condition on which the K

factor was evaluated. The factor is a dimensionless multiplier and its
value is influenced by the vegetaLive crop growth stage, cropping

sequence, crop type, population density, root growth, residue manage-

ment, soil fertility, tillage practices, crop water use and other ephem-

eral changes from planting time to harvest (Wischnreier 1960). For dif-
ferent conservation tillage systems, surface roughness and crop residue

cover are lwo major subfactors that determine C factor values (Wischmei-

er 1984). The C factor is the most imporlant erosion controlling fac-

39
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tor, since it represents lhe condition of soil surface and the vegeta-

tive cover at the time the potential for erosion exists (Renard and Fos-

ter 1983). The factor has the widest potential range in value in

response to crop-management decisions (Wischmeier '1984 ) . I,tischmeier

(1960) designated five different crop growth stages, based on relative

uniform crop and residue cover changes as they occur through the growing

season. Soil loss ratios for each growth stage under different crop-man-

agement practices and field paLterns were determined by dividing meas-

ured soil losses from the cropped treatment by measured losses from a

continuous fallow Lreatment. This rvas done under similar rainfall char-

acteristics, soil type and topographical features. Wischmeier ( 1960)

tabulated measured ratios and respective C factor values for different

crop-management pract ices.

C factor value was determined using the equation:

C = The sum for all growth stages for: (2.22')

[(Scil loss Ratio for growth stage)(Ànnual gl fracÈion for growth stage)]

Wischmeier and Smith (1978) redefined the designated crop growth

stages with changes in percentage of crop canopy cover due to related

variations in ground surface protection afforded by specific crops dur-

ing the growing season frorn seeding to harvest. Developed tables differ-
entiated the C values between different crop-rnanagement practices with

residue cover in place of crop yield. These tables represented most

crop-management practices existing in the United States. Six crop-stage

períods vrere separated as:



Period F

Period SB

Period 1

Period 2

Period 3

Period 4

Rough fallow. Inverse ploughing
to secondary tillage.
Seedbed. Secondary tillage for
seedbed Eo 10o/" canopy cover.
Establishment. 10% - 50% canopy
cover
Developnent. 50% - 75% canopy
cover
Maturing crop. 75% canopy cover
to crop harvest.
Residue or stubble. Crop harvest
to ploughing or new seeding.

To obtain the c value for each crop growth stage, the appropriale

erosion index distribution curve is entered to obtain the percentage of

annual erosion index value expected within each crop growth stage peri-

od. The crop growth stage C value multiplied by the corresponding value

obtained from the erosion index disLribution curve is the C value for

that period. The sum of obtained crop stage C values for specific crop-

management patterns proviile Èhe annual C value for specific crop-manage-

ment systems.

2.4.6,1 C Factor Evaluation and Local Modification

Elwell and Stocking f976) presented a crop cover and classification
approach for conditions tested in Rhodesia (zimbabwe). The results

obtained included relationships of soil loss as a function of mean sea-

sonal vegetative cover. Roose 11977 ) developed average annual C factor

values for vegetative cover and cultural techniques for West Àfrica.

Estimated C factor values for standard crop-management systems have

proven accurate in estimating soil 1oss, but changing crop-management

practices related to special tillage practices and cover siÈuations have

necessitated the C factor evaluation for appropriate adjustnent under

41
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specific crop-tnanagement systems. This requirenent specifically applies

to conservation tillage, insufficientLy tested crop-management systems,

rangeland and forest areas.

Van Doren et al. (1984) found a 45oA increase in soil loss from a

cropping sequence of soyabean to corn. Observed soil loss was shown to

be higher than the 25% estimated with usln, and was less than that

observed in other research situations which indicated increases in soil
loss from 43% - 700%. The UStE was also observed to estimate a 30%

decrease in soil erosion for zero tillage as compared to conventional

tillage, and other researchers observed decreases in erosion from 56% -
75%. Van Doren et al. (1984) reported a soil loss of 90% lower than

that predicted by the usLE for zero tillage crop-management system.

Burwell and Kramer (1983) showed that measured soil losses compared

to USLE predicted soil losses vrere 54% f.or conventional tillage and 6j%

for conservational tillage systems under corn on Central Missouri clay

in a 24 year study. Jones et al. (1983) found the USIE estimated soil
loss to be double that observed in a six year waÈershed runoff study.

Consequently they suggested that the possible causes of error could be

due to an insufficient length of the study period and too high C factor

values. Wendt and Burwell (1985) concluded that annual C factor values

found in the USLE Handbooks were too high for conventional, minimum and

zero tillage systems under corn. Dissmeyer and Foster (1981) described

nell procedures which rlere reconmeniled to replace C factor values in the

UStE Handbooks for woodlands.
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2.4.7 Conservation practice (!) ractor

The P factor is the ratio of soil loss from a specific soil conserva-

tion practice to that from soil loss obtained using an upsJ.ope-downslope

cultivation practice. Conservation practices included ín this factor are

contouring, conlour strip-cropping and terracing. crop-management prac-

tices relating to conservation ti1lage, crop rolation, fertility treat-
ments and retention of crop residues also contribute to p factor. Wis-

chmeier and Smith (1978) recornmended P factor values for three major

mechanical soil conservation practices.

2.4.7"1 P Factor Evaluation and Local Modification

The P factor has been evaluated and modified for different crop-man-

agement systens. I{illiamson and Kingsley (1974) found a 51%-82% decrease

in soil loss when switching from up and downslope tillage to contour

tillage under corn and oats rotation in South Dakota. This observation

compared well with the USLE estimated soil loss within the range of

50%-75%. Foster and Highfill (1983) proposed P subfactors to account for

interterrace deposition (pc) for soil conservation planning which would

account for soil losses on each terrace, and (ey) for sediment yields

which would calculate losses from the whole fie1d.
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2.5 ustn APPIIcÀTioNS, LIMrrÀTIoNs, EvÀLUÀTroNs AND MoDrFIcATroNs

2.5.1 Àoplications and Limitations

Reduction of erosion rates to tolerable limits depends on properly

planned crop-manâgement practices. The UStE was developed to predict

long-term average soil losses from specified field areas with specific

crop-management systems (Wischmeier and Smith 1978). The equation has

been used primarily to inventory erosion under existing field conditions

and to guide in the development and application of relevant soil conser-

vation plans (Foster 1982). The USLE predicts soil losses from sheet and

rill erosion but does not apply to gulry and streambank erosion. AIso,

the equation does not account for sediment deposited in the same field
or watershed or that which ends up in a river or strean. The range of

the USLE application is limited by the availability of representative

local factor values, since the available tables and nomographs for caI-

culating factor values are only directly appticable to the United States

(I{ischmeier et al. 1971; wischmeir and smith 1978). This situation

stresses the need to evaluate the available USLE lables and nomographs

for areas where rainfall, soil genesis and crop-management systems are

different (wischmeier 1984).

The equation was developed and tested on a comprehensive field data

base assernbled from experimental sites in the United States and is,
therefore' widely regarded as reliable. It has been accepted as a stan-

dard tool for soil conservation planning (reo tlss; Hudson 1981). The

equation is used in obtaining tolerable.soil loss (T) values by rear-

ranging the factor combinations so that the L factor vaLues required to

reduce soil loss to the expected limit are calculated. Appropriate !er-
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race spacings for reducing soil loss to tolerable levels can then be

deternined. The C value is estimated for suitable crop-management prac-

tice which, when combined with selected terrace spacing wilI provide the

required tolerable soil loss value.

The USIE estimated A is replaced by a nevl symbol T and R and K factor

values are considered as fixed for a specific field. Changeable factors

are then grouped to determine appropriate crop-managenent alternatives

for reducing existing soil loss to maximum T values. (Donahue et al.
1983' llischmeier and smith 1962). The USIE is rearranged and expressed

as;

T

where:

The T/(n n) value is constant for a specific field and the required

management alternatives for reducing erosion are obtained through the

conbinations of the adjusted factor values for LS, c and p. possible

conservation measures, for adjusting the management factors C and p are

determined and their values obtained from the USLE tables (wíschnreier

1960). Maxinum LS values for appropriate widths of terrace spacings are

calculated for locaI conditions using:

T

RK
rscP

f = maximum soil loss

R, K, (rs), C and p

previously in USLE

where:

Q.23)

torelance

are as defined

rs

rs
RKCP

= topographic factor value for terrace

spac i ng

= naximum tolerable soil loss

K, C, and P are as previously definedR,

(2.24)-
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for USLE

The USLE cannot be used to estimate erosion from specific rainstorm

events, since if applied this way it will provide an estimate of average

soil loss expected from such a storm, which may be quite different from

actual soil loss (Morgan 1986). Also, for the R and c factor values,

the equation will estimate the average soil loss for numerous recurrenc-

es of this event on a given field and for a particular crop-stage peri-
od. The soil loss for any one of these events will vary tremendously in

either direction from this average.

The equation is an empirical statistical equation whose factor vari-
ables are evaluated on the basis of the best percentage of explained

variations. Therefore, refinemenls needed for short-run soil loss esti-
mations Ì{ere sacrificed for the purpose of conciseness and simplicity of

the equation. Estimation of total watershed sediment yield limiLs is a

specific cited example of misuse of the equation. The factor values for

Kr C and LS cannot be averaged for a complete complex watershed. For the

equation to be applied with accuracy, the watershed must be subdivided

into homogeneous individual units, and the deposition of some of the

eroded soil sediment must be accounted for.

Inappropriate selection of the USLE factor values is a common source

of error, especially when the basis for the factor selection is irot spe-

cific. Àpplication of C factor values over an entire corn field without

considering the management practices will result in errors of estimated

soil loss. Also, applying c and p factor values to sLope lengths greater

than those for which the factors can be applied with accuracy will also
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result to errors. Exlrapolation of estimated soil loss beyond the range

of available data from which the USLE was developed is inappropriate.

Determination of slope length must take into consideration the situation
that slope extends from origin of surface runoff to sediment deposition

areas. Also, irregular slopes cannot be averaged but need to be comput-

ed separately. Estimation of soil loss nay require addition of subfac-

tors to annual R value so as to account for soil losses resulting frorn

frozen soil and snow-melt in cooler climates. The equation estimates

soil loss from sheet and rill erosion on slope segments associated to

specific topographical factors, and does not take into consideration

amounts of eroded sediment deposited on the same field. The data base

for the equation, though extensive, is mainly restricted to the united

States' specifically f.or 24 states east of the Rocky Mountains. The data

base is further restricted to slopes where cultivation practices are

permissible, which are normally 0 to 70, and also to soils with low

montmorillonite content (young and Mutchler 1 977).

In addition to these practical field limitations, there are other

lheoretical problems associated with the equation. Considerable inter-
dependence exists between various factors, since raínfall influences R

and C factors and terracing influences L and P faclors. Other interac-

tions between factors, such as the greater significance of slope steep-

ness in areas of intense rainfall are not taken into consideration. Soil
loss would be expected to increase with increase in slope steepness and

slope length, due to respective increases in velocity and volume of sur-

f ace runof f (t'torgan 1986) . The R value is based on studies of drop-size

distribuLions of rain which may have limited applicability while surface
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runoff' an inportant factor to which soil loss is closely related, is
omitted. To overcome this shortcoming, Foster et al. (1973) suggested

the replacement of the R factor with an energy term, (w), which is a

function of rainfall and runoff energy defined as

t+ = Q.5R+ 15Qqpo'33 (Z.ZS)

where: R = rainfaLl erosivity factor

0 = storm runoff (m3)

q p = storm peak runoff rate (m3 h-1)

Application of the UStE in many parts of the world has illustrated

differences in the degree of accuracy. SoiI erosion measurements by Hart

(1984) in Utah State under different rangeland ecosystems with high

organic matter levels showed that the USLE overestimated soil losses on

steep slopes under dry conditions and underestimated soil loss under wet

conditions. The observation suggested a significant effect of antece-

dent soil moisture on soil loss which will influence measured K factor

values. The study indicated the need to modify the UStE before it can

be applied on rangerands, taking into consideration the sleep slopes,

the residual plant rools, high organic matter levels and antecedent soil
moisture content. Aldrich and Slaughter (1983) showed that soil loss

estimated by the USLE on subarctic soils was 2'1% greater lhan that meas-

ured on annual basis, and up to 174% greater on an inilividual storm

basis. This shows that the UStE overestimates soil losses on subarctic

soils due to failure to take into consideration the ínherent field con-

ditions.

The UStE application has also involved soil loss estimation in wat-

ershed studies and in models for determining soil productivily losses
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resulting from erosion. Snell (1985) used the equation to determine soil

erosion potential from high risk watersheds in Southern Ontario. Mues-

sig et al. (1985) used homogeneous USLE factor values to estimate soil

erosion potential for Minnesota State on 40 acre parcels of land, using

field data fron rainfallr soil survey and aerial photographs. Two

models - CREÀMS (uSo¡ 1980) and EPIC (I.¡illiams et al. 1983) - have uti-
lized the USLE in determining soil productivity losses resulting from

persistent erosion.

The UStE application in estimating soil loss in Canada has been car-

ried out without consideration of differences in local field conditions

from those existing where the usLE was developed. van vliet et al.
(1976) used the equation in estirnating average annual soil loss on 13

agricultural watersheds in Southern Ontario. The study did not take into

consideration soil losses resulting from the effects of freezing, thaw-

ing and snowmelt. The difficulty in using this method was that estimated

soil losses were not equal !o the sediment leaving the watershed, since

the equation did not take into consideration the deposition of eroded

sediment in the same fie1d. Van Vliet and l{all (1979) carried out actual

measuremenls of soil loss in Southern Ontario over a four to six year

period and observed no significant differences from the USIE predicted

soil losses. The effect of snowmelt and frozen soil on total soil loss

was not considered in the study.

Stephen et al. (1985) used aerial photographs to estimate the USLE

factor values in New Brunswick by using colour-infrared photographs to

delineate homogeneous erosion mapping units, crop rotations and nanage-

ment practices. The study also depended on topographic maps for slope
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infornration and an improved soil erodibility map. He reported an accu-

racy of 88 t 1-2% when the method was compared with field soil loss

estimates obtained using the existing USLE factor values provided in the

USLE Handbook. Wischneier (1984) cautioned that for accurate appi.ica-

tion of the UStE in combination with interpretations from aerial photo-

graphs for large-scaIe soil loss estimaLion the complex watershed should

be divided into subareas for which factor vaLues can be easily identi-
fied. Therefore, using estimated walershed-average factor values of K, C

and P r¡ith the average slope length and average gradient would be inac-

curate, since the USIE was developed to estimate average annual soil
losses from field-sized areas as a function of the way in which the var-

ious erosion controlling factors are combined.

de Jong et aL. (1986) in New Brunswick found that potential soil
losses estimated using the l37cesium method correlated well with those

estimated using the UStE. He observed that the UStE overestimated total
soil losses in areas where deposition of eroded soil sediment was occur-

ring with or without simultaneous erosion. Steele fgTg) attempted to

apply the USIE to two l,lanitoba regions using soil survey, climatic data

and published reports. For soil organic matter levels above 4% lhe value

of. 4% was used when determining the K factor values using the USLE nomo-

graph. Topographic factors were observed to account for most of the

soil loss variation in the study area. The study did not consider the

effect of snow-melt and frozen soil on soil loss. Therefore, calculated

K factor vaLues were overestimated by treating soil organic matter lev-

els above 4% as 4%. Shaw (1981) experienced difficulties in using soil
survey reporÈs data for deternining the UStE factor values and poinLed
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out the need for the reports to include slope length, percent very fine

sand and fietd permeability data, required for deternining the K and L

factor values.

2.5,2 Evaluations and Modifications

The accuracy in evaluating the UStE factor values as provided in the

USLE tables and nomographs and estimated soil loss depends upon the

degree of experimental replication and the length of the study period.

R factor values as proposed by Newman (1970) were based on a 22 year

weather cycle. The R vaLue for a given year may be equal to or less than

one half, or more than two times the 22 year âverage. Wischmeier ('1976)

observed that even 10 year averages can significantly bias results.

Testing of the USIE indicated that 58 of 88 deviations greater than 1.0

ton/acre from the average annual soil losses resulted from use of data

records less than one half of the 22 year rainfall cycle (wischmeier

1g72). Therefore, study period and degree of replication are important

considerations in assessing the accuracy of the USLE factor values, and

the estimated soil losses.

Measured K factor values can vary on a sLorm basis, due to antecedent

soil surface conditions and the storm characteristics. The soil may be

dry, wet, freshly culLivated or crusted, and wind direction and veloci-

ty during a rainstorm as well as time of high intensity rainfall nay

vary between storns and within storms. pauls (1987) stated that the

presence of an intermittent fragipan during a rainstorm may have a vari-

able effect on observed soil losses.
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Àverage c factor values may be affected by time in the growing sea-

sonr crop grorling conditions, variable surface residue cover, tillage
practices and the variation in Ei distribution. wendt et al. (19g6)

measured the variability of soit Loss on 40 clean tiIIed fallow plots

located side by side for 25 rainfatl events. The coefficient of varia-

tion for soil loss was found to be relatively constant at about 20% tor

the various rainstorms, excluding the small runoff events. Sampling

errors were deened small compared !o possible total unexplained within-
plot variability, due to spatial variation in infiltration, soil erodi-
bility, furrow geometry and total number and breahdown rate of soil
aggregates. The study showed that increasing the number of experimental

replications decreased the size of the confidence limit interval signif-
icantly.

The USIE has been evaluated and modified ín many parts of the ¡vori.d

for the purpose of ensuring accuracy in estimated soil loss. pauls

(1987) evaluated the applicability of the USIE in Manitoba and found

that the absence of appropriate fallow conditions and directly compara-

ble crop-management systems created problems in comparing measured and

estimated K and C factor values. The short duration of the study þras a

major limiting factor, since the measured R, K, and c factor values for
individual storms showed extreme variability. The study stressed that

many plot years of data will be needed for averaging the measured factor
values before effective modification of the USIE for Manitoba condi-

tions can be established.

Hudson (1961) modified the equation f.or Zimbabwe and Roose (19i5)

investigated the equation's applicabiLity lo the Ivory coast, and con-
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centrated on evaluating the C factor values. Bolline (1985) evaluated

the equation's tables and nomographs in central Belgium and concluded

that direct application of the equation may lead to large errors

unless the values proposed for the United States are confirmed by exper-

imental measurements. Singh et al. (1985) evaluated the application of

the equation for India and found that specific values for some USLE fac-

tors are available that can be effectively used to assess soil loss

under different crop-management conditions. Cooley and Williams (1985)

evaluated the applicability of the USLE and modified the equation for

Hawaii. They obtained data-based values for the crop-management factor

which were somewhat lower than those available in the USIE tables. The

equation has also been modified for other land management systems. Diss-

meyer and Foster (1985) modified the UStE for foiest land by developing

a nel{ procedure for assigning cover-management-factor values for forest

land by extending the sub-facLor value introduced by T,tischmeier (1973

and 1975). The equation was not designed to estinate specific runoff

and soil loss events or downslope deposiÈion but can be applied in com-

paring potential long-term effects of alternaLe methods of managing

rangeland areas and for identifying major sediment sources (Wischmeier

1984). The table of "c-factor values for permanent pasture, range and

idle land" (Table 10 in Àgriculture Handbook 537), can help make the

equation nore useful under rangeland conditions. More research is neces-

sary for evaluating the factor values for the R, K and L under rangeland

conditions.

The UStE, in its present form, does not take into consiileration the

effect of surface runoff on rainfall erosivity. Williams (1975) pro-
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posed a modified USLE (t-lUSLE) for estimating soil losses from wat-

ersheds. The MUSTE replaced the R factor with a runoff energy factor,
'1 1.8 (Qqp)o ' ut for specific rainstorm events. The equation r+as

expressed as:

y - 11.8(0qp)0.s6¡rsCp (2,26)

where: Y = sediment yield in metric tons,

0 = runoff volume in m3,

qp = peak runoff rate in m3 s-l ,

K, LS, C and P are as previously defined

for the USIE.

Smith et al. (1984) tested the equation for the Southern plains

grasslands of the United States and found a good correlation between

measured and estimated soil losses.

Modifications of the USLE in sediment yield estimation mainly

involves extensions that altempt to apply the equation to specific wat-

ersheds. Different modifications have been proposed in this area. Modi-

fications to improve the accuracy in estinating the various USLE factor

values for specific fields have already been discussed in the section on

the UStE factor components.

Renard et aL. (1974) discussed special conditions

lands of the south-west United States and applied

yield estimates from small walersheds by describing

the USIE (in metric form) expressed as:

A = (0.Zz4z)(nKrscp)Ec

where: À = sediment yield (kg ha-l)

Ec = the channel erosion factor

of semi-arid range-

the USËE to sediment

sediment yield with

Q .27l,
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R, K, LS, C and P are as defined

previously in the USLE

The channel erosion term Ec is similar to a sediment delivery ratio
used to estimate sediment yield at the outlet and was created because a

sediment delivery ratio is considered to be less than one. For some of

the watersheds studied, the Ec term was larger than unity, since the

quantities of sediment produced from channel bed and banks erosion were

larger, making the sediment yield greater than the total upland field
soil loss (ttirt<by and Morgan, 1980).

Ì{illiams and Bendt (19'16) rnodified the UStE for predicting sediment

yield from watersheds and expressed the equation as:

r = 11800(0qp)o.56KCLS p (2.28)

where: Y = sediment yield from an individual storm (hg)

A = storm runoff volume (m3)

qp = peak runoff rate(m3 s-t)

K, LS, C and p factors are as defined previously

in the UStE.

Williams (1975) obtained the coefficients from fitting the equation

to data from Texas and Nebraska in the United States. The equation did

not consider a sediment delivery ratio as necessary, since the R factor

was replaced by the runoff term as shown in the equation. Accuracy in

applying lhe equation required the evaluation of the K, LS, c, and p

values that were different from those originally proposed for the USLE

(Ili1liams and Bennet 1972)



Onstad et al. (1976) used a

1973) as a major component

ersheds whích was expressed

À = (0.2242)wnrs

where; W = ahydrologicterm

t^l = a Rst + (1-a) 0.40 Qqpo.r,

A, K, LS, C and p are as defined

previously in the USLE

where: Rst = storm rainfall factor (eI units of the ustE)

O = runoff volume (m3)

qp = peak runoff rate (m3 h-r) and

a = a coefficient (0 < a < 1) that represents

the relative imporlance of rainfall

energy compared with runoff energy for

detaching soil sediment
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modification of the UStE (Foster et al.

a sediment yield nrodel for small wat-1n

crÐ.

c P (2.29)

Onstad and Foster (1975) used a hydrologic term value of 0.5 in an

earlier study. The two equations were developed as a result of the

analysis to describe the source of soil loss with respect to inLerrill
and rill areas.

Computerized geographical information systems have also been used

with the UStE and a sediment delivery ratio to estirnate potential sedi-

ment loading to streams from agricultural fields (Hession and Shanholtz,

1988). Necessary calculations for estimated potential sediment yields

require information on crop-management, soil typer râinfa11 and topo-

graphical features. The USLE expressed with a delivery ratio is given

crù.



psl = RK(r,s) cp(on) (2.30)

where: PSt = potential sediment loading (f"fg/tu )

R, K, LS, C and p are as defined previously in the UStE

(nn) = sediment delivery ratio

Delivery ratio is used to estinate the amount of eroded sedirnent that
finally reaches a stream. The ratio is calculated from topography

(relief and slope), watershed, waterbody, and 1anduse data rnaps accord-

ing to the expression:

DR = 10 (r /r,) e.31)
where: DR = sediment delivery ratio

r = relief, which is the difference in elevation

between an agricultural land and associated

stream

L = slope length

Maximum (r/Ll value obtained is used in the equation for the neces-

sary calculations.
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These modifications are extensions of the USLE range of application

and were developed to estimate total watershed sediment yields. Modifi-
cations are preliminary and are limited in a geographical oriented

base, since only limited data verification has been acconplished (xirlUy

and Morgan 1980).

Erosion rate at a given point varies nonuniformly with distance along

lhe flow path on a uniform landscape profile. The USr,F: estimates average

soil loss from a slope with futl eroding length and uniform steepness.

Howeverr il can be nodified to calculate erosion at any point on the
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landscape experiencing net erosion so as to give the best estimate of

average annual soil loss for a given nonuniform landscape profile,

excluding that part of the profile experiencing net deposition (Criftin

et al. 1988). The nodified form of the equation for this purpose is

expressed as:

D = (rn+1) R K (x/tulm s c P (2.32\

where: D = erosion rate at the given point

x = distance of the given point from the origin

of the landscãpe profile

lu = tength of the USLE unit plot (22.13 nl

m = USLE slope length exPonent

R, Kr S' C and P are as defined previously

in the USLE.

The USLE factor values for R, Kr Sr C anil P are as defined for the

point (x), and in particular, S is a function of (x), since slope steep-

ness-.typically varies along the lanilscape profile.

2.6 THE USLE AND THE FUTURE OF SOIt EROSION MODELLING

The USLE has been mainty applied in erosion modelling ancl soil con-

servation planning from the time it was developed (wischmeier and Smith

1978). The success of the equation has been due to its simplicity'

which makes it easy for even non-technical staff in the field advisory

and extension services to aPPlY.

À soil loss estimation model coded STESMA (Soil toss Estirnator for

Southern Àfrica) has also been developed (nlrrell 1981). The model is

considered to be suited particularly to countries that are unable to
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support extensive soil erosion research programs which urgently require

a decision making aid to combat erosion. The model predicts mean annual

soil erosion losses arising from sheet erosion on the area of arable

land between two adjacent contour ridges. The method of soil loss esti-
mation differs in concept from the USLE where cropping and tillage are

treated as integral parts of the C f actor, while the StESÌ,tA node] lreats

them as separate factors. The model divides lhe soil erosion system into

four influencing factors, treating each factor separately. The factors

considered in the systen are climate, soil, tillage and topography.

The UStE has also been used by researchers in estimating potential

hillslope soil loss rates, but as a research tool it has lirnitations
(Morgan 1986). The reason is because the USLE views erosion as a multi-

plicative function of the various erosion controlling factors as they

occur in various land management systems. The assumption is that each

factor has equal weight, and that there are no interactions between the

various factors and also, that erosion is linearly related to them. The

USLE has been observed to be more complex than this and the soil ero-

sion process cannot be effectively represented by taking the values of

the various factors and rnultiplying them together, since the differences

in the magnitudes and ranges of the factor values prevent equal weight-

ing. AIso, the equation used to determine the values for the slope

steepness factor, for example, is non-linear in forn.

The increasing recognition of the

ed in a nove toward more research

equation with a more efficient model.

the foundation for a nerv generation

limitations of the USLE has result-

aimed at modifying or replacing the

Meyer and }{ischmeier (1969) laid

of soil erosion models by calling
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for a return to the fundamental approach proposed by Ellison (1947'). The

approach considered erosion as a process resulting from Lhe detachment

of soil particles from the surface soil mass and the subsequent trans-
portation of the eroded sediment from the place of detachment. There-

fore, the soil erosion process is viewed as a complex process that has

not been sufficiently and descriptively simulated by the existing empir-

icaJ' equations. The Meyer-wischmeier (1969) scheme provides for the

effects of the raindrop splash impact and surface runoff as agents of

soil sediment detachment and transportation.

The proposed mathematical model of the erosion-sedimentation sys¡en

is expected to take into consideration the relative individual contribu-

tions of four erosion controlling subprocesses and describes soil move-

ment at all locations along a hillslope. The erosion controlling subpro-

cesses considered are those related to seiliment detachment and

transportation capacity due to both rainfall and surface runoff. The

parameters for which mathematical relationships are needed are in terms

that can be quantitatively measured. These include the detachment poten-

tials and transport capacities of rainfall and surface runoff, including

expressions of the surface soil mass susceptibility to detachment and

transport. The model is expected to be broadened to include pertinent

field site parameters in their time-dependent forms. These are rainfall
intensiLy, infiltration rate, ri11 geonetry as it affects the hydraulics

of the surface runoff, the time required for the sedinent and the sur-

face runoff to move downslope and the manner in which some of Èhe soit
properties that affect detachment and transport of sediment change with

time.
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.There are other essential erosion controlling field parameters to be

considered in the expanded erosion model:

1. Seepage and olher subsurface flows as they affect soil erosion.

2, VegetaÈion and crop residue cover as they affect the erosive

potential of rainfall and surface runoff.

3. Tillage practices, freezing and thawing as they influence soil
susceptibility to detachment and transport.

4. Land topography and surface microtopography as they affect soil
moisture storage.

5. overland flow, exposure to rainfalr, and surface-water depth as

it affects sediment detachment and transport.

6. Àccumulation of excess detached sediment available for transport

during subsequent periods of greater capacity and additional

interreLationships among the subprocesses

The proposed mathematical erosion model will be expected to provide a

comprehensive expression of the soil physical, mechanical and chemical

processes conÈributing to the soil erosion and sedimentation process.

More reliable predictions of locations of excess soil erosion rates and

deposition areas within a watershed are expected to become available.

Relative importance of various components of the soil erosion process

are expected to be evaluated as a basis for selecting the most effecÈive

nethod for erosion reduction in the total watershed.

Foster et al. (1981) developed a model for a field-sized area to

evaluate sediment yields under various crop-management practices. The

model incorporated fundamental principles of erosion deposition and sed-
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iment transport, and provides a tool for evaluating field sediment

yields on a storm-by-storm basis for control of erosion and sediment

yields from agricultural fields. The need to consider sediment detach-

ment and transport processes on a storm-by-storm basis limits the accu-

racy of the UStE. Williams (1975) modified the UStE model on a field
sized basis, and incorporated fundamenÈal erosion-sedinent transport

relationships for use in evaluating best crop-nanagement practices for

effective control of erosion and sediment yields. The model procedure

takes into consideration the soil erosion paraneter changes along the

overland flow profile and along waterways so as to represent both spa-

tial variability and the variations that occur from storm to storrn.

Morgan et aI. (1984) developed a nodel for predicting annual soil
loss from field-sized areas on hi1lslopes, which comprised a water

phase and a sediment phase. SedimenÈ phase considered erosion to be a

function of detachnent of soil particles by raindrop-splash effect and

sediment transport by surface runoff. The water phase uses annual rain-
fall to determine the rainfall energy for sediment detachrnent and the

volume of surface runoff available for sediment transport. The model

incorporates data from geomorphologists and agricultural engineers into

a moder which, although empirical in nature, has a stronger physical

base than the USLE or the Chemical Runoff and Erosion from Àgricultural

Management Systems(CnneuS) model. The model was developed with the spe-

cific objective of determining to what extent existing work could be

combined in a simple format to estimate annual soil loss from field are-

as on a hillslope, and gives realistic estimates over a wide range of

field conditions.
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The USLE has served its purpose well in predicting mean annual soil
losses fronr different fields and watersheds under specific land manage-

ment practices. Therefore, the need for a greater resolution provided

by more complex models may not be necessary, since knowing how much soil
is lost during a specific rainstorm may not be as important as knowing

whether the estimated annual soil loss exceeds a particular threshold or

tolerance level (Morgan 1986). The emphasis on research developing

more sophisticated storm models or daily simulation models will mean

losing the simplicity of the USLE, since with models like that of Foster

et al. (1981) it may be difficult to deternine the factor or a number of

factors that may have contributed significantly to the estimated soil
loss. The models are also not suitable for field use by soil conserva-

tion workers, since large data inputs are needed along with the neces-

sary computer facilities for data analysis. Therefore, the USIE still
renains as lhe most suitable soil conservation tool in estimating soil
losses under specific crop-management practices for ensuring effective
soil conservation planning. Foster et al. (1987) described the USLE as

"the world standard for an equation to estimate sheet and rilI erosion",

saying lhat "no other current equation or procedure for estimating ero-

sion approaches, as a whole, the usLE in ease of application, breadth of

applicatÍon, and accuracy."
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2,7 FIETD EXPERIMENTS FOR MEÀSURING SOII IOSS

Field data on soil erosion and its controlling factors are collected

on selected experimental sites with appropriate crop-rnanagement treat-
ments. Experiments are carried out either in permanent research stations

or may be designed to assess erosion at a number of temporarily selected

sample sites distributed over a large area. Data collection from perma-

nent experimental sites is done on bounded runoff plots of known specif-
ic area, slope steepness, slope length and soil type r+ith different
crop-management treatnents. Soil loss and surface runoff measurements

are done for different crop-management treatments and rainstorm evenLs.

Mitchell and Bubnezer (1980) suggested three specifications for field
experimental plot establishment and field equipment needed for surface

runoff and soil loss measurements. These are: 1) the designated plot
boundaries should be well defined, with sample collection equipment for
concentrating runoff and sediment samples, 2) the conveyance equipment

for carrying runoff to a sampling unit and a sampling unit for splitting
the runoff and sediment to manageable quantities should be included, 3)

the storage tanks for the sampJ.ed surface runoff and sediment should

have a sufficient storage capacity for containing samples from the

expected highest possible rainstorm event so as to avoid undersanpling

problems.

2.7.1 Experimental plot Desiqn

Plot dimensions for a standard erosion plot are 22.13 m long (up and

down slope) and 4.6 n wide, established on a 9% average slope gradient.

Standard plots were used in obtaining most of the 101000 plot years of
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soil loss data used in developing the USIE (ltischmeier 1984). Using

these as bases for K, L and S minimized potential errors in adjusting

the data to a common base. Plot edges were made of sheet metal, wood or

any suitable material which is stable, does not leak and is not suscep-

tible to rust. Many different devices, including soil mounds, sheet met-

al strips and wooden planks are used to isolate experimentat plots from

the surrounding area. Hudson (1957) pointed out that these materials are

expensive and some are highly susceptible to deterioration with time and

thus proposed the use of flat asbestos cement planks, set on edge and

supported by round pegs. Border depth below and height above ground

should be sufficient to prevent water movenent, vegetative growth and

rodent tunneling across them (Dendy et al . 1979). Commonly used depths

and heights are 5 to 30 cm and 7 to 25 cm, respectively (pauls 1997).

Bounded ploÈs probably give the most reliable data on soil loss per

unit area, but there are several sources of error involved with their
use (Hudson 1957). These include silting of the collecting troughs and

pipes leading to the tanks, inadequaLe covering of the troughs against

rainfall, and the maintenance of a conslant level between the soil sur-

face and the siIl or lip of the trough. Other related problems are that

surface runoff may collect al.ong the boundaries of the plot and form

rills which would not otherwise develop and the plot itself is also a

partial closed systen being cutoff from the input of sediment and water

from upslope.
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2,7,2 Surface Runoff and Sedinent Samplinq Svstem

Runoff and sediment collecting equipment located at the lower end of

the plot usually consist of a sheet metal trough buried in the soil to a

depth that will permit surface runoff to flow over the front lip unin-

peded into the trough. Dendy et al. (1979) recommended that troughs be

wide enough for easy cleaning (20 to 25 cm) and be sloped to the middle

al a 5% slope. For wider plots (i.e. 6 to 10 m), the suggested require-

rnent was that runoff and sediment should be concentrated by appropriate-

ly positioned plot borders before entering the collectors. Hudson (1957)

reported that the troughs should remain covered during rainfall events

as significant errors could arise during light rainstorms. For large

plots or where runoff volumes are very high, lhe overflow from a first
collecting lank is passed through a divisor which splits the flow into

equal parts and passes one part as a sample into a second collecting

tank. Runoff and sediment conveyance eguipment often used is a variable

length pipe or recÈangular channel, connecting the collector to a sam-

pling unit. The conveyor is expected to have sufficient slope for good

drainage (Parsons et a1. '1954). The channel for collecting the sediment

should match the plot width if a frune is included in the design.

The collected surface runoff and sediment mixture is measured and

then sampled for further laboratory analysis. slot-type samplers are

used in larger plots since sample volumes are reduced to manageable

quantities, and are, therefore, most preferred. Geib (1933) proposed

multislot divisors, which subsample the surface runoff and sediment by

causing them to pass through five to 15 rectangular slots where only one

slot passes the sampled aliquot to another colleclion tank. This method
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subdivides the sample, and sludge tanks are used for collecting the san-

pled sedimenl. These are located between the conveyance channel and the

divisor, and one to lhree sample collection tanks after the divisor.
Flow-rate information is obtained through measurements using flumes

located on the conveyance channel. Runoff volume and sedinent losses are

determined through water depth measurements and subsampling of the

solution while nixing at the same tine.

The Coshocton Sampling System which is a continuous sampling slot
type device was developed by v{.H. Pomerene in the mid-1940's (parsons

1954). The system consists of a small H flume which discharges surface

runoff and sedinent over a slightly inclined finned wheel, causing it
to rotate. The wheel has an elevated sampling slot which extracts an

aliquot as the wheel rotates through the runoff discharge, once per rev-

oLution. The subsanple is passed through the base of the wheel into

storage tanks, and the runoff volume and sediment losses are deLermined

in a similar fashion as described for multislot divisors. Total sarnple

obtained for a specific rainstorm may be 1/3%, 1/z% or 1% ot the total
runoff and sediment, depending on the model of the system used. Sampling

error increases significantly as the runoff discharge rate increases

over 80% percent of the total flume capacity (Parsons 1954). Mutchler

(1963) observed that for design purposes of all fractional hectare sur-

face runoff measuring systems, the assumption is that the maximum sur-

face runoff rate is equal to the maximum five minute rainfalt rate and

sample storage space is equal to the aliquot portion of the maximum 48

hours runoff event that could possibly occur.
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There are other methods that have been designed to sample surface

runoff frorn small watersheds. Dendy (1973) developed a system whereby a

traversing slot moved back and forth through the nape of a parshall

flume. The fraction of the flow extracted is further reduced by sample

splitters and the system was effective for computing sediment concentra-

tion but poor for determining total sediment or runoff volumes, since

the fraction of flow extracted decreased as lhe runoff discharge

increased. For remote watersheds or when flashiness of surface runoff is
involved or when good concentration graphs are required, automatic pump-

ing samplers are used. The most widely used modified Chickasha method is
an example of a sediment sampler, which is able to sample 2g pint bot-

tles in 12 hours (¡llen et al. 1976; Miller et al. 1969). The pump is
activated by an increase of stream depth and fills each bottle at a pre-

set time interval.

2,7.3 Rainfall Total and Intensitv Measurernent

Rainfall is measured with both standard and tipping bucket recording

rain gauges installed adjacent to the plotsr so that the measured sur-

face runoff and soil loss can be related to the rainfall total and

intensity for specific rainstorms (uorgan 19791,

2.7,4 Crop and Residue Cover Measurement

The soil erosion process is affected by the fraction of the soil sur-

face that is protected by crop and residue cover (laflen et al. jglg,

Laflen et al. 1981, and wischmeier and Smith 1978). Methods used in

measuring the crop and residue cover are expected to provide a good
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estimate of the average cover on a field with a reasonable nunber of

measurements. I.tischmeier and smíth ('1g7g) , used a point-line method

which was composed of a b.0 m rope with 10 evenly spaced markings.

Presence or absence of residue or plant part immediately below each

marking was recorded. The method sampled 20 times per sample point and

was replicated five times per plot. When the crop had grown to about

15.0 cm in height a horizontal bar r{ith 20 evenly spaced narkings sup-

ported on a stand above the crop canopy was used. sighting down from

each marking established the presence or absence of a plant part. Five

replicate neasurements were made on each treatment from which percent

cover was calculated. Crop and mulch cover neasurements are done

throughout the growing season for obtaining appropriate crop cover

changes for which C factor values are calcuLated.

2.7.5 Àntecedent soiL Moisture Measurement and Tillaqe

Àntecedent soil moisture is known to influence the initiation and

generation of surface runoff. Moisture measurements are done throughout

the growing season using the gravinetric method. Variability in K val-

ue measurements can be reduced by estimating the effect of variation in

antecedent soil moisture content and soil surface roughness (Romkens

1985). several observations regarding type, manner and frequency of til-
lage of erosion plots are also nade as they relate to soil surface

roughness due to cultivation. The manner and frequency of tillage wiIl.

influence infilt,ration rates, ponding, tirne of initiation of surface

runoff and velocity and subsequent soil loss. Therefore, time of culti-
vation will influence the variability of K and C value measurements.



Chapter IiI
MÀTERIALS ÀND METHODS

The purpose of this study yras !o develop a comprehensive data base on

field soil loss due to natural rainfaLl under different soil types and

crop-nanagement practices. The data base was to be used in evaluating

the UStE K and C factors under Manitoba agricultural and climatic condi-

tions. Field experiments were established on selected field sites with

different soil types and crop-management lreatments so as to quantify

the surface runoff and sediment production from the various treatments

under different rainstorm events. The erosion controlling factors taken

into consideration included rainfall total and intensity, surface runoff

peak volume and flow rates, soil physical properties, crop residue and

canopy coverr antecedent soil moisture, crop-management practices, farm

operalions (cultivation) and topographical features.

3.1 EXPERIMENTÀI SITE IOCÀTIONS ÀND DESCRIPTIONS

Four field experimental sites were selected on the basis of the dis-
tribution of the major soil types and the required uniform slopes. The

first two sites were established in the escarpment and Agassiz beach

landscape areas of South and Central Manitoba. The first site was eslab-

]ished in the sumner of 1984, Located in the escarpment near Miami

(Iegal description, NE 2-s-7:Wl on a Gretna clay soil, developed on cre-

taceous clay overwash or outwash of weathered shale clay derived from

-70-
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escarpment ravines (gftis and Shafer 1943). The site has a southerly

exposure and a recent continuous cropping history. The second site was

eslablished in the spring of'1985, on the Agassiz beach landscape near

Roseisle (legal description, NW 18-6-7t.t) on a well drained Leary sandy

loam underlaid by sandy material (ettis and Shafer 1943). The site has

a westerly exposure and a cropping history of a wheat-wheat-summerfallow

rotation.

The third site was established in the summer of 1986, in South-west-

ern Manitoba, located near Boissevain (Iegaj_ description, sl.l of sE

2-3-21w), in the whirewater Lake basin on a Ryerson sandy clay loam

soi1, developed on deep strongly calcareous mediurn to moderately fine
textured glacial ti11 wilh coarse fragnents composed of shale, lime-

stones and granitic rocks (nilers et al. 1978). The site has an east-

erly exposure with a cropping history of wheat-canola-fallow rotation.
The fourth site was estabLished in the spring of 1987 in l{estern Manito-

ba, located near Brandon (Iegal description, st^l zg-g-jg) in the glacial
lake Souris and the Brandon glacial lake basins on well drained medium

textured Carroll clay loam soi1, developed on lacustrine sediment depos-

its, underlain at varying depths by a substrate of glacial tiLl (ehrlich

et al. 1956). The site has a south-westerly exposure with a cropping

history of wheat-canola-fa11ow rotation. The distribution and location

of the various selected experimenÈaI sites is as shown in the map

atlached (rigure 2).
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3.2 EXPERIMENTAT PIOT DESIGN ÀND CROP-MÀNAGEMENT TREATMENTS

Experimental plot dimensions were 22,13 m (up and down slope) and 4.6

m wide, established on a uniform 9% slope. These dimensions r,rere chosen

to conform to the standard plot dimensions used during the USLE develop-

ment, so that the field data collected could be easily conpared with the

data used during the ustE development. The standard plot eras as

described above and was tilled up and down slope under a continuous fa1-

low for at least two years (wischmeier and Smith 1979).

Five continuous crop-rnanagement trealments: 1) sumnerfallow, 2) con-

ventional tilLage wheat, 3) minimum tillage wheat, 4) conventional til-
lage corn, and 5) alfalfa, were selected for the experiments. For the

Gretna clay and Leary sandy lsam sites, the minimum tillage wheat treat-
ment was not included. The crop cultivars used were Rambler alfalfa
(t'tedicago sativa ) , Benito wheat (triticum aestivum) and pioneer 3995

corn (Zea mays i,.). fhe crop cultivars selected yrere among the most com-

monly grown crop species in Manitoba. seeding and fertirizing opera-

tions were done according to the guidelines outlined in "Fie]d Crop Rec-

ommendations for Maniloba". For weed control, Embutox E, Hoegrass II,
and Àatrex Plus were used on the alfalfa, wheat and corn p1ots, respec-

tively. Round Up was used for spot spraying against resistant weeds in

and around the plots.

Field measurements for Gretna clay and Leary sandy loam sites were

done during the '1986 and 1987 growing seasons. Fie1d measurements for

Ryerson sandy clay loam and Carroll clay loam sites were done during the

1987 growing seasons only.
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3.3 EXPERIMENTÀI FIETD OPERATIONS

Details for the various field operations undertaken for the estab-

lishment and maintenance of the crop-management treatments are provided

in Tables'1r 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. For the establishment of the alfalfa
plot, the alfalfa was underseeded to wheat during the establishment

year. Seed was broadcast on the prepared seedbed and harrowed twice.

Wheat was drill seeded on both conventional and minimum tillage treat-
ments and the corn was hand planted. Row spacings for wheat and corn

were 18 cm and 91 crr respectively. Corn plots were cultivated three

times during the growing season. Summerfallow plots were cultivated

every three to five weeks so as to keep them weed free and to prevent

crust formation. This was done with a 2.3 m cultivator equipped with 16

shovels (15 cm wide). i,theat and corn plots were tilled once before

seeding and once after harvest. Corn pJ.ots were also row cultivated

lwice during the growing season. All the tillage and cultivation opera-

ticns were done up and down the slope in order to eliminate the soil
conservation practice (p) factor effect.

The crops were harvested at maturity to determine dry matter and seed

yields. Yield was conpared to the average crop yields expected in the

farmers' fields in the study area for the selected crops. I{heat was

harvested at maturity for dry matter and seed yield, and corn at 6s%

whole plant moisture for total dry matter yieId. The stubble remaining

afler harvest was 10-12 cm for wheat and 5-10 cm for corn, and al1 the

plant residues were removed after harvest. Plant samples were taken

from three one-half square meLer quaclraLs located randomly, on both

alfalfa and wheat plots, along the upper, mid and lower sropes. For corn
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the sampling was done along randomly selected rows on upper, mid and

lower slopes within specific rov¡ lengths of 1.0 m. corn and alfalfa
samples were oven dried to constant weight at 800C. t{heat samples were

dried at roorn temperature amd threshed to determine both dry matter and

seed yields.

3.4 FIETD DÀTA MEASUREMENTS

3.4.1 Crop and Residue Cover Measurements

Percentage residue and crop cover measurements were done throughout

the growing season for corn, wheat and alfalfa. The nethod used was the

point-line method used by lrischmeier and Smith (1978) as modified by

Pauls (1987). During spring, neasurements were done by stretching a 5.0

m rope with ten evenly spaced narkings diagonally across the plot. The

presence or the absence of residue or plant part immediately below each

nark was recorded tor 20 markings per sampling point, with the rope

stretched diagonally along the right and left side of the sampj.ing

point. when the crop had grovrn to above 15 cm in height, the point-

line method was used. This comprised of a horizontal bar with 20 evenly

spaced markings supported on two stands above the crop canopy. Measure-

ments were made by sighting down from each marking for the presence or

absence of a plant part. These measurements were done on a weekly basis

for five replicates on each treatment. The data obtained were used in

calculating the percent crop cover changes through the growing season

for separating different crop stage periods



Crop stage periods

fied to account for

turn p1ough ti1J.age.

defined by wischmeier and Smith (1978)

the presence of a winter period and the

The comparative systern is given in Table
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TABIE 1

Field Operations for Gretna Clay Site in 1996

======= = ================================================== === =========TreaLment Date Operation Equipment used(Rate) (sizäl

Wheat May 15

May 15
May 15

May 22
May 22
July 2

Sept. 12

Sept. '1 5

May 15
May '15

May 15
May 22
May 22
June 2
June 3
June 24
July 24
Sept. 12
Sept. 1 5

June 25

June 25
Aug. 1 1

May 15
June 24
JuIy 24
Aug. 25
Sept. 1 5

cultivation

broadcast 34-0-0 (.Zl t ha-1)
band '11-5'1-0 (.08 t ha-1)

seed wheat ( .1 t ha-1 )
harrow
spray Hoe-grass II
(3.5 t ha-1)
harvest (residues removed)

deep tillage

cultivation
band 11-51-0 (.08 r ha-1)
band 34-0-0 (.27 t ha-1)
harrow
seed corn (75,000 plants ha-1)
spray Àatrex plus (5.0 t ha-r)
topdress 34-0-0 (.27 t ha-1)
row cultivation
row cultivation
harvest (residues removed)
deep tiLlage

broadcast 1 1-55-0
(.08 kg ha-1)
harvest (residues removed)
harvest (residues renoved)

cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
deep tillage

Corn
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À1 fal fa

cull i vat
(2.3 m)
hand spr
press dr
(1.5 m)
press dr
harrows
bicycle
(1s.0 r)
sickle m
(.9 m) r

Fal1or¡

or

eader
i11

i11

sprayer

cultivator
press drill
jab planter
harrows
jab planter
bicycle sprayer
hand spreader
cultivator
cultivator
sickle mower-rake
cultivator

hand spreader

sickle mower-rake
sickle mower-rake

cultivator
c ult i vator
cultivator
cult i vator
cultivator

ower
ake
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TÀBtE 2

Field Operations for teary Sandy Loam Site in .1996

================ =============== === ===== ========== = ============== ====== =Treatment Date Operations Equipment(nare) tsi"äl

Wheat May '15

May 15
May 15
May 15
May 22
May 22
June 2

Sept. 12
Sept. 1 5

May 15
May 15
May 15
May 15
May 22
May 22
June 1 1

June 2

June 24
July 24
Sept. 12
Sept. 1 5

June 1'l
June 1 1

June 24
June 25
Aug. 1 1

May 15
June 24
July 24
Àug. 25
Sept. 1 5

Corn

cultivation
broadcast 34-0-0 (.08 t ha-1)
band 1 1-51-0 (.27 t ha-1)
harrow
seed wheat (.1 t ha-1)
harrow
spray Hoe-grass II
(3.5 t ha-1)
harvest (residues removed)
deep tillage

cultivation
band 1 1-51-0 (.08 t ha-1)
band 34-0-0 (.27 t ha-1)
harrow
seed corn (75r000 plants ha- r )
harrcw
reseed corn
spray Aatrex Plus (5.0 t ha-1)
row cultivation
row cultivation
harvest (residues removed)
deep tillage

weeded
broadcast 1'1-55-0 (.12 t ha-1)
biomass sampling
harvest (residues removed)
harvest (residues removed)

cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
deep tillage

AIfalfa

cultivator
hand spreader
press drill
harrows
press drilt
harrows
bicycle sprayer

sickle mower-rake
cultivator

Fallow

cultivator
press dril
jab seeder
harrows
jab seeder
harrows
jab seeder
bicycle sp
cultivator
cultivator
sickLe mow
cultivator

rayer

er-rake

hand
hand spreader
quadrat ( .25 m2 )
sickle mower-rake

cultivator
cult i vator
cultivator
cultivator
cultivator



TÀBtE 3

Field Operations for Gretna Clay Site in .19g7

= === === ============== ============================ ======= ==== ====== = ==Treatments Date Operations Equiprnent(Rate) 1di";i- -

Wheat May
May
May
May
June
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.

May
May
May
May
June
June
July
Àug.
Sept.

May
June

I
I
I
I
9
4

25
14

Corn

cultivation
band 1'1-55-0 (.08 r ha-1)
broadcast 34-0-0 (.Zl t ha-1)
seed wheat (.1 t ha-r)
spray Hoe-grass II(3.5 L ha-r)
weeded
harvest (residue removed)
deep tillage

cultivation
band 11-55-0 (.09 t ha-1)
seed corn ( 75,000 plants ha -1 

)
harrow
spray Àatrex PIus (5.0 t ha-1)
row cultivation
row cultivation
harvest (residue removed)
deep tillage

broadcast '1 1-55-0 ( .12 E ha - 1 )
harvest (residue removed)

cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
deep tillage

I
I
I
I
6

17
7

25
14

I
9

À1 fal fa

Fal1ow
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culr,ivator
press drill
hand spreader
press drill
bicycle sprayer
hand rouging
sickle mower-rake
cultivator

cultivator
press drill
jab planter
harrows
bicycle sprayer
cultivator
cultivator
sickle nower-rake
cultivator

hand spreader
sickle mower-rake

cultivator
cultivator
cultivator
cultivator
cultivator
cultivator

May I
JUne I I
July 7

Aug. 12
Sept. 1

Sept. 14



= ==== == ======================= =========== ======= =============== ========

Treatment Date Operations Equipment(Rate) 1s=i;ãi-"-

TÀBIE 4

Field Operations for Leary Sandy Loam Site in 1gg7

Wheat May
May
May
May
May
June
Aug.
Àug.
Sept.

I
I
I
I
I
6
4

25
14

Corn

cultivation
broadcast 34-0-0 (.27 t ha-r)
band 11-55-0 (.08 r ha-1)
harrow
seeding wheat (.1 t ha-r )
spray Hoe-grass II (3.F t ha-
weeded
harvest (residue removed)
deep tillage

cultivation
band 11-55-0 (.0e t ha-r)
seed corn ( 75,000 plants ha - 1

spray Àatrex plus ß.Zi L ha-
row cultivation
row cultivaÈion
harvest (residues removed)
deep tillage

broadcast 11-5S-0 (.12 t ha-1
harvest (residues removed)

cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
deep tillage

May I
May I
May I
June 6
June 17
JuIy 7
Àug. 25
Sep. 14

May I
June 6

May I
dune I I
July 7

Aug. 12
Sept. 1

Sep. 14

Àlfalfa

Fa1low
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cultivator (2.3 m)
hand spreader
press drilI
harrows
press drill

) bicycle sprayer
hand rouging
sickle mower-rake
cultivator

cultivator
press drill
jab planter

) bicycle sprâyer
cultivator
cultivator
sickle mower-rake
cultivator

hand spreader
sickle mower-rake

cultivator
cultivator
cultivator
cultivator
cultivator
cultivator



TABTE 5

Field operations for Ryerson sandy clay Loam site in 19g7

===== ==== === ================== ======== == ======== ========= ====== ============Treatments Date Operations Equipment(nate) tstzäl

Wheat May
(Conventional May
TilÌage) uay

May
June
Àug.
Aug.
Sept.

Wheat
(ui n imum
Ti 1lage )

1

1

1

1

5
4
6

4

cultivation
broadcast 34-0-0 (.Zl t ha-r)
band 11-55-0 (.08 t ha-1)
seed wheat (.1 t ha- r )
spray Hoe-grass II(3.b t ha-r)
weeded
harvest (residue removed)
deep tillage

2
,1

May 11

May 11

May 11

May 11

June 5
Àug. 4
Àug. 26

May 11

May 11

May '1'1

May 11

June 5
June 1 I
July I
Aug. 4

Sept. 29
Sept. 29

May 11

May 11

June 6

May 11

June 18
July I
Aug. 1 3
Sept. 2

Sept. 29

Corn

cultivation cultivator
broadcast 34-0-0 (.27 I ha-r) hand spreader
band 1 1-55-0 (.08 r ha-1) press ãrit]
seed wheat (.1 t ha-1) þress drill
spray _Hoe-grass II ( 1 .1 t ha-1) bicycle sprayerweeded hand rouging'
harvest (residue removed) sickle móweí-rake
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A1 fal fa

cultivator
hand spreader
press drill
press dril1
bicycle sprayer
hand rouging
sickle mower-rake

cultivation
band 1 1-55-0 (.08 t ha-1)
harrow
seeding ( 75 r 000 plants ha - r

spray AaLrex plus (3.S f, i¡a
row cultivation
row culÈivation
weeded
harvest (residue removed)
deep tillage

weeded
broadcast 34-0-0 (.08 t ha-
harvest (residues rernoved)

cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
deep tillage

Fallow

cultivator
press drill
harrows

) jab planter-r) bicycle sprayer
cultivator
cultivator
hand rouging
sickle nower-rake
cultivator

hand rouqino
I ) hand sprãadãr

sickle noyrer

cultivator
cul t i vator
cul!ivator
cultivator
cul t i vator
cultivator
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TÀBLE 6

Field Operations for carroll clay toam site in 19g7

= ======= == =============== ======= === ============== ========================Treatment Date gperations Equipment
(nate ) t ii"äl

Wheat
( Convent i onal
Ti lIage )

May 12
May 12
May 12
May 12
June 5
July I
Àug. 26
Sept. 1 5

May 12
May 12
May 12
May 12
June 5
JuIy I
Àug. 26

May 12
May 12
May 12
May 12
June 5
June 18
July I
Sept. 29
Sept. 29

May 12
May 12
May 12
May 12
May 12
June 5
Àug. 2
Aug. 21

May 12
June 18
July I
Aug. 13
Sept. 2
Sept. 29

Wheat
(t'tininum
Ti 1Ia9e )

cultivation
band '1 '1-55-0 ( .08 r ha - 1 

)
harrow
seed wheat (.1 t ha-1)
spray Hoe-grass II (3.5 t ha-
weeded
harvest (residue removed)
deep tillage

cultivation
band 11-55-0 (.08 r ha-1)
harrow
seed wheat (.1 t ha-1)
spray Hoe-grass II (3.5 t ha-
weeded
harvest (residues removed)

cultivation
band 11-55-0 (.08 r ha-1)
harrow
seed corn ( 75,000 plants ha - r

spray Àaltrex plus(3.25 t ha-
row cul!ivation
row cultivation
harvest (residues removed)
deep tillage

cultivation
seed wheat (.05 t ha-r)
band 1'1-55-0 (.08 r ha-1)
seed alfalfa (10 kg ha-1)
harrow
spray EmbuÈox E (3.0 L ha-1)
weeded
wheat harvested

cultivation
cultivation
cultivation
cullivation
cultivation
deep tillage

Corn

Alfalfa
(sstab. )

cultivator
press drill
harrow
press drill

) bicycte sprayer
hand rouging
sickle mower
cultivator

cultivator
press drill
harrow
press drill

) bicycle sprayer
hand rouging
sickle mower-rake

cult i vator
press drill
harrows
jab seeder

) bicycle sprayer
cul t i vator
cultivator
sickle mower-rake
cultivator

cultivator
press drill
press drill
hand spreader
harrows

bicycle sprayer
hand rouging
sickle nower

cultivator
cultivator
cultivator
cultivator
cultivator
cultivator

Fallow
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TÀBtE 7

comparative system for Modified crop Growth stage periods

======= ====== === === ==== == ============================== ====== ========== ===wischneier and smith (1960) | Modified system

Period F (rough fal1ow)-ploughing
to secondary tillage.
Period SB (Seedbed)-secondary
tillage until the crop has
developed 10% canopy cover.

Period 1. (nstablishment)
-end of SB until the crop has
developed 50% canopy cover.
Period 2. (Development)
-end of period 1 until canopy
cover reaches 75%.
Period 3. (Maturing Crop)
-end of period 2 until
harvest.
Period 4. (Resídue or Stubble)
-harvest to ploughing or new
seeding.

Period w (Winter)-last falI
tillage Èo spring tillage.
Period SB (Seedbed)
-first spring Èillage until
the crop has developed 10%
canopy cover.
Period 1. (nstablishment)
-end of SB until the crop has
developed 50% canopy cover.
Period 2. (Development)
-end of period 1 until canopy
cover reaches 75%.
Period 3. (uaturing Crop)
-end of period 2 until crop
harvest.
Period 4.(Residue or Stubble)
-harvest to fall tillage.

3.4.2 Surface Runoff and Soil Loss Measurements

Surface runoff and sediment samplíng was done using a Coshocton Sam-

pting system (rigure 3). Runoff and sediment flowed into a trough at
the downsi.ope end of each plot, and through a 15 cm high flume which

directed runoff water onto a rotating coshocton wheel. The sampling

wheel was 30 cm in diameter and had on its surface an elevated slot
along the radius of the wheel. Since the area of the slot was 1% of lhe

surface area of the wheel, it sampled 1% of the total surface runoff and

sediment per every revolution. The 1% subsamples were collecteil in a pan

located directly beneath the sanpling wheei.. sampling wheels at the
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CollecÈlon Pan

l.later Level Recorder

Levellng nut

Plywood base
Angle iron

Threaded Rod

Metal tape

Flune

Elevated Slot

Figure 3: Sioe view of Coshocton Sampl-er, Water
Lower Trough end

Source, after Pauls ( 1 987 ) .

Flns

hrheel

Outlet to coll-ectlon palls
Angle lron Support
Rubber Hose
Patio Block

Level- Recorder and
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Gretna clay and Leary sandy loam sites were finned so that they were

propelled by the runoff, and the wheels at the Ryerson sandy clay loam

and Carroll clay loam sites were rotated by electric motors. The switch

for operating the electric motors vras activated by a float when about

6.25 mm of rainfall accumulated in a colLection float chamber which was

fed by a collecting funnel. Runoff and sediment sampled by the wheels

were directed through tubing into removeable sampJ.e collection contain-

ers. Sanple collection containers were exchanged after each rainstorm,

and any soil deposited in the trough was collected. CoÌlected sanples

were oven dried and weighed, and appropriate calculations were made to

determine the total soil loss from various crop-treatments for specific
rainstorm events.

stilling wells, attached to the side of the f1ume, in which a froat
from a water level recorder was housed, made it possible for peak sur-
face runoff vol-une and flow rates to be measured. The water level
recorders and flumes were calibraÈed both in the laboratory and in the

field. The readings obtained during the calibration included runoff
flor+ rates in liters/second and the related number of divisions obtained

on a runoff flow chart. Regression curves were prepared for different
runoff recorders and were included in the compuÈer prograrnme used in

calculating the surface runoff volume and flow rates. This was done by

deriving the following equation for each water level recorder:

RÀTE = bo + br(nneO) + bz(ngeO)z (¡.1)

where: RÀTE = rate of discharge through the flume (t s-r)

REÀD = water level recorder reading (fron chart)

bo = intercept for curve

br and bz are regression coefficients for (nn¡U)and (nEeO)2,
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respect i veIy.

An example of a typical calibration curve is provided in Figure 4.

The surface runoff flow rates were correlated with total soil loss frorn

each crop-management treatment for specific rainstorms.
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3.4.3 Rainfall Total and Intensitv Measurements

Tipping bucket and standard rain gauges were installed a short dis-
tance from the plots at each site. Data on total amount and intensity
of rainfall were extracted from lhe tipping bucket rainfall charts, and

were used to calculate the rainfall erosiviÈy (n) factor values. Total

storm rainfall obtained Ìras conpared to that measured by the standard

rain gauge. lthen a large difference occurred between the Èwo readings,

due to failure of the tipping bucket rain gauge measuring system, rain-
faII intensity data for this gauge from a nearby weather station was

used. This problem nas experienced only once for Gretna clay site in
1986.

R factor values for specific rainstorms were calculated based on the

relationship between KineÈic nnergy (nn) and rainfall intensity (I¡o).
To calculate R values required an analysis of drop-size distribution of

rainfall. Laws and Parsons (1943) showed that drop-size characteristics
vary with intensiLy of rainfall. Based on their work, wischmeier and

smith (1958) developed the equation (in metric units):
KE = 1'1 .87 + 8.73 log1el (3.2)

where: KE

ï

The equation was derived from equalion 2.7 page 23, since the data

was collected in metric units (mm h-1, t ha-1and m) and the calculated

R factor values yrere expecled to be obtained in MJ mm ha-r h-r. The KE

values were obtained for all rainstorms whose I values were equal or

less than 76 mm h-1 (wischmeier and Smith 1978). The naximum KE value

obtained for any rainstorm was given as 28.3 MJ mm ha-r h-r. Therefore,

kinelic energy (.1 m- 2 mm- r )

rainfall intensity (mm h-r)
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KE values for rainstorms with I values greater than 76 mm h- r were

regarded as 28.3 MJ mm ha-'h-1. To conpute the KE of a rainstorm, the

trace of the rainfall from the chart of a tipping bucket rain gauge was

analyzed and the storm divided into small time increments of uniform

intensity. For each tine period, the KE of the rainstorm at Èhat inten-
sity was calculated from equation 3.2. This multiplied by the amount of

rain received for each specific time period gave the KE for that period.

The sum of the calculated KE values for all the time periods gave the

total KE for a specific rainstorm.

The following example (raUte 8) illustrates how KE values were calcu-

TÀBIE 8

Sample Calculation of Rainfall Erosivity (n) for Gretna CJ.ay Site, 19g6

================= ========================= ====== ============ == ============== ===Time From Time Rainfall Intensity Kinetic Energy Total KineLicStart Elapsed Energy(min) (mm) (mm) (mm h-1) (¡ m-2 mm-r) (cor. 3 x col. 5)

0- 40
41- 96
97 - 107

108 - 138
139 - 149
150 - 155
156 - 171
172 - 207
208 - 233
234 - 239

40
55
10
30
10

5
15
35
25

5

0.2
5.4
1,4
2.8
5.8
5.2
1.2
1.6
0.4
0.6

Total Storm

0. 30
5.89
I .40
5. 60

34.80
62,40
4. 80
2.7 4
0. 96
7 .20

lated using the wischmeier and smith (1959) equation (equation 3,2).

24.6

7 ;48
18. 98
20.36
18.79
25.85
28.11
18.19
15.03
11.97
19.76

1 .50
102.52
28.50
52.61

149 .93
146.16
21.83
25.55
4.79

11.86

545.33
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To calculate R values using Wischmeier index (Iro):

naximun 30-min rainfall = g.B mm + 5.2 mm + .1.2 
mm

= 12.4 mm

maximum 30-min intensity = 12.4 x 2

= 24.8 mm h-1

total kinetic energy = total of column 6

= 545.33 J m-2

EIso = 545.33 x 24.9

= 13,524.18 J m-2 mm h-1

= 131524.18 J m-2 mm h-1 x 10a x 10-6

= '13b.24 MJ mm ha- j h-1

!{ischmeier (1959) found that the measureable rainfall characteristics
nost closely related to soil loss were the total KE and the maximum 30

ninute intensity (Iro) of a rainstorm. Therefore, total rainfall erosiv_

ity value was obtained as a product of total KE and the maximum I3o san-

p1e data and the necessary calculations tabulated in Table I are for
Gretna Clay rainstorm event for September 25, 1996.

3.4,4 Àntecedent Soil Moisture Measurements

Antecedent soil moisture samples were taken from randomly spaced

points on the upper, middle and lower slope positions of each plot at

depths of 0.0-5.0 and 5.0-15.0 cm. The measurement,s were done on a week-

1y basis and the soil moisture content was determined in the laboratory

using the gravimetric meÈhod. Àverage soil moisture conlent for each

depth on each treatment was caÌculated and the data obtained was used to

determine the influence of antecedent soil moisÈure on the measured soil
losses.
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3.4.5 Soil Phvsical properties Measurements

Soil physical analysis was carried out so as to determine those prop-

erties which were used to estimate values of the soil erodibility K fac-
tor using the USLE Nomograph Equation (Ne) and the Modified young and

Mutchler Equation (MyMe). Nine soil samples were taken in a grid pat-

tern across the plots on each site up to a 1s cm depth. The soil physi_

ca1 properties determined from each of these samples included particle
size distribution, percent organic matter, aggregaÈe index and disper-
sion ratio. Bulk density was determined separately using different sam-

ples, while the structure code, and permeability crass, were estimated

using soil survey data. Percent rnontnorillonite clay in the total soil
was estimated using specific surfaces and soil texture analysis data.

The analysis for different soil physical properties was carried out as

follows:

3.4.5.1 Particle Size Àna).ysis

Percent sand, silt and clay were determined using the standard

pipette sampling method (Kilmer and Àlexander 1949) for mechanical anal-
ysis. The components of the sand fraction were determined using sieves

on a mechanical shaker. Particle size fractions were determined accord-

ing to the Canadian Classification System (Canada Soil Survey Committee

1978).
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3.4.5,2 Organic Matter Content

Percent organic matter content was determined using the !,talkley-Black

(1934) chromic acid oxidation method, based on the estimation of organic

C. Organic C was oxidized with an excess of KzCrzOz of known concentra-

tion in presence of conc. HzSO¿ in mixture. An automatic titrator was

used to back titrate excess KzCrzOz with f'eSO¿ and appropriate calcula-

tions were used to obtain the organic matter percentage values.

3.4.5.3 Àggregate Index

Two hundred grams of soil were

sieves for 15 minutes on a mechanical

9.5 mm sanp).e fraction was divided by

ple fraction to obtain the aggregate

x
ÀI

where: ÀI
x

3.4.5,4 Dispersion Ratio

The procedure described by Middleton (1930) was modified and used to

determine the 50 micrometers suspension percentage (pauls 19g7). À s00

mL and 5.1 cm diameter acrylic cylinder was filled to a volume of 400 nt
rvith distilled water at room temperature and an equivalent of 10 g of

oven dry soil was added. The cylinder was stoppered and turned end over

end for 20 cycles. The cylinder was then placed on a bench and sampled

with a 10 mt automatic pippete at a depth of 10 cm after the appropriate

200-x

= aggregate index ratio
= the 2.0 to 9.5 mm sanple fraction

sieved through 9.5 mm and 2.0 mm

shaker. The weight of the 2.0 to

the weight of the rest of the sam-

index ratio as:

(3.3)



settling time according to

micrometers. The settling

water temperature. In this

settling time used was 4 nin

ters) was deternined using

and Àlexander '1949).

Dispersion ratio was used as a measure of the aggregation of the sam-

ple and represented the percentage of particles smaller lhan 50 microme-

ters in the aggregated sample divided by the percentage of particles of
the same size in the dispersed sample. The lower the ratio the greater
is the percentage 

. 
aggregation of sirt and c1ay. The dispersion ratio

was calculated using the formula:
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Stokes' Law for particles greater than S0

time was determined using the prevailing

case the water temperature v¡as 210C and the

33 s. Percent silt and clay (<50 microme-

the standard pipette sampling method (nilmer

Dispersion Ratio =

3.4.5.5 Bulk Density

Field determination

pler. Collected soil

samples were collected

crr and 7.5 to 15.0 cm

along the middle of the

Suspension Percentage

(%silt + %cIay)

of bulk density was done using a 25 cm3 core sam_

core samples were oven dried and weighed. Four

on each sampling point at depths of 0.0 to 7.5

in a grid pattern close to lhe four corners and

experimental síte (rigure 5).

soil bulk density was carcurated using the formura:

Bulk Density =

(3.4)

mass dry soil

bulk volume soil
(3.s)
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3.4.5.6 Structure and perneability

Soil surface structure and profile permeability codes were estimated

using the usLE nomograph (wischmeier and smith 1979), soil survey

reports, field observations and consultation with soil surveyors (tang-

man, Manitoba Soil Survey 1988). Structure code was determined based on

the classification:

1 - very fine granular

2 - fine granular

3 - coarse granular

4 - blocky, p1aty, or nassive

Permeability class was deternined based on the swelling potential,

massive structure when wet and carbonation of aggregates of different
soils. For dry clay soil no consideration was given to any large cracks

that were likely to cause less soil loss due to high infiltration rates

and trapping of surface runoff and sediment during the early part of a

rainstorm. Different permeabiJ.ity classes were obtained as:

6

5

4

3

2

1

- very slow

- sLov¡

- slow to moderate

- moderate

- noderate to rapid

- rapid
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3.4.5.7 percent Montmorillonite

soils with a high monLmorillonite clay content tend to be better
aggregated than those in which other clay minerals predominate (young

and Mutchler 1977). Determination of percent montnorillonite in the
clay fraction usually involves complex methods of x-ray diffraction, and

specific surface area measurements. There are difficulties involved in
carrying out the procedure, and the resulting value is an estimation
with large confidence limits. Percent montmorillonite in clay fraction
was estimated using estimaLed specific surface area measurements and

soil texture analysis (Young and Onstad 1g76), since this was the method

used for estimating percent nontmorillonite content in clay fraction
when the Young and Mutchler Equation (yun) vras being developed (young

and Mutchler 1977). The equation for the relationship used vras

expressed as:

ss = Q.116(s) + 0.18s(si) + 0.330(c) + 0.107(M)(C) (3.6)

(rz = 0.944), (n = 56),

(standard error of estimate = 16 mz g-1)

where: SS = specific surface area, h2 g- r,

g = percent sand (>50 micrometers),

Si = percent silt (2 - 50 micrometers),

f = percent clay (<2 nicromelers),

M = percent montnorillonite in clay fraction.

Specific surface area measurements were estimated using the organic
matter content of soil and the -15 bar soil moisture content (young and

onstad 1976). The -15 bar soil moisture content was measured using a

pressure membrane apparatus. The young and onstad equation for the

relationship used for estimating specific surface area yras expressed as:



ss

h'here:

- 2.36 + 7.96(i{) - 4.49(oM) (3.7)

(r2 = 0.86), (n = 67)

(standard error of estimate = 8.43 mz g-1)

specific surface of matrix soil (m2 g-r)

percent soil moisture content by weight

of matrix soil at -15 bar pore

pressure

percent organic matter

ss

t{

Using equation 3.6, the specific surface area of each soil was calcu-
Iated. The value obtained was then substituted in eguation 3.5 along

with soil texture data and then solved for percent montmorillonite in
clay fraction. The value obtained was then used to calculate the montmo-

rillonite content as a percentage of total soil.

3.5 DATÀ ÀNAtYSIS FOR THE MEÀSURED K AND C FACTOR VÀtUES

The field experimental conditions and the standard unit plots used

eliminated some of the factor values in the USLE, simplifying the calcu-
lations for the measured K and C factor values. The LS factor r.las numer-

ically equal to one under the standard experimental conditions, i.e.
22.3 n long and 4.6 n wide, established on lhe 9% uniform slope. The p

factor was also numericarry equal to one under the upslope-downslope

cultivation practice used in the plots to eliminate the soil conserva-

tion effect. The C factor under the summerfallow conditions was also

equal to one.

OM
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The USLE, after deleting the LS,

fi = RK

where:

The measured

measured soil loss from summerfallow

measured rainfall erosivity

soil erodibility factor

98

P, and C factors, therefore, became:

(3.8)

=

K (r

À

h MJ-r mm-r) factor values were calculated as:

(Soit l-oss from summerfallow)

The measured C (dimensionless) factor values (soi1 loss ratios) for
different crop-management lreaÈments were calculated as:

R (nainfall erosivity)

À (r ha-1)

( uJ mm ha-r h-1)

h MJ-1 mn-1 (dimensions)

The measured K values were calculated using toÈal rainfall erosivity
values and soil loss obtained for all rainstorns combined for each grow-

ing season. wischmeier (1976) stated that "if ustE is applied to a spe-

cific rainstorm event it 1"i11 estimate the average soil loss for numer-

ous occurrences of lhat event on that field and in that crop stage

period. The soil loss in any one of these events may differ widely from

this average in either direction as influenced by antecedent field con-

ditions." The measured K values were compared with the K values esti-
mated using the UStE nonrograph equalion (Hn) and the Modified young and

Mutchler Equation (uyun).

(soil loss from cropped plot)
(soi1 loss from sumnerfallow plot)

(3.e)

(3.10)
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The NE as previously described in the literatùre review has the form:

100K = 2.1M1 .14 (10-4) (12-a) + 3 .25$_2) + 2.5(c_3) (3.11)

where: M = (percent silt + percent very fine sand) x

(percent silt + percent sand)

a = percent organic matter

b = structure code (l to 4)

c = profile permeability class (l to 6)

The

form:

(=

MYME as previousLy described in the literature review

where:

- 0.146 + 0.33À - 0.00588 + 0,225C + 0.00.19D _ 0.0035E (3.12)

(Rz = 0.89 )

K

À

B

c

D

E

soil erodibility index

aggregate index ratio

percent nonlmorillonite content in soil
soil bulk density (g cm-3)

percent silt plus percent very fine sand

dispersion ratio (%)

values for the crop-management factor (c) were represented by neas-

ured soil loss ratios calculated using total soil losses obtained for
different crop growlh stages for the cropped treatments and sumnerfal-

low. Soil loss ratios obtained for similar stages of development for
different crop-management treatnents were grouped for comparison. The

measured soil loss ratios were compared with those obtained usíng the

usËE soil loss ratios tables (wischmeier and snith 197g).

has the
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3.6 STUDY TIMITATIONS

The study experimentat sites were scattered in a large area which

made it difficult to complete data collection operation in one day. The

collection of surface runoff and sediment samples was done after every

rainstorm event that caused soil loss. This was to be done before the

occurrence of the next rainstorm. The operation was done by a single
sampling team. As the study area expands when more sites are established

it nay become necessary to operate with more than one field team. This

will make it possible to comprete the sampling on a real time basis.

Antecedent soil moisture data was collected on weekly basis and most

rainstorms events occurred a few days afLer this tvas done. Therefore,

the data obtained was not always representative of the actual soil mois-

ture present immediately before Èhe onset of the rainstorm. Actua1 soil
moisture data can only be obtained by resident field teams. It may be

necessary to consider this aspect so as to ensure accurate interpreta-
tion of the interaction between rainfall erosivity and antecedent soil
moisture on soil loss. Àlso, moisture samples were weighed a few hours

after collection and some moisture may have been lost before this was

done. Therefore' arrangements should be sought to weigh these samples at
the sanpling site so as to prevent significant moisture losses before

weighing.

The crop managelnent treatments for the study were not replicated.
This made it difficult to detect the variability of soil loss due to
experinental error. The high initial cost of site installation made it
impossible to replicate the treatments.



Defoliation of some of the crop-nanagement treatments by

prevented the expected crop stand development in some of the

Therefore, it may be necessary to fence the affected sites so as

vent this problern in future.

101

wildlife

si tes.

to pre-



Chapter IV

RESUTTS AND DISCUSSION

The results discussed are for Gretna clay, Leary sandy ]oam, Ryerson

sandy clay loam and carrorl clay roam soil types. Gretna clay and teary

sandy loam sites were sampled for the'1986 and the 1987 growing seasons.

Ryerson sandy clay loam and Carroll clay loam sites were sampled for the

1987 growing season. Data collected from the four. sites included total
rainfall and duration, soil loss, surface runoff volume and peak flow

ratesr antecedent soil moisture, crop and mulch cover, crop biomass and

grain yieJ.ds, field operations and soil physica]- properties. Data anal-
ysis was done using computer programnes prepared for different data sets
(paurs 1987). soil loss, surface runoff, and soil moisture data pro-

grammes were modified to include data analysis for the nimimum tillage
treatment' added to Ryerson sandy clay loam and Carroll clay loam sites
(appendix u).

4.1 sorr ross

The results for measured soil losses for different crop-mânagement

treatnents are given in Tables 9, 10 and 11. Soil loss rates from vari-
ous treatments were extremely variable among both treaLments and soil
types. Total soil losses for Gretna clay and Leary sandy loam soils for
1986 growing season exceeded the tolerable soil loss limit of 11.00 t
þ¿-t ys¡¡-1 for most of the treatments except the alfalfa treatment for

-102-
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1986 Growing Season

ItainfaLl characteristics, Àntecedent soil Moisture and soil Losses forGretna Clay

56
620
73
7 10
925
929

rr]¡ r ,lz zs-.n
17 .1 17 .0 22.3
17.8 16.5 22.8
11.1 12.6 10.8
25.0 21,3 24.6

¡lnnual Total 
==================: 163'4 9G9.35 12.36 sz.sg 4g,75 69.64===========================================================================================================

1987 Growing Season

TÀBLE 9

7 3 12.4 14.8 17.9 17.s13.721.026,422.7 13.0 7.6 18.557 10 13.e 13.4 1s. g 16.7 re.s ãó.ã rg. s ãs.e ås:8 3f.4 3s2.237 20 28 .s 26.7 33. 3 26.s ti .1 ãa,. õ ¡2. t ã1 .o iá:i 10. 3 77 .337 24 2s.1 27.e 2g. ! 19.0 it.g ãã.i za.1 ãe.i iã:ã r0.0 26.73B 14 1s.s ls.s 1s .l ??.t 1g.a ãi.á zz.s a,:s ;ã:B B0.o 1422.67e 2e 17.3 16-0 23.a zs.g zo.i ig.g zo.g ãá-.' iá:á 6.7 r5.5s

24.0 21 .7
22.3 21 .0
24,4 23.7
14.6 1 0 .6
18.3 24.3

22.9 20.8
23.7 22.3
25.7 24.0
1 6.8 17. 6
18. 6 28. 1

Ànnual total 213.8 1954.31 0.22 0.89 4.60 s6.s1====================================================================================================

55.222.3 21,622.5 27.0
24.9 22.020.3 24,6
21.7 13.0

16 .7
'14,4

1 9.0
3.9

12.4
4.0

392.3 1

1 42 .62
254.01
28.94

135.24
16.23

12.18 44.5s
0.03 0 .120.06 4.82
0.08 2.8s
0.01 0.05
0.00 0 .20

37.81 62.08
0.1s 0.10
7 .41 5.78
3.37 1.67
0.00 0.00
0.01 0 . 01

- 0.06
0.0t 0.21
0.01 0. 08
- 0.05

0.20 0.48
- 0.01

0.04 0. 09
0.04 0.11
0.04 3. 78
0.05 1.73
4.4 1 50. 74
0.02 0.06

o(,
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Rainfall Characteristics, Àntecedent Soil Moisture and Soil Losses for
Leary Sandy Loan

Dare I Àntecedent Soil Moístuie at depth (cm) | rotal I Maximum I nainfall I soif loss (t,/ha) from
I t% bv weiqht) I Rainfalll 30 min I erosiviÈvl-------:---------

monrh.l aIfaIEa 'i -ir,åãI"--l'"orn lfallow I (mm) l¡ntensityl ractor ÈlaltalÉalwheatlcornlfallow
day 'l o-s s-tslo-s s-1s l0-s s-rs l0-5 s-1sl | (rnm/h) | (R) I

1986 Growing Season

4 30
56
6 14 5.9 6.4
6 20 10.4 10.8
7 3 13.8 14.5
7 10 7.3 8.7
925 7.5 5.7
9 29 13.0 11.9

TÀBLE 1 O

Annual TotaI

8.2 15.9 9.9
9.8 12.2 10.2
8.9 11.6 14.0
5.1 8.0 9.8
7.7 8.5 9.0

I 1 .8 1 2.7 12.4

521 6.4 6.9 9.0 14.3
624 5.s 5.1 5.5 6.6
7 3 7 .9 8.2 8.5 8.2
7 10 6.4 5.8 6.9 6.9
7 20 9.8 9. 1 9.4 10.6
8 14 11.7 6.5 12.1 8.4
9 29 14.4. 6.9. 8.5 11.5

r sle elo
13. 1 9.2
14.9 8.9
11.9 9.2
9.s I.8

1 2. 3 15.5

Annual TotaÌ

- 19.0
- 54.2

't 3.0 42.4
12.8 21 .2
13.3 12.0
11 .7 58. 0

11 .2 24 .2
13.1 19.3

11.4 13.1 9.8 12.7
9.1 12.2 9.5 1 3. 1

10.0 10.9 10.1 12,2
10.9 9.4 10.0 11.8
11.6 11.6 11.4 12,4
13.1 7.8 12.9 10.6
6.s 8.7 9,0 12,1

2.4
10.87
18.00
14.40
12.00
5.00
5. 20
2 .40

2s0.3

13.77
214 . 00
326.15
140.70
83. 1s
99.25
49.58
14.83

27 .4
22.4
18.8
16.0
51.4
96.8
40.2

0.01 0.00
8. r 0 10.65
0. 15 0.47
0.12 8,74
0.01 3.80
0.01 1.73
0.01 1.05
- 0.06

3.1
11 .2
10. 3
8.0

14 .4
48. 3
12.0

941.43 8.41 26.49 22.32 17.69

272.8

0.01 0.00
7.87 7 ,37
1 .68 0.62
8.94 8.88
0.76 0.25
0.68 0.33
2,38 0,22
- 0.02

12.62
44,90
38. 13
21 .02

1 40.30
1 006.08

89.41

0.00

0.03

1352.36

0.07 0.08 0.03
0.04 0.0s 0.07
0.06 0.04 0.05
0.01 0.01 0.01
0.01 0.03 0.03
0. 57 4,17 83.45
0.01 0.02 0.02

0.03 0.77 4.41 83.56

O
rÞ



Date

month,
day

TÀBtE

Rainfall Characteristics, Antecedent
Ryerson Sandy Clay and

An teceden t

aLfalfa
0-5 5-15

6 2 15.1 12.3 30.8 13.8 23.0 21.3 20.5 19.4 20.6 21.4
6 24 10.0 11.0 10.8 13.5 14.1 15.6 15.9 21.0 14.5 19.5
7 8 14.5 11.2 16.0 13.2 15.4 11.6 18.7 18.1 17.6 19.9
7 10 17.2 't3.9 17.2 13.9 17.7 15.8 19.8 18.9 29.9 21.7
7 20 15.3 15.1 14.4 16.8 16.9 18.5 18.3 20.8 16.6 21.8
7 31 11.9 12.8 11.6 14.s 11.4 16.9 15.3 16.9 17.2 19.3
B 4 27.9 22.9 25,0 23.7 28,3 27.7 23.4 24.0 27.0 28.1
8 14 10.1 11.1 12.4 14.9 11.8 16.2 12.0 15.9 15.4 19.8

Soil
(% by

Moisture at depth (cm)
weight )

min.

Annual Total

carroll Clay Loan' 1987

6 3 23.5 26.4 22.3 25.0 22.2 26.0 2'1.7 23,0 22.5 27.5
7 14 13.0 15.9 15.3 15.4 12.4 15.3 17.1 22.0 19.1 25.2
7 20 31.3 22.4 31.5 21.9 30.1 20.2 36.3 26.6 34.6 29.2
7 31 12.5 17.8 13.9 17.9 1s.4 18.7 15.6 22.1 18.2 26.5
8 12 16.7 18.5 13.6 15.8 14.4 15.5 18.1 23.3 19.7 27.6
8 14 24,5 17,3 25.2 18.0 25.0 21.0 24.0 23.2 25.2 27.4

11

Soil Moisture and Soil Loss, for
Carroll Clay Loams

AnnuaI Total

Rainfalll 30 rnin I srosivity
(mm) I (mm/h)l (R)

Max imum

Intensity I Pactor

27.6
25 .1
34.8
27,8
68.4
37.5
37.8

1 19.4

31,2
20.8
30.0
8.0

20.8
8.8

69.6
52.0

Soit loss (t/ha) fron

378.4

21 1 ,63
100.37
232 .48

42.60
275.47

62.92
722.23

1 429.0 1

18.6
22.0
84.0
29.0
3s. 6

126.6

0.04
0.06
0.03
0.01
0.00

0. 00
0.1s

3076. s6 0.29 3.27

22.8
13.2
10.0
9.3

27.2
24.6

0 .08
0 .08
0.04
0.02
0 .01
0 .01
2.28
0.79

315.8

0.09 0.09 0.06
0.07 0.04 0.03
0.04 0.04 0 .05
0.03 0.02 0.02
0.01 0.01 0.01
0.01 0.01 0.01
0.05 0.60 0. 39
0.97 12.27 14.73

95.7 4
56.57

1 55.85
52.70

227.10
7',t5.22

0 .01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.09
0.04

1303.18 0.18

1 .27 1 3.08 1 5.3 1

0.02
0.01
0.01
0.00
0. 08
0.43

0.03
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.06
0.21

0.02 0.02
0.01 0.01
0.02 0.03
0.01 0.01
0.5s 0 ,22
0.12 0.32

0. ss 0.34 0.73 0.61

o
(Jl
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Leary sandy loam. Total soí1 loss for summerfallow treatment for Gretna

c1ay, Leary sandy loam and Ryerson sandy clay loam for the 1987 growing

season exceeded the tolerable soil loss 1imit. The soil loss variation

sequence pattern among the treatments was expected to be: Ioss from

summerfallow > loss from conventional tillage corn > loss from conven-

tional tillage wheat > Ioss from minimum tillage wheat > loss fronr

alfalfa. Soil loss from the summerfallow treatment did not conform to

this pattern for most of the rainstorm events, since the losses from

wheat and corn were often greater than those from summerfallow. This

mainly occurred fron rainstorms which were intermediate in erosivity,
i.e. rainstorms in which the amount and intensity of rainfall were mod-

erate. In these instances there may have been a reduction of surface

runoff by high infiltraÈion rates and ponding on the summerfallow p]ot.

This could have been influenced by antecedent soil moisture content and

soil surface roughness resulting from cultivation. Also, the reduced

soil loss from summerfallow could have resulted from failure of surface

runoff and sediment sampling system, possibly due to stuck bearings and

sedimentation on the Coshocton wheel. Similar problems were observed by

PauIs (1987).

For heavy rainstorms, soil losses fronr the summerfallow treatment

were higher than those of all the cropped treatments. À1so, the effect

of crop cover on soil loss variabitity among different treatments

adhered well to the expected pattern of soil loss sequence. The heavy

rainstorm of August 14, 1987 provided a goocl example for lhis effect for

Gretna clay, Leary sandy loam and Ryerson sandy clay loam soil types.

The sunmerfallow treatment represented a soil surface condition of maxi-
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mum susceptibility to erosion, due to the absence of a protective ground

surface cover. Therefore, soil loss fron this treatment yras expected to

be the highest among the various treatments.

There were cases where soil losses in the cropped treatments were

high' due to poor crop stand development. This occurred during the 1986

growing season. For example, the wheat and corn plots were reseeded dur-

ing the earLy growth stage for Leary sandy loam, due to poor germina-

tion. This resulted in irregular stand development for these treat-
ments. Also' crop stand defoliation by wildlife for both treatments

occurred during mid-seasons of 1986 and 1987 which reduced the degree

of crop cover development. Soil surface trampling by hooved animals

could have contributed to the soil detachment process by introducing

loose soil. ÀIso, channelized flow due to the effect of ridging along

the corn rows resulting from cultivation could have contributed to high

soil loss in the corn treatment. In 1986, soil loss for alfalfa treat-
ment was exceptionally high for Gretna clay during the early part of the

season when the rainstorm of May 6 occurred. This could have been due to

incomplete stand development during this part of the season.

Soil losses for Ryerson sandy clay loam and Carroll clay loam sites

were below the recommended lolerable loss, except for corn and summer-

fallow (table 11, p. 105). In most cases the losses were higher for con-

ventional tillage wheat treatment than for minimum tillage wheat treat-

ment, indicating that minimum tillage reduces potential soil losses.

There vlere cases when the losses for al.falfa and minimum tillage wheat

were higher than would have been expected. This could have been due to

severe disturbance of soil surface in these two treatments resulting
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from excavations by rodents. This introduced large volumes of loose sur-

face soil which tended to nagnify soil losses for these treatments. The

alfalfa treatment for Carroll clay loam was established during the year

the site becane operative, with alfalfa being underseeded with wheat.

The degree of ground cover was much lower than in a mature stand of

alfalfa and could explain why soil losses from this treatnent for the

rainstorms of Àugust 12 and '14 were similar !o those of conventional

tillage wheat. Also, soil losses from summerfallow for these two sites

could have been modified by high amounts of mulch residues from the pre-

vious crop.

The resulls show that in a given year and site, most of the soil loss

occurs in one or two rainstorms. For example, in 1986 on the Gretna

clay, the storm of May 6 accounted for most of the annual soil loss. On

the Leary sandy loam, the slorms of May 6 and June 20 caused most of the

soil loss for that year. In 1987, similar results were obtained fron

three of the four sites with the rainstorm of August 14. Therefore,

these erosion events could be described as "catastrophic". The results

show that a knowledge of "average" rather than individual rainstorm ero-

sivity would be of liÈtle value in estimating soil losses. The results

are further complicated by the fact that soil loss is not arways propor-

tional to the calculated rainfall erosivity. This may be an illustration
of the view advanced by wischmeier (976) that the USLE estimates the

average soil loss which may occur as a result of several similar rain-

stormsr but does not provide a reliable estimate of soil loss fron an

individual rainstorm. This variability might also be due to the effects

of antecedent soil moisture and cultivation mentioned above. Finally,
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this variability may be an indication that the nelhod of characterizing

the erosivity of a storm as a product of its nn and maximum I3s ma! not

be appropriate.

Differences in climatic and ground surface conditions existing among

the four experimental sites made direct comparison of observed differ-
ences in soil erodibility potentiat of different soils difficult. The

accuracy in evaluating differences in observed soil erodibility poten-

tial would be affected by the existing spatial differences in antecedent

soil moisture, rainfall erosivity values, residual effects of mulch from

the previous crop and possible failure of surface runoff and sediment

sampling system for the summerfallow treatrnent in specific sites. ÀIso,

the surface runoff and soil loss sampling systems for the four experi-

mental sites were not all the same. Gretna clay and Leary sandy loam

sites were fitted with runoff propelled wheels. Ryerson sandy clay loam

and Carroll clay loam sites were fitted with motorized wheels. However,

Gretna clay summerfallow was indicated to be the most erodible among the

four soil types, possibly because it had been sampled for the longest

period and, therefore, free from the residual effects of nulch from the

previous crop.

4,2 RAINFÀtt

Soil losses from different treatments vlere observed to vary with dif-
ferent rainstorn events (tables 9-11, pp. 103-105). The differences in

erosivity of rainstorns for which soil loss was sampled vrere separated

as:

Low - 50 - 100 MJ mm ha-1 h-l

Iloderate - 100 - 400 MJ mn ha-r h-1



Rainstorm events for the 1986 growing season for Gretna clay and

Leary sandy loam sites were mainly characterized by moderate rainstorms,

i.e. less than 400 MJ mm ha-1h-1. Total rainfall erosivity values for

that year were Less than Ì.1a11 et al . ' s ( 1 983 ) est imate of average annual

erosivity varue of 1,'160 MJ mm ha-1h-1 for southern Manitoba. More

highly erosive rainstorms occurred at all the four sites in the '1987

growing season. The annual cumulative erosivity values exceeded Wa11 et

al.'s (1983) average annual estimate of erosivity value of 1,160 MJ nn

ha-1 h-1 at all sites, exceeding 3,000 MJ mm ha-1 h-1 at the Ryerson

sandy clay loam site. These results indicate the high potential for

occurrence of highly erosive rainstorms in the study area, i.e. an aver-

age annual estirnate of the rainfall erosivity factor value may not be

very appropriate.

High 400 - 1,000 MJ mm ha-1 h-1

4.3 SURFACE RUNOFF

Soil loss during a raínstorm event is influenced by surface runoff

occurrence. This rnainly depends upon rainfall intensity and duration

and the soil surface conditions that influence water infiltration rates

and ponding. Results for surface runoff associated with rainstorn

events for which soil loss occurred are provided in Tab1es 12-14. The

generation of surface runoff was observed to be dependent upon rainfall
intensity and duration and soil surface conditions. Rainstorm events of

intermediate erosivity, i.e. rainstorms in which the amount and intensi-

ty of rainfall were moderate, caused negligible amounts or no surface

runoff. In this case the runoff and sediment produced were not suffi-
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Summary of Surface Runoff Characleristics fron Rainstorm Events for
Gretna Clay

======================-===È==-=====a-ÊÊÊ====3=-=========Ë=============================================
Date Alfalfa whcat corn summerfallowof Max Flow Tot Runoft Max Flos Tot Runoff Max Flow Tot Runoff Max Flow Tot RunoffRainralL Rare(L/s) vor(L) nate(r/s) vot(L) Rate(r/s) v"ilii-- 'nätLtiisl ùãriii---

1986 Growing Season

May 6 1.64 8372.2
June 20
July 3 -
July 10 -
Sept.25
SepÈ.29

1987 Growing Season

TÀBLE 12

July 3
July 1 0
.Iuly 20
July 24
Aug. 14
Sept.29

0.04

1.15 8244.8

1.s3 6536.4

::

0. 1 0 2690.1
0.86 6068.0
0.07 1015.9
0.91 2591.6
0.18 1809.942 .1

4 .89

1 .78

0.19

0.03
0. 15
0.04
0. 31
0.63

23491.5

5050.8

6467:1

4s.8
9804.7
4129.5
3324,7
6000.0

1 .80

:

0.03
0.6s
0 .47

4.05
0.04

12001.9

:

150. 1

6635.9
s6s7.3

8427 .7
10.2



Summary of Surface Runoff Characteristics from Rainstorm Events for
tearY SandY Soam

================================-g=G='!¡.1'r===!!===========================================Date ¡lfalfa tfheat Corn Summerfallow

of Max Fror,, Tot Runotf uax flõi-- Tot Runoff Max Flow.Tot Runoff Þlax FLow Tot Runoff

ll:::ll--i:::i:Z:l-l*ili--- -ii:isZ:::{:i------r::i:hl--i:1!1------::::1!1:l---Y:11:l--
1986 Growing Season

Apr. 30
May 6
June 1 4

June 20
JuIy 3

JuIy 1 0
Sept.25
Sept.29

TABTE 13

2 .06 23 I 46.5
1 . 39 3750.5
2.53 1 s975.3
1.06 11581.9

0 .77 6620 .8

1987 Growing Season

May 21
June 24
July 3

JuIy 1 0

JuIy 20
Aug. 'l 4

Sept.29

0.08 2731 ,0

0 .07 205.0

,7.nn logzo-,7
0.54 5209,4
3.29 22977.1
2.11 6203,2

4:43 5951.0
0.44 9124.8

0.32 4959.0

0.05 64.7
0.04 688 .5
2.55 5670.7
0.03 s09.0

2.49 7591.4
'1.49 8477.8
3 . 09 14557 .'l
1 . 16 3447 ,B

2.27
0.43

0 .04 181 3 .5

0.09 62.0

2.96 12911.6
0.08 445.2

7s48.9
7814.4

1,47 7810.3
0.46 4980.3
1.47 14670.4
0.06 13.9

0.6s 509s.8

-:

5.45 2856 1 .0
0.0s 304s.8

tù



Date
of Max FIow Tot Runoff Max Fl.ow Tot Runoff Max Flow Tot Runoff Max Flow Tot Runoff Max Flow Tot Runoff
RainfalI nate(r,/s) vol(L) Rare(Lr's) vot(r,) ,- Rate(L/s, vo1(r,) nate(r,/s) vol(r,) Rate(L/s) vol(L)

Ryerson Sandy CIay Loam, 1987

June 2 0.04 2152.6
June 24 0.05 3210.7
July I 0.10 654.2
JuIy 10 -
JuÌy 20
July 31 0.05 2560.4
Àug. 4 -
ðug. 14 0.4s 2671.9

Carroll CIay Loam, 1987

June 3 -
July 11 0.26 2669,9
JuIy 14 -
JuIy 20 0.03 563. I
July 31 0.04 2204.8
Aug.12 -
Àug. 14 0.29 4800.5

Summary of Surface Runoff Characteristics from Rainstorm Events for
Ryerson Sandy CIay and CarroII Clay Loams

Alfalfa wheat (Con TilI)

TÀBLE 14

olo s
0.14

1 .09

¡ lqe

:
o.22
0.32

gtls
1 075.0

1021 0. 1

33585:1

:
r 61 5.8
311s.2

Corn

olos
0.03

0.90

2.27

:
0. 10
0.66
0.38

363.2
1757.6

2657.5

ggqzlE

:
6207.2
886s. 1

1 9505. 7

Summer fa I fow

0.0s
0.06

0.29

r olee

89.8
3877 .5

3733. s

25526 .1

wheat (Min TilI)

0.52 12111.4
0.26 9311.7

oloe r 738:3
0.06 3517. s

0.51 961.6

2,46 17301:0

-_
1 .0s 2817 .5
0.38 3967.5

(^)



cient to go past the sampling wheels

ited in the troughs.

In 1986, Gretna clay soil generated no surface runoff for rnost of the

rainstorms compared to Leary sandy loam soi1. This was probably due to

high infiltration rates resulting from the cracked soil surface of the

Gretna clay soi). when dry. This could have trapped large amounls of

runoff and sediment during the early part of a rainstorm. Most of the

rainstorms that occurred during the year were noderate rainstorms. The

rainstorm which occurred on May 6 was the only rainstorm that resulted

in surface runoff in sunmerfallow in 1986. This may have been due to

high levels of antecedent soil moisture resulting from spring nelt. The

effect could have also been due to the slaked soil surface due to freez-

ing and thawing. In 1987, Gretna clay soil generated surface runoff for

most of lhe rainstorms compared to Leary sandy loan soil, probably due

tc higher levels of antecedent soil moisture for Gretna clay soil
(tables 12 and 13, pp. 111-112). The four soils generated large amounts

of surface runoff for the heavy rainstorm of Àugust 14 1987. Carroll

clay loam soil recorded surface runoff with comparatively fewer rain-

stormsr probably because the rainfall erosivity values for the site were

also conparatively 1ow.

Foster et a1. (1982) evaluated rainfall runoff erosivity factors for

individual storms and concluded that annual rainfall erosivity indices

that include surface runoff volume and flow rates would be more effec-

tive in estimating soil loss. The observation was that this would reduce

overestimation of soil loss when surface runoff is negligible and reduce

underestimation when runoff is high relative to rainfall intensiLy.

114

and the eroded sediment was depos-
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Deposition of eroded sediment wilI occur during a rainstorn when surface

runoff is non-existent or negligible. The USLE does not predict soil

loss accurately when deposition of eroded sediment is occuring in the

same fie1d, since it does not account for the deposited sediment (wis-

ch¡neier et al.1971). therefore, there is a need to relate observed soil

loss to surface runoff volume and flow rates during specific rainstorms

so as to ensure accurate estimation of soil loss.

The accuracy of the surface runoff recorder readings vlas observed to

be influenced by: 1) evaporation of r¡ater from the stilling weIl, 2)

mice disturbance which created meaningless curves on chart, 3) mechani-

cal obsLruction in pen movement which made it impossible for the pen to

go back to zero after surface runoff flow ceased, and resulted to nean-

ingless slopes on curve, 4) sedinentation in stilling well during heavy

rainstorms which caused heavy soil losses that inactívated the runoff

recorder, especially in summerfallow trealment. These probtems could

have affected the accuracy of the calculated runoff flow rates and total

volumes for some of the rainstorms. Evaporation from stilling well and

mice disturbance could have contributed to false readings on charts.

Mechanical obstruction and sedimention of stilLing well could have con-

tributed to undermeasuring of surface runoff flow rates and tolal vol-

umes.
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4.4 SOIL IOSS FROM SI'MMERFÀIIOW TREÀTMENT

Soil losses from summerfallow represent the soil erodibility charac-

teristic of specific soils, since soil loss is not modified by surface

residue or crop cover. The losses from this treatment were observed to

be higher than those from other treatments, especially for heavy rain-

storms (tables 9-11, pp. 103-105). Therefore, erosion from the summer-

fallow treatment was used as a benchmark to estimate lhe soil erodibili-
ty potential and soil loss ratios for specific soils. Rainstorns of

short duration and low intensity tended to cause low soil losses, prob-

ably due to high infiltration rates and ponding.

The dependence of soil loss from summerfaLlow upon rainfall erosivity

is probably influenced by the degree of rainfatl erosivity and soil sur-

face conditions. During a rainstorm of a short duration and low inten-

sity, the soil surface for this treatment allows for more rapid infil-
tration rate than permitted on the nore compacted wheat and corn

treatments. This condition is created by the periodical cultivation for

the control of weeds and surface crust formation. During a heavy rain-

storm, initial infiltration rate is also likeIy to be more rapid. The

infiltration rate decreases as the noisture content of the soil surface

increases until the soiJ. gets saturated. At this stage, the amount of

surface runoff and flow rate generated during a rainstorm reaches a max-

imum. Therefore, the lack of a protective crop residue or actively

growing vegetation at this point becones the nost crucial factor in

determining the susceptibility of soil to erosion. This shows that

failure to recognize the effect of soil surface conditions on infiltra-
tion rate and ponding represents a deficiency in the accuracy of esti-

mating soil loss with the UstE.
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The rainstorm of May 6, '1986 caused higher soil loss for Gretna clay

sumnerfallow than for Leary sandy loam (tables 9 and 10, pp. 103-'104).

This was possibly due to the differences in infiltration rates between

the two soils. Leary sandy loam soil has a higher infiltration rate

than Gretna clay, and could have experienced less surface runoff than

Gretna c1ay.

The rainstorm of August 14, 1987 had high erosivity for both Gretna

clay and Leary sandy loam soils. Leary sandy loam summerfallow had a

higher soil Loss, although the rainstorm had a lower erosivity value.

This was possibly due to failure of surface runoff and sediment sampling

system for Gretna clay site. This could have possibly been caused by

stuck bearings and sedimentation on the sampling wheel which could have

slowed down the rate of rotati,on of the wheel during the rainstorm.

Therefore, the total soil loss for Gretna clay summerfallow for this

rainstorm was undersampled. The wheel bearing for the sampling wheel

for this treatment was replaced after the rainstorm.

Ryerson sandy clay loam and Carroll clay loam sites had high erosivi-

ty values for the rainstorn of Àugust 14, 1987 but with conrparatively

low soil losses. The soil losses could have been modified by the previ-

ous crop residues. À1s0, there could be a possibility that the low soil

losses may have been due to failure of the surface runoff and sediment

sanpling system for these sites. There were cases when the motor failed

to turn the wheel as a result of the breakage of the conneclion trith the

wheel and power failure. The necessary repairs were done afLer this

observat i on .
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4.4.1 Effect of Antecedent Soil t'toisture

Àntecedent soil moisture content influences infiltration rate, pond-

ing and the amount of surface runoff and flow rate generated during a

rainstorm. This will also determine the lengLh of the period before the

initiation of surface runoff after lhe beginning of the rainstorm. Wet

soils would be expected to take a shorter tine to become saturated

before ponding and surface runoff discharge begins. The erosivity poten-

tial of specific rainstorms would consequently be affected by antecedent

soil moisture levels. Effects of antecedent soil moisture on measured

soil losses vrere observed in situations where soil losses for specific

rainstorms were higher or lower than would be expected.

On the Gretna clay soiI, a storm on June 20, '1986 with an erosivity

value of 142.62 MJ mm ha-r h-lresulted in a soil loss from the summer-

fallow of 0.10 t ha-r. A subsequent rainstorm on July 10, 1986 with an

erosivity value of 28.94 MJ nm ha-1 h-l resulted in a soil loss of 1.67

t ha-1. The moisture contents for the upper layer on these two dates

were 20.8 and 24.0%, respectively (table 9, p. 103). Therefore, the

higher soil moisture at Lhe time of the second storm was probably

responsible for the higher soil loss. Àlso, for the same soil a storm on

July'10, '1987 with an erosivity ot 392.23 MJ mm ha-1 h-1 resulted in a

soil loss of 0.11 t ha-1 (Tab1e 9, p. 103). Another storm on JuIy 20,

1987 with an erosivity value ot 77.33 MJ mm ha-1 h-1 resulted in soil

Ioss of 3.78 t ha-1. The moisture contents on these two dates were 19.6

and 32.3%, respectively. Therefore, the higher moisture content at the

time of the second rainstorm was probably responsible for the higher

soil loss. The amount of soil loss from summerfallow should be directly
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proportional to the rainfall erosivity. The higher soil moisture conient

prior to the rainstorm occurrence probably decreased the soil water

infiltration rate with the result that there vras more surface runoff

and soil loss.

The effect of antecedent soil moisture on soil loss from a heavy

rainstorm may not be very important. 0n Gretna clay, a rainstorm on

Àugust 14, 1987 h'ith an erosivity of 1,422.67 MJ mn ha-r h-1 resulted in

a soil loss of 50.74 t ha-1. Soil loss per unit erosivity was 0.036 t

ha-1. The soil moisture content in the upper layer was 22.9%. Thus, even

though the moisture content was relatively low, soil loss per unit ero-

sivity was relatively large. 0n Leary sandy loam, a storm which

occurred on the same day with an erosivity value of 1,006.08 MJ mm ha-1

h-l resulted in a soil loss of 83.45 t ha-l. Soil loss per unit erosiv-

ity was 0.083 t ha-1. The soil moisture content was 12,9% in the upper

layerr â9âin relatively 1ow.

The results also indicated a soil moisture and crop interaction

effect on soil erosion. On Gretna clay, a rainstorm on May 6, 1986

occurred with an erosivity value of.392.31 MJ mm ha-r h-r (Tab1e 9, p.

103). À rainstorn occurring at this time of the year results in large

soil losses from the summerfallow treatment relative to those from the

cropped treatnents. The rainstorm occurred at a time when the cropped

treatments had not been established. Therefore, the soil surface vras

bare on all the plots but summerfallow recorded a soil loss of 62.08 t

ha-1. The soil Loss was the highest among the plots for various crop-

management treatment. The storn occurred during the spring of the year

when there is usually a higher soil moisture content on summerfallow

than would be expected on a field that was cropped the previous year.
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Unfortunately, the soil moisture data for this period was not available

to corroborate this observation.

The effect of antecedent soil moisture on the erosivity potential of

different rainstorms is bound to have significant irnplications on meas-

ured K and C factor values, i.e. the measured factor values will vary

with antecedent soil moisture levels present before a rainstorm occur-

rence. The lack of an antecedent soil moisture factor in the USLE would

suggest that many of the soil loss estimates obtained with the equation

may have large errors associated with them. Therefore, there is a need

to modify the USLE so as to include the effect of antecedent soil mois-

ture among the various erosion controlling factors integrated by the

equation.

4,4.2 Effect of Cultivalion

Time of cultivation, especially at different soil moisture regimes,

contributes to surface roughness. This condition will influence infil-
tration rates and ponding during a rainstorm which will affect surface

runoff volumes and flow rates. Cultivation will also enhance soil loss

by making the surface soil nore amenable to sediment detachment and

transportation if a heavy rainstorn occurs immediately after cultivation

is done. Frequency and manner of cultivation will also influence the

soil surface roughness to an extent where it will significanlly affect

the hydraulics of the rainsplash effect and surface runoff through pond-

ing. Therefore, the time of cultivation with respect to rainfall occur-

rence is irnportant in accounting for soil losses.
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Variability in soil loss for different crop-management treatments has

been shown to be influenced by antecedent soil moisture. Time of culti-
vation and crop and residue cover changes occurring through the growing

season will influence antecedent soil moisture level-s. Cultivation will
greatly reduce the surface runoff flow through high infiltration rates

and ponding during the early stages of the rainstorm. À1s0, the accunu-

lation of water on the soil surface through ponding is likely to reduce

the rate of detachment of sediment through the raindrop splash effect by

the interception of raindrops. Therefore, soil losses from light rain-

storms of a short duration occurring immediately after cultivation will
be modified more than those from heavy rainstorms. The benefits of a

higher initial infiltration rate are short lived during a heavy rain-

storm. In this case soil losses after cultivation would be expected to

be larger because of the loosened condiÈion of the soil surface.

0n Leary sandy loam, a rainstorm occurred on september 25, 1986 with

an erosivity value of 49.58 MJ mm ha-1h-r and caused soil losses of

0.22 t ha-r from summerfallow and 2.38 t ha-1 from corn treatments. The

summerfallow and corn plots had been cultivated on september '1S, 1985

and July 24, 1986 respectively (tables 2 and 10, pp. 78 and 104). The

soil loss from summerfallow was possibly reduced through reduction of

surface runoff due to high infiltration rates and ponding resulting from

cultivation.

The above illustrates the effect of cultivation on soit loss result-

ing from low rainstorms. The effect on losses resulting from high rain-

storms can be seen from the following example.
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GreÈna clay and Leary sandy loam summerfallow plots were cultivated

on Àugust 12, 1987 and rainstorms with erosivity values of. 11422.67 MJ

mm ha-1h-1 and 1r006.08 MJ mm ha-1h-1, respectively, occurred on August

14, 1987 (rables 3 p. 79, 4 p. 80, 9 p. 103 and '10 p. 104). Soil loss

for Gretna clay summerfallow was 50.74 t ha-1, and for Leary sandy loam

summerfallow was 83.45 t ha-1. The corn treatments for both sites were

cultivated on July 7, 1987. Soil losses fron the corn treatments for

both sites were 4.41 t ha-1for Gretna clay and 4.17 t ha-lfor Leary

sandy loam, possibly because the soil surface condition for these lreat-

ments tvas more compacted. The magnitude of differences in soil loss

between summerfallow and corn lreatments for both sites v¡as a good exam-

ple of the effect of cultivation on soil loss due to heavy rainstorms.

There yras a possibiJ.ity that the reduced soil loss from the corn treat-

ment was also, greatly modified by the crop canopy cover.

These effects will have important implications on the measured K and

C factor values. Therefore, there is a need for the UStE to take into

consideration the effect of cultivation on potential soil losses so that

more accurate estimates can be obtained.

4.5 SOII PHYSICÀI PROPERTIES

Soil physical properties and percent montmorillonite clay in !ota1

soil have been shown to influence lhe soil erodibility characteristics

(Young and Mutchler 1977; wischmeier et al. 1971; Romkens 1985). The

soil physical properties daÈa are provided in Àppendix À, B, C and D. A

summary of this data for estimating percent monLmorillonite clay content

in both the clay fraction and the lotal soil using estimated specific
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surfaces and soil texture data is provided in Table 15. A summary of

this data for estimating the K values for different soil types using the

NE and the MYME is provided in Table 16.

4.6 MEÀSURED ÀND ESTIMATED I( FÀCTOR VATUES

The measured and estimated K factor values for different soil types

are provided in Table 17. The measured values were calculated using

data neasurements of cumulative rainfall erosivity values and soil loss

from summerfallow for a comprete growing season. The soil loss was

divided by the rainfall erosivity value to give measured K values for

different soil types. The measured average K values for Gretna c).ay and

Leary sandy loam were obtained by using cumulative rainfall erosivity

values and soil loss from summerfallow for three years. The estimated

values were obtained using the NE and MYME (See equations 3.11 and 3.12

page 99). The two equaÈions depend on the soil physical properties data

in estimating the K factor values. Estimated K values were obtained in

Imperial units, since the equations were developed in these units. They

were converted to SI units by multipJ.ying with lhe conversion factor,

0.1317 (Foster et al. 1981) for ease of comparison with the measured

values. The soil loss and rainfall erosivity data used in the calcula-

tions f or measured K val.ues are provided in Tables 9-11, pp. '103-10S.

Annual variations in rainstorm frequencies and intensities, time of

cultivation and different antecedent soil moisture contents have been

shown to influence soil loss rates. This created a problem in the meas-

ured K value evaluations, due to related variations in soil loss rates

for different rainfall erosivity values and antecedent soil surface con-



TABLE 1 5

Summary of Soil Physical Properties for Estimating Percent
Montmorillonite CIay Content in Total Soil

===== == = === ======= ===== ========================= = === ========= == = ============ ==== ===
Soil Type I earticle Size lorganic | ¡,toisture lnstimated I uontnorillonite

I analysis I uatter I Content I Specific I conrenr
I (1,) I (%) l(-ls bar) I surface I y" ot I z ot
lsandlsiltl clayl I &) l{rrn-' I craylrotalsoir

Gretna clay 23,0

Leary sandy 74.5
loam
Ryerson 57.2
sandy clay loam
Carroll clay 40.5
loam

28 .6 50 .4

14,5 11.1

19 .4 22.9

25.1 34.3

4.3

0.9

5.8

4.9
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20.6

6.7

14.8

16.1

142.6

47.1

89.8

1 04.6

21.9

27 .2

29.4

22.7

1'l .0

3.0

6.7

7.8



Soil
Type

Summary of Soil Physical Characteristics for Estimating K Values for
Different Soil Types

Gretna 30. 1

c lay
Leâry sandy 25.2
Ioam
Ryerson sandy 50.0
clay loam
Carroll clay 60.6
loam

lsilt + v. f. lsitt + sandlorganiclStructurelPermeabil.itylÀggregatel Montmori-l ¡urt lSuspension lDispersion

| "üî | (%) 
l'?;T"'l coae I class I rnaex ltt?ll." l?;":åtgff.'..nt.n" 

I Ti"lt"
49.6

88,2

76.6

65.7

TÀBIE 1 6

4.3

0.3

5.8

4.9

5

2

4

4

0.9

0.1

0.2

0.4

11.0

3.0

6.7

7.8

1.4

1.5

1.2

1.3

't5.0

3.2

9.4

11 .2

19.1

13.0

22.2

19.3

N)
(.rr
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TÀBIE 17

Measured and Estimated Soil. Erodibility (¡t)
SoiIs

Soil Type

cretna Clay 1 985
1 986
1987

Leary Sandy 1 985
Loam 1 986

1987

Ryerson Sandy 1987
Clay Loam

CarrolJ. Clay 1987
Loam

RaínfaII

1275.2
969.2

19s4.3

841.0
941.4

1352 ,4

307 6 .6

1303.2

+ usLE(NE) - universal Soil.
t MYME - Modified Young

Cumulat ive

2.8
69.6
56.5

1 6.8
17.7
83.7

15.3

0.6

Factor Values for Difierent

Measured
K=A/R I Average

Loss Equation (Nomograph Eguation)
and Mutchler Equation

0.002
0.072
0,029

0.020
0.019
0.062

0.00s

0.001

0.031

0.038

0.005

0.00 t

I est imated
lusr,n(¡le)tl (MYME) t

0.027

0.025

0.039

0.040

0.052

0.030

0.025

0.034

t\)
Ctì
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ditions. The procedure followed here calculated the measured K factor

values on an average annual basis, using the cumulative annual rainfall

erosivity and soil loss values fron the summerfallow treatment. Table

17, p.126, contains the measured and estimated K values for the various

soil types. This included the measured K values obtained for the grow-

ing seasons for the years'1985 (Pauls 1987), 1986 and 1987. The measured

K values for Gretna clay and teary sandy loam soils for 1985, '1986 and

'1987 were extremely variable. The average values for the three years

were higher than those estimated from the NE and MYME. This could possi-

bly show that the two equations underestimated the K values for lhese

soils. The measured K values for Ryerson sandy clay loam and Carroll

clay loam soils were extremly low compared to the estinated valuesr pos-

sibly due to the residual effects of mulch from the previous crop. These

values were similar to the measured value for Gretna clay for 1985, i.e.

the year of establishment of that site. The measured K value for teary

sandy loam for '1985 did not appear to have been much affected by the

mulch residues of the previous crop (Table 17, p. 126). The measured

values for Ryerson sandy clay loam and CarroJ.l clay loam soils have to

be determined over a number of years so as to eliminate the residual

effects of the previous crop before they can be effectively conpared

with those obtåined for Gretna clay and Leary sandy loam soils. The

short period of data collection for determining the measured K factor

values for these soils limited the accuracy of comparison with the NE

and MYME estimated K factor values.

The NE estimated values for Gretna clay, Ryerson sandy clay loan and

Carroll clay loam soils were possibly overestimated, since the soil
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organic matter content leve1s in these soils were higher than 4% which

is the maximum organic matter content accounted for by the NE. The NE

and MYME estimated K factor values for these two soils were not very

different. The MYME estimated values were slightly lower than the NE

estimated values, possibly because the MYME look into consideration the

effect of soil aggregate index and percent montmorillonite in total soil

on the estimated values.

4,6.1 Comparison of ì,leasured and Estimated K Values

Specifications for summerfallow plot management requirements for the

determination of measured soil loss ratios were expected to be similar

to those applied for the determination of the measured K factor vaLues

(Wischmeier and Smith 1978). Management requirements were that summer-

fallow plots must be tiIled and kept crop free for at least two years

before sampling for soil loss. Àlso, they were to be cultivated and

placed under conventional tillage corn seedbed condition each spring,

and cultivated as needed to prevent surface crusting and weed growth.

These specifications did not provide for a winter period for the experi-

ments which, was an essential requirement for our study area.

Grelna cJ.ay and Leary sandy loam sítes were both in the fourth year

of fallow. Ryerson sandy clay loam was in the second year and Carroll

clay loam was in the first year. Soil loss from summerfaLlow was,

therefore, probably modified by the residual effects of incorporated

residues from the previous crops, absence of spring ploughing and delay

of cultivation due to excessive soil moisture conditions in our study

area, especially for Gretna clay soiI. The inability to provide the
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above specified summerfa]low conditions in this study could have possi-

bly modified the measured K values and reduced the degree of accuracy of

conparison with the NE estimated values.

4.6.1.1 Gretna Clay Soil

The measured and estimated K factor values for this soil are provided

in Table 17, p, 126. Fie1d measurements for K factor values determina-

tion were done for the 1985, 1986 and 1987 growing seasons. The average

measured K value for the three years was obtained as 0.031 and was high-

er than the NE estimated value of 0.027. This could possibly show that

the NE underestimated the K value for this soil.

The measured vaLue was not very different from thal of 0.038 for Àus-

tin clay benchmark soil (Wischmeier and Smith 19771. The absence of

data on the soil- physical properties for Àustin clay soil limited the

accuracy of comparison of the NE estimated K factor value for Gretna

clay soil with that of the benchmark soil. The measured K values

oblained for 1985, 1986 and 1987 were observed to be extremely variable

from year to year. This situation emphasized the need for these neas-

urements to be repeated for a considerable period so that accurate aver-

age factor values can be obtained. The earlier field measurements of

soil loss could have possibly been modified by the residual effects of

mulch from lhe previous crop.

The MYME estimated K factor value was obtained as 0.052 and was much

higher than the measured and the NE estimated factor values.' This could

possibly show that the MYME is overestimating the K value for Gretna
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clay soil. The aggregate index (0.9) and the percent montmorrilonite in

total soil (11.0%) for this soil were above those of all the test soils

used lo develop the MYME (Young and Mutchler 1977). The high K value

for this soil obtained with MYNE could possibly show that the equation,

in its present form, cannot be accurately applied in estimating K values

for this soil. The soil physical property values for this soil which

are considered by the MYME were outside the range of values used in

developing the regression. Therefore, there is a need to modify the

ì,!YME so as to extend lhe range for the regression. This will make it
more accurate in estimating K values for soils like Grelna clay soil.

4,6.1"2 Leary Sandy Loam Soil

The measured and estimated K factor values for this soil are provided

in Table 17, p. 126. Field measuretnents for K factor values determina-

tion for this soil were done for the 1985, 1986 and 1997 growing sea-

sons. The average measured K value for the three years was obtained as

0.038 and was higher than the NE estimated value of 0.025 and the MYME

estinrated value of 0.030. This could possibly show that the two equa-

tions are underestimating the K value for this soil. The NE estimated

value was lower than the neasured and the MYME estinated values. The

measured K values for 1985, 1986 and 1987 were observed to be extremely

variable fron year to year. This siÈuation emphasized the need for these

measurements to be repeated for a considerable period so as to obtain

average factor values that be accurately compared with the estimated

values. The earlier field measurements of soil loss for the K factor
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values determination could have possibly been modified by the residual

effects of mulch from the previous crop.

The NE estimated value of 0.025 was lower than that of 0.047 for the

Cecil sandy Loam benchmarh soil (Wischmeier and Snith 1978). The absence

of data on the soil physical properties for lhe Cecil sandy loam soil

limited the accuracy of comparison between the NE estimated K values for

Leary sandy loam and the benchmark soil.

The MYME estimated K value was obtained as 0.030 and was higher than

the NE estimated value of 0.025. The soil had a low aggregate index

(0.02) and a low montmorillonite clay content in total soil (3.0%)

(table 16, p. 125). This could explain why the estimated values for the

two equations were not very different. The physicaL properties for this

soil considered for estimating K factor vaLues using the MYME were with-

in the range of the regression. Therefore, the estimated K value was

within the range of that of the four sandy loam test soils among the

MYME test soils (Young and Mutchler 1977)

4.5.1.3 Ryerson Sandy Clay Loam Soil

The measured and estimated K vaLues for this soil are provided in

Table 17, p 126. The measured K value of 0.005 obtained for this soil

was for the 1987 growing season. The measured value was ext,remely Iow

compared to the NE estimated value of 0.039 and the MYME estimated value

of 0.025. The soÍl losses fron summerfallow for this soil were possi-

bly modified by the mulch residues of the previous crop, since the
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experimental site was established and sampled in 1987. Therefore, the

low measured K value could have been due to the residual effects of

mulch fron the previous crop. The soil losses for summerfallow were

extremely low, although high rainfall erosivity values were measured for

the site (fable 11, p. 105)" The measured K value compares well to that

of Gretna clay for 1985, showing that residual effects of the previous

crop could have possibly modified the K value. Àlso, most of the soil

loss obtained for this soil came from the rainstorm of Àugust 14, 1987.

The low soil loss from summerfallow could have also been due to a possi-

ble failure of the surface runoff and sediment sampling system. There-

fore, there is a need to repeat the measurements for a considerable

period so that average accurate measurements for the K values can be

obtä i ned.

The NE estimated K value for this soil of 0.039 was not very differ-
ent from that of the Cecil sandy clay loam benchmark soil of 0.047

(wischmeier and Smith 1978). The absence of soil physical properties

data for the benchmark soil limiLed the accuracy of comparison between

the NE estinraLed K value for the Ryerson sandy clay loarn and the bench-

mark soil.

The MYME estimated K value was obtained as 0.025 (table 17, p.

126) and was lower than the NE estimated value of 0.039. This was possi-

bly due to the high aggregate index (0.24) and montmorillonite clay con-

tent (6.70%) for this soil which could have reduced the estimated K val-

ue (table 16, p. 125). The soil had a high content of preferentially

erodible particles (50.0%). The monLmorillonite clay content in the
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total soil. was higher than that of. 12 of. the 13 test soils used to

derive the MYME (Young and Mutchler 1977). The aggregate index rlas lower

than that of all test soils, possibly due to the mechanical shaking

nethod used in determining the index. The dispersion ralio Q2.2) and

the suspension percentage (9.4%) ¡vere above those of all test soils. The

organic matter conlent was high (5.8%) and above that of'11 test soils.

The estimated K value was below that of two of the sandy clay loam soils

anong the 13 test soils, possibly due to the high montmorillonite clay

content in this soi1. Therefore, there is a need to modify the MYME for

this soil, since some of the soil physical properties for this soil con-

sidered for the equation were outside the range of the regression. This

could possibly show that the MYME estimated K value for this soil may

not have been accurate.

4.6.1.4 Carroll Clay toam Soil

The measured and estimated K factor values for this soil are provided

in Table 17, p 126. The measured K value of 0.001 was obtained for this

soil for the 1987 growing season. This was much lower than the NE esti-
mated value of 0.040 and the MYME estimated value of 0.034. The value

was extremely low, possibly because the soil losses from summerfallow

were modified by the mulch residues of the previous crop. The site was

established and sampled in 1987. Also, most of the soil loss obtained

for this site cane from the rainstorm of August 14, 1987. The site

recorded a high rainfall erosivity value during the year (tabte 11, p.

105). Therefore, there h'as a possibility that the low soil loss could
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have also, been due to failure of surface runoff and sediment sampling

system. These possibilities could have contríbuted to the low measured

K value for this soil. The measured value was below that obtained for

Gretna clay soil for 1985. This shows that stable summerfallow condi-

tions are necessary for determining the measured K value as recommended

by llischmeier and Smith (1978). The summerfallow would be expected to

stabilize with time as the experiments continue. Therefore, there is a

need to repeat these measurements for a considerable period so as to

obtain accurate average measured factor values.

The NE estimated K value of 0.040 for this soil was not very differ-

ent from that of the Cecil clay loam benchmark soil which was estimated

as 0.034 (Wischmeier and Smith 1978). The absence of soil physicat anal-

ysis data for the benchmark soil limited the accuracy of comparison

between the NE estimated K value for this soil and the benchmark soil.

The NE estimated K value could have been increased by the high propor-

tion of highly erodible particle size of silt plus very fine sand

rc}.6%). The soil had the highest percentage of both particle sizes

anong the four soils studied (table 16, p. 125).

From the MYME, a K value of 0.034 was estimated. The soil had an

organic matter content (4.9%) above that of 11 of the 13 test soils and

was well within the range of all the test soils (Young and Mutchler

1977). The aggregate index (0.35) was above that of two of test soíIs.

The dispersion ratio (19.3) and the suspension percentage (11.2) were

above those of all test soils (rab1e 16, p. 125). The estirnaLed K value

was below that of the clay loam soils among the test soil, possibly ilue

to the high montmorillonite clay and organic matter content which were
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above those of the test clay loam soils. Therefore, there is a need to

nodify the MYME so as to improve the accuracy of the equation in esti-

nating K values for soils like Carroll clay loam.

The results obtained for the estimated K values with ¡¡n and MYME for

the Gretna clay, Ryerson sandy clay loam and Carroll clay soils have

shown that there is a need to modify these equations for accurate appli-

cation for most of Manitoba soils. This will require the availability of

a more comprehensive field data base on soil loss measurements so that

more accurate average measured factor values can be obtained.

4.7 CROP CÀNOPY AND MUTCH COVER

4.7.1 Cover Chanqes

Soil loss from different treatments rvas observed to vary during spe-

cific rainstorm events (tables 9-11, pp. 103-105). This was due to dif-
ferences in ground surface cover density afforded by different crop-nan-

agement treatments through the growing season. Mulch and crop cover

changes were observed through the growing season and were also observed

to vary from year to year. The cover differences were also observed

among different crop-management treatments (fables 18-23r pp. 137-142).

Mulch and crop cover for all the sites were generally high and conformed

welt with the expected maximun cover for the various crop-management

treatments. Crop residue cover measurenents were done in all the sites.

The grain residue cover in the plots was low. Poor germinalion, and

reseeding affected the stand development for both corn and wheat in most

of the sites. This resulted Èo lack of uniformity in the stand develop-
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ment for these treatments with differenlial growth patterns during the

early growLh stages. The problem vras more serious in the teary sandy

loam site in 1986 and 1987, and carroll clay roam site in 1987, Àlso,

crop defoliation by wildlife at the Leary sandy loam site contributed to

this problem during the 1985 and'1987 growing seasons. Reseeding had to

be done for the wheat and alfalfa cropping Èreatmenls in the Gretna clay

site for the '1986 growing season. crop cover changes yrere generarly

observed to increase consistently in most of the sites up to crop matur-

ity or time of cutting in alfalfa treatment. The measurements for both

mulch and crop cover were started immediately after seeding and ended

after crop harvest.
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TABLE 18

Percent Crop and Residue Cover Measurements for Gretna Ctay Site, 1986

===== === == = ===== ====== ========= = ========== ======= === ==== = ====
Date of Cover Corn Wheat Alfa1fa
Measurement

May 12
May 21

May 28
May 28
June
June '11

July 1 6

July 23
July 30
Aug. 6

Àu9.13
Àug. 20
Àug. 27
Sep. 2

Sep. 9

Sep. 12
Sep. 12
Sep. 26

13 (Residue)
10
11
(Corn and llheat

,1

1

22
41
43
58
54
59
52
44
42
43

9 (Residue)
7

4

seeded )
0
2

85
85
88
89
88
72
60
66
64
68

(Corn and Whea! Harvested)
10 (Residue) Z2 (Residue)

63
70
73

39
58
71

74
84
98

'1 00
63
61

63
43
54



Percentage Crop and Residue

= = == ========== ============= ======= ==== === ======================
Date of Corn Wheat Alfalfa
Measurement

May 12
May 21

May 28
May 28
June 4
JUne I I

July 16
July 23
July 30
Àug. 6
Àug. 1 3

Àug. 20
Àug. 27
Sept. 2

Sept. 9

Sept. 12
Sepl. 12
Sep!. 26

TÀBtE 19

Csver Measurements for Leary Sandy Loam
Site, 1 986

7 (Residue) 31 (Residue)
845
337
(Corn and Wheat Seedeil)
422
426

54 78
74 81
64 73
69 76
67 78
57 65
57 65
49 55
41 64
41 70
(Corn and Wheat Harvested)
9 (Residue) 28 (Residue)

138

79
94
93

96
92
89
93
92
93
93
84
80
81
73
64

67
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TABTE 20

Percent Crop and Residue Cover Measurements for Gretna Clay Site, 1987

== == ================= ===== ===== ============= ======= ==== ======= ==== =
Date of Cover Corn ltheat Alfalfa
Measurements

May I
May 19
May 26
June 2

June 9
JUne I I
June 24
July 3

July 7

July 1 5

July 21

JuIy 29
Àug. 4

Aug. I
Àug. 1 I
Àug. 25
Aug 25
Sept. 1

Sept. I
Sept. 1 5
Sept. 22
Sept. 29
Oct. 5
Oct. 5
0ct. 13

(Corn and Wheat
6 (Residue)

18 (nesidue)
15
14
15
21

37
31
47
51

61

5'1

5'1

67

60
46
47
51

5'1

56
(Corn Harvested)
4 (nesidue)

Seeded )

20 (Residue) ll
38 (Residue) Sz
63 72
62 62
79 83
69 8s
57 55
71 81
65 86
76 86
59 96
68 98
53 97
64 97
(wheat Harvested)
53 (Residue) g¡
nt_ (nesidue, 

3g
70
84
78

86
73



TABTE 21

Percentage Crop and Residue Cover Measurements for Leary Sandy Loam
Site,1987

== ====== ===== == =========== = ==== === ==== == === = ===== == ========= =======
Date of Corn Wheat Alfalfa
Measurement

May I
May 19
May 26
June 2

June 9

June 1 7

June 24
July 3

July 7

July 1 5

July 21

July 28
Àug. 4

Aug. 1 1

Àu9.18
Àug. 25
Aug. 25
Sept. 1

Sept. I
Sept. 1 4

Sept.22
Sept.29
Oct. 6

0ct. 6
0ct. '13

31
12
17
34
51
49
67
82
80
79
75
79
63

72
53
s6
55
60
58

(Corn Harvested)
12 (Residue)

(Corn and Wheat
7 (nesidue)

seeded )
23 (nesidue)
71

70
78
81

64
88
81

85
88
83
84
77
77

140

83
67
87
73
96
95
80
94
95
99

100
'1 00

98
98

99
94
88
81
97
96

(Wheat Harvested)
47 (Residue)

98
80
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TABLE 22

Percent Crop and Residue Cover Measurements for Ryerson Sandy Clay Loam
Site 1 987

========= === == ============ ================== ============ === ==== === =====
Date of Cover Corn Wheat Wheat AlfalfaMeasurements (Con. TiII. ) (uin. TiII. )

May 11

May 19
May 27
June 3

June 1 0

June 1 6

June 25
July 2

July I
July 1 4

July 22
July 29
Aug. 5
Aug. '1 '1

Àu9.19
Aug. 26
Aug. 26
Sept. 2

Sept. I
Sept. 1 5

Sept.22
Sept.29
Sept.29
Sept.29
0ct. 6
0ct.20

(Corn and llheat Seeded)
1 3 (nesidue)
45
JJ
22
25
36
38
34
58
54
62
54
65
49

52
61
50
41

50
52

(Corn HarvesLed)
(nesidue)

30 (Residue) SS

58 79
28 23
56 80
73 80
74 59
55 62
64 74
71 72
75 71
76 73
73 66
74 66
73 69
(Wheat Harvested)

49 (Residue) ge

(Residue) 85
58
58
99
93
95
80
79
9'1

92
98
96
96
98

(Residue) gg

92
89
80
87
89

86
85
89
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TABTE 23

Percent Crop and Residue Cover Measurements for Carroll Clay Loam Site,
1987

======== ======== = ====== ==================== ==== ========== ===== === = == ========Date of corn t{heat wheat Àlfalfa and wheatMeasurements (Con. Till. ) (uin. Till. )

May
May
May
June
June
June
June
July
July
July
July
July
Àug.
Aug.
Àug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Oct.
0ct.
Oct,

12
20
27

3
'10

16
25

2
7

14
22
29

5
12
19
26
26

2
I

22
29
29

6
20
27

(Corn and Wheat Seeded)
18 (nesidue) Z1 (Residue)
59 60
53 63
54 70
42 73s2 67
55 79
45 67
49 76
39 60
59 79
53 75
56 76
46 65

52
66
55
50

(Corn Harvested
44 (Residue
6 (Residue

26 (Residue)
54
58
65
70
64
77
59
68
71

76
73
69
60

51 ( Residue )

(wheat Harvested)
47( Residue )

26 (Residue)
62
62
72
79
63
88
55
77
80
81
83
84
75

87
72
75
83

87
85
66
85
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4.7.2 Crop Biomass and Grain yields

Fina1 crop biomass and grain yields from the cropped treatments for

the four experimental sites are provided in Tabre 24. The yields for

all crops were generally high and were within the range of the expected

average crop yields occurring in the study areas. This rvas an indica-

tion that the crop management system in the experimental plots was in

conformity with that occurring in the farmers fields within the study

area.
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TABTE 24

Crop Biomass, Cover and Seed Yield for Different Sites for'1986 and 1987

========= == ===== == ==== == ===== ==== ============== ===== ===== ==== === ====== == =
I rotat Àbove I seed yierd I uaximum Ground cover mr

crop lGround Dry Matterl (t ha-1) lourinq Growinql efter
| (tha-r) I I sãason -lHarvest

Gretna Clay, 1 986

Corn 7.10
Wheat 1 0.60
Àlfalfa 1.20

Gretna Clay, 1987

Corn 6,75
Wheat 5.00
Àlfalfa 1.94

teary Sandy Loam, 1986

Corn 2.29
l{heat 13.00
Àlfalfa 3 " 94

Leary Sandy Loam, 1987

Corn 7.69
Wheat 8.07
Àlfa1fa 2.43

Ryerson Sandy Clay Loam, 1987

Corn 4.82
Wheat (Con. Ti11) 5.87
Wheat (uin. Ti 11) 4.22
Àlfa1fa 1.44

Carroll Clay toarn, 1987

Corn 3.27
wheat (Con. Till. )4,45
whear (uin. Ti11.)6.95
ttheat (¡1f alf a ) -

4.44

2.72

59
89

100

5.7 4

67
79
98

10
22
35

5. 69

69
81
96

4

53
85

¡les
2.27

82
88

100

9
28
67

62
76
80
99

2.75
4.47

12
47
73

66
79
77
87

I
49
38
79

6
47
51

7
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4,7.3 Soil Loss from Cropped Treatments

Soil loss variability from the cropped treatments was observed to

depend on the degree of crop canopy protection of the soil surface cover

afforded by different crops (tables 9-'11, pp. 103-.105). This was mainly

influenced by the crop type, the crop stand, and the status of the stand

development. The crop cover t¡as observed Lo vary greatly through the

growing season and from year to year (rables 1ï-z3r pp. 137-14Ð,

Therefore, the effectiveness of crop cover in reducing potential soil
losses depended mainly on the amount of rainfall erosïvity occurring

during the periods when the crop cover or management practice provided

the leasL soil surface protection. Sumnerfallow generally lost the most

soil and alfaLfa lost the least. Generally, soil loss among the treat-
ments varied in the order: sunmerfalLow > corn > conventional tillage
wheat > minimum tillage wheat > alfalfa. Summerfallow provided no pro-

tection on the soil surface from raindrop splash effect. Àlfalfa's dense

canopy cover provided the most effective protection anong the treat-
ments. Corn provided less canopy cover and wheat provided comparatively

more cover. Minimun tillage wheat treatment lost less soil than conven-

tional tillage wheat, i.e. reduced cultivation reduced soil loss in this

treatment. For some rainstorms, the ninimum tillage wheat treatment

lost more soil than the conventional tirlage wheat (table 11, p. 105).

This was mainly due to excavations by rodents in this treatment, which

occurred at the Ryerson sandy clay loam site.
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4.8 MEASURED AND ESTIMATED C FÀCTOR VÀIUES (SOIL LOSS RETIOS)

Measured and estimated C factor values are provided in Tab1es 25, 26

and 27. The C factor is the ratio of soil loss from an area with speci-

fied cover and management to that from an identical area in tilled con-

tinuous fallow (wischmeier and Smith 1978). Soil loss ratios would be

expecled to vary during the growing season with crop canopy and mulch

cover' management practices and rainfal] total and intensity. The fac-

tor is evaluated from soil loss ratios which vary during the growing

season as influenced by many variables that are related to specific

crop-management practices. These are crop canopy and residue cover,

incorporated residues, tillage practices and rainfarl cycles.

Soil loss rales were observed to vary with the degree of crop cover

changes through the growing season. The cover values obtained were used

in separating the six crop growth stages according to Wischmeier and

smith (1978), (table 7, p. 83). Most of the crops reached the crop

growth stages required for the soil loss ratio caLculations, except for

corn at the Leary sandy loam site for 1986 and Carroll clay loam site
for 1987. Defoliation by wildlife at the teary sandy loam site and low

noisture conditions at the Carroll clay toam site affected the crop

stand development (tables 19, p. 138 and 23, p, 1421. soil loss ratios

were calculated separately for each growth stage for each cropped treat-
ment. Variability of soil loss in the sunmerfallow treatment affected

the calculated values

Calculated soil loss ratios were expected to be less than one, since

the highest amount of soil loss was expected to occur in the sumnerfal-
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low treaÈment. The calculated ratios were observed to be more than one

for rainsLorms events where summerfallow lost tess soil than the cropped

treatments due to the effect of antecedent soil moisture and time of

cultivation as previously discussed (tables 25-27). The cover for the

alfalfa treatment remained consistently high after establishment until
culting was done when a slight decrease in cover was observed (rables

18-22, pp. 137-141).



=================================!========E========E--¡!E-=gEE-=t===t-=-
Date of I Rainfall
Rainfall I erosivitYI tnl

Soil Loss Ratios for Gretna CIay Soil Rainslorm Events

1985 Growing season

May 6
June 20
July 3

10
Sep. 25

29

1987 Growing Season

JuIy 3 1 8.66
1 0 392.23
20 77.33
24 26.73

Àug. 14 '1422.67
Sep. 29 16.69

392 .3 1

1 42 .62
254.01
28.01

135 .24
16.23

Calculated Soil r,oss I Crop Stage Period- Ratios I (sstimatèd Í cover)
Alfartalwt¡ãatlcorn I attatra lwheatl corn

TÀBIE 25

g obÈained using soil loss ratíos from wischmeier and smith (1978)

0.20 0.72 0.51
0.30 1.20 1.s0
0.01 0.83 1,28
0.05 1 .71 2,02

0.00 20.00 1.00

- 0,67 0.44
0.09 1.91 0.36
0.00 0.02 0.01
- 0.03 0.03

0.00 0.01 0.09
- 0. 17 0.33

ztist ssizl
2(711 3(85)
21711 3(85)

2ß41 4(221

=E=Ë==============
Estmated Soil Loss $

Ratios
ÀlfaIfa lwheat lcorn

sB(;o)
1(22l
1 (221

4(10)

2(s5)
3(81)
3(85)
3(91)
3(97)
3(80)

o. õz o .7s
0.02 0. 33
0.02 0.33

0.02 0.06

0.02 0.42
0.02 0.42
0.02 0.33
0.02 0,42
0.02 0.42
0.02 0.06

21571
2(711
3(76)
2(591
2(641
4(45)

1(37)
1(31)
2(51)
2161 I
2167 I
2(561

0.79
0.62
0.62

0.05

0.62
0.62
0,42
o .42
0 .42
o ,42

rÞ
@



TABTE 26

Soil toss Ratios for teary Sandy Loam Soil Rainstorn Events

=======================================Ë=

1985 Growing Season

epril 30 13.77
May 6 214.77
June 14 326.15

20 140.70
July 3 83.15

10 99.25
Sep. 25 49.58

29 1 4.83

1987 Growing Season

May 21 12,62
June 24 44.90
.Iuly 3 38. 13

10 21 .02
20 140.30

Aug. 14 1006.08
sep. 29 89.41

rlro
0.24
0 .01
0.04
0.03
0.05

oloo

0.00

=-==-a-¡-a!-=Êa¡-=3tç=!a-tg===-=================

rl¿s rloz
0.75 2.17
0.98 1.01

1 5.20 3.04
5.24 2.06
4.77 10.82
3.00

2.33 2.67
0.57 0.71
1.20 0.80
1 .00 1 .00
0.33 1 .00
0.01 0.05
0.s0 1.00

Crop Stage Period I ustmated Soil Loss I
(gstimated%Cover) I Ratios
Àlfalfa lwheat lcorn I attatta lwheat lCorn

Í obtained using soil loss ratios in wischmeier and smith (1978)

3(79)
3(e2)
3(89)
3(8e)
3(89)
3(67)

4(31)
1 126l
3(78)
3(78)
3(78)
4(28)
4(28'l,

1(23)
2ß41
3(88)
3(81)
3(88)
3(77)
4(471

4nl
s8(4)
2(541
21541
2(54'l,
4(9)

3(83)
3(9s)
3(80)
3(e4)
3(e9)
3(98)
3(e6)

0.02 0.06
0.02 0 .62
0.02 0.33
0.02 0.33
0.02 0.33
0.02 0.06
- 0.06

0.02 0 .62
0.02 0,42
0.02 0.33
0.02 0.33
0.02 0.33
0.02 0.33
0.02 0.06

417l
2(s1)
1 (49)
3(67)
3(80)
3(79)
2(58)

0.06
0.79
0.42
0 .42
0 ,42
0.06

0.06
0,42
0,62
0.33
0.33
0.33
0 .42

Þ
l.c|



SoiI Loss Ratios for Ryerson Sandy CIay Loam and Carroll Clay Loan Soils
Rainstorm Events

Dáte of
RainfaIl

Ryerson

Rainfall I Calculated Soil Loss I Crop Stage Period I Estmated Soil Loss +
Erosivitv I Ratios I (estimated%cover) | Ratios--lRt ' lelt"lf.lwheat lwheat lcorn l¡lfalfalwheat lwheat lcornlelfalfalwheat lwheat lcorn

I l(con.)l(Min.)l I l(con.)l(uin.)l I l(con.)l(Min.)l

June

Jui.y

Aug.

sandy clay loam,

21 1 .63
100.37
232 .48

42 .60
275.47

62.92
722.23

1 429 . 0'l

2
24
I

f0
20
31

4
14

Carroll CIay Loam, 1987

June 3 95.7 4
July 14 56.57

20 1 5s.8s
31 52.10

Àug. 12 22'l .10
Aug. 1 4 715.22

TÀBtE 27

1987

0.67 1.33
2.00 1.33
0. 60 0.80
0. 50 1 .00
0.00 1.00
- 1.00

0.00 s.85
0.01 0.05

f obtained using soil loss ratios from Wischmeier and Smith (1978)

'' 
i:1

1.50i
2.33
0.80
1.s0
1 .00
1 .00
0. 13
0.07

1 .50
1 .33
0.80

1 .00 1 .50
1.00 1.00
0.33 0.67
1.00 1.00
0.35 0,27
1 .34 0.65

2(s8) 1(28) 1(23)
3(e'l 2(741 2ß91
3ngl 2(641 2(741
3(91) 2(71) 2þ2't
3(921 2(751 2(711
3(e8) 3(76) 203't
3(96'' 2173'' 2(661
3(96, 2174, 2(661

.00

.00

.00

.54
0.83

1.00 2(621 21631
1 .00 3(771 31761
0.67 3(80) 2(60)
1.00 3(81 ) 3(79)
2.50 3(84) 3(76)
0. 38 2(751 2(651

1(33) 0.02
1 ( 36) 0.02
1 ( 36) 0,02
2(58) 0.02
2(54'' 0.02
2(621 0.02
2(s4l 0,02
2(6s) O.O2

2(s8)
2(68)
2(711
3(76)
2(691
2(50)

0.62
0 .42
0 ,42
0 .42
0 .42
0.33
0 .42
0 .42

0 .42
0.33
0.42
0.33
0.33
0.42

2(53)
1(49)
1(3e)
2(59)
2ß61
1(46)

0.62 0,62
0.42 0.62
0.42 0.62
0,42 0.42
0.42 0.42
0.42 0.42
0.42 0.42
0.42 0.42

0.42 0,42
0.42 0.62
0.42 0.62
0.33 0.42
0.42 0.42
0.42 0.62

(-rl
o
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4.8.1 Averaqe Measured Q Factor Values

The average measured soiL loss ratios for different crop-management

treatments and growth stages are provided in Tables 28 and 29. The rat-

ios were calculated for similar and different cropped treatments for

specific arowth stages. The ratios were observed to vary among different

treatments and sites and from year to year. This rvas possibly due to

the exlreme variability of soil loss from summerfallow as influenced by

the variability of rainfall erosivity and antecedent soil surface condi-

tions. The results enphasize the need for repeaÈed field measurements

for these ratios so as to obtain accurate average measured factor val-

ues.



Àverage Measured Soil Loss
Trealments for

Soil Type

Gretna CIay Soil, 1986-1987

1986 Growing Season

À1 falfa' Con. Wheat
Corn

1987 Growing Season

Àlfalfa
Con . llhea t
Corn

rreatment 

I

TABTE 28

Ratios for Different Crop-management
Gretna and Leary Soils

vl

Measured Soil toss Ratios
(Growth Stage Periods)

S8 123

Leary Sandy Loam Soil, 1985-1987

1985 Growing Season

AIfalfa
Con. l.lheat
Corn

1 987 Growing Season

Al fal fa
Con. Wheat
Corn

152

1 .20
1 .50 '1 .6s

0.12

îr.

0.27 20.00
- 1.00

2.7 6

0. 66
0.12

0.76

0. 09
0.02 0. 17

) îa,

2.33
0 .80

0.25
7 .14 2,97
- '11.89

0. 57
0.86

0. 00
0.64 0.50
0.68 2.67



Àverage Measured Soil Loss
Treatments for

== == === ==== ====== =======
Soil Type I Treatment

I

I

I

Ryerson Sandy Clay Loam, 1987

Àlfalfa
Con. Wheat
Min. ltheat
Corn

Carroll Clay Loam, 1987

À1fa1fa
Con. Wheat
Min. Wheat
Corn

TÀBIE 29

Ratios for Different Crop-managenent
Ryerson and Carroll Soils

Measured Soil Loss Ratios
Growth Stage Periods

s8 123

153

.JJ

.50

.21

0.67
1.66
0. 96
1 .07

0. 78

'_oo

0.68

0.32
0 .89
0.82
1 .50

0 .77
0,79
1 .00
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4.8.2 gg4Paljson of Measured and Estimated C Factor values (Soil r,oss
Ratios)

The calculated and estimated soil loss ratios are provided in Tables

25-27. Crop cover changes were observed to have important effects on

the calculated soil loss ratios, due to the effect of cover on soil
loss. The ratios were observed to be extrenely variable for similar

growth stages among different lreatments and from year to year (tables

28 and 29). Crop stand development in nost of the sites was generally

good' except at the Leary sandy loam and the Carroll clay loam site
where wildlife defoliation and low moisture levels during the early

growth stage retarded the normal growth. À1so, the atfalfa stand which

was undersown with wheat was not ful1y established when sampling was

started. Therefore, the cover measurements obtained were almost similar

to those of the conventional and minimum tillage wheat treatments until
just before the wheat was harvested when alfalfa growth became signifi-
cant (table 23, Þ,142), The measured and estimated soil ]oss ratios for

the alfalfa treatment for Carroll clay loam site were, therefore, omit-

ted.

The calculated soil loss ratios for most rainstorms were observed to

be greater than one. This situation occurred with less erosive rain-

storms of Low intensity and duration where soil losses from summerfallow

were lower than those from cropped treatments, possibly due to the

effect of low levels of antecedent soil moisture and surface roughness

due to cultivation. More soil toss ratios greater than one were caLcu-

lated for Gretna clay and Leary sandy loam sítes for 1986 than tor 1987,

especially for corn and wheat treatments (tables zs-z6r pp. 148-149).
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Generally high soil loss ratios were calculated for Ryerson sandy

clay loam and Carroll clay loan sites, particularly for corn and wheat

treatments (tab1e 27, p.150). This was possibly due to the exceptional-

ly low soil losses from summerfallow recorded for most of the rainstorms

for these sites. The sampling wheels in these siÈes were motorized, and

the problem of undersampling of surface runoff and sediment in sumner-

fallow as compared to runoff propelled wheels should not have occurred.

The differences observed between calculated soil loss ratios for conven-

tional and minimum tillage wheat treatments were, generally, not great.

Estimated soil loss ratios for an estabtished alfalfa crop stand for

successive growth stages were given as 0.02 (tvischmeier and Smith 1978).

This ratio was not very different from most of the measured values for

the sites where the stand was fu11y established. Also, some of the meas-

ured values obtained for this treatment were below the estimated value.

The summerfallow treatment used in the determinatíon of soil loss

ratios was expected to be tilled and kept weed free for at least two

years (Wischmeier and Smith 1978). The treatment was al-so expected to

be cultivated and kept under conventional tillage corn seedbed condition

each spring so as to prevenÈ surface crusting and weed growth. summer-

fallow for the four sites had been in operation for two years for Gretna

clay, two years for Leary sandy Ioam, one year for Ryerson sandy clay

loam and was newly established for Carroll clay Ioam. Summerfallow was

sampled during the first year of plot establishment, and the measured

soil loss ratios could have, therefore, been modified by the residual

effects of mulch from the previous crop. Àlso, summerfallow could not be

cultivated in spring, due to high soil moisture content resulting from
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spring melt. The effect of incorporated residues (wischmeier and Snith

1978), absence of spring ploughing and time of summerfallow cultivation

could have influenced the measured ratios. This situation created a

problem in comparing the measured soil loss ratios with the estimated

ratios as provided by Wischmeier and Snith (1978). Therefore, appropri-

ate sumnerfallow conditions, where possible are necessary before accu-

rate comparison of factor values can be obtained.

Differences existed between the crop-management systems used in this

study and those with which the estimated C factor values were developed

(wischmeier and Smith 1978). This made the accuracy of direct compari-

son between the measured and estimated vaLues difficult. Specified

conditions for the standard experimental plot management as provided by

wischmeier and Smith (1978) could not be met for all the sites and

treatments in this study. These were described in the lables of soil
loss ratios ( Ì{ischmeier and smith 1978, Tables s, ba and sc). Also,

these conditions did not allow for a winter period for the alfalfa crop-

management treatment. Soil loss ratios given by Wischmeier and Smith

(1978) were for one system of grain after grain with residue removed. In

their example, the stubble was disked under as opposed to the method

used in this sludy which included removal of stubble after harvest.

À1so, the reclassification of the crop growth-stage periods (tab1e 7, p,

83) for Periods, F and 4 made the comparison of factor vaLues for these

stages difficult.



Chapter V

STJMMARY ÀND CONCTUSION

Soil losses from different lreatments and soil types were observed

to be extremely variable as influenced by the degree of crop cover and

rainfall erosivity. The losses occurring from different rainstorms yrere

shown to be modified by antecedent soil moisture and cultivation. The

effect vras mainly dependent on rainfall intensity and duration and time

of cultivation. These conditions were responsible for the observed high

degree of variability in the measured K and C factor values. Therefore,

there is a need to do long-term measurements of soil loss so that accu-

rate average factor values can be obtained.

The results obtained have shown that antecedent soil moisture and

time of cultivation have inportant effects on observed soil losses.

Therefore, there is a need for the modification of the USLE so as to

account for the etfects of these field conditions in the estimated soil
losses. À comprehensive field data base on antecedent soil moisture and

soil surface roughness due to cultivation needs to be developed before

this can be effectively done. Data on noisture content differences

beÈween antecedent soil moisture and moisture at soil saturation point

are necessary. This will proviile a better explanation of the effect of

antecedent soil moisture on surface runoff occurrence and soil loss

variability. The nature of soil surface roughness due to cultivation

needs to be known and could appropriately be done on weekly basis.

-157-
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Thereforer some quatitative surface roughness rating scheme needs to be

developed for features like very coarse, coarse, very rough, rough,

smooth etc. This will make it possible to monitor changes in soil sur-

face roughness through the growing season. Àlso, nicrotopography survey

could be done but Èhis might be labour inlensive and might also create

problems of surface compaction due to increased human traffic in the

summerfallow ploÈs. This data would make it possible to account for the

observed effects of antecedent soil moisture and cultivation on the ero-

sivity potential of specific rainstorms more accurately.

The absence of appropriate sumnerfallow conditions and directly com-

parable crop-nanagement treatments for the present study and those used

when the USLE was developed .made it difficult to obtain a direct compar-

ison between the measured and estimated soil toss ratios. This was main-

ly due to the residual effects of mulch from the previous crop which

tended to modify soil losses from summerfallow, especially for the new

sites. Therefore, long-term measurements of soil loss are necessary so

that accurate average C factor vaLues can be obtained which can be

effectively compared with the USLE estimated values.

The results obtained for the years 1985, 1986 and 1987 cannot be con-

sidered conclusive in achieving an effective evaluation of the US¡E

application in Manitoba, since this would require a sufficient long-tern

period of field data measuremenÈs before accurate factor evaluations can

be achieved. The data base developed so far stresses the need for the

continuation of the study for a number of years so that accurate average

factor values can be obtained.
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Àppendix À

PÀRTICtE SIZE ÀNÀtYSiS* FOR EÀCH GRID POSITION FOR RYERSON
SANDY CLÀY tOAM AND CARROLT CLAY LOÀM SOITS

=====____ ________!

Gr id
No.

Ryerson Sandy Clay Loam

v. coarse coarse medium fine v. fine

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

I
9

4 .81
5.42
0.74
1 .65
0.61
1.0'1
3. 58
3. 99
1 .24

% Sand* % SiIt % CIay

4.92
6.16
3.28
3. 56
1.95
3.52
4.85
6.23
4.39

Carroll Clay Loam

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

I
9

5. 18 8.69
6.42 9.89
6.06 1 3 .8'1
6.8'1 13.97
5.41 1 4.05
6.77 13.69
7.31 15.07
8.30 1 3.57
7 .27 13,22

0.16
0.05
0.22
0. 33
0.32
0.32
0. 38
0.21
0.27

21 .41
25,26
33.95
32.59
35.91
3'5.86
33.56
25.39
31.52

0,42
0 .44
0. 50
0. 95
0. 64
0. 37
0. 60
0.48
0. 38

*Percent of soil excluding particles >2.0 mm

0.74
0 .60
0 .94
1.17
1 .12
0.8s
0 .87
0.86
0.91

25. 08
17.47
11.96
15.28
38. 66
17.73
8.31

17 ,42
12.58

3.62
2.23
3,42
4.52
4. 05
3.20
2.70
3.01
4,19

s0.33
38 .88
35.33
43.37
34.39
25.18
22,78
37 .21
32.31

29. 08
29.89
30.07
25.68
2.81

21.49
22.70
24.66
19.73

19.46
20.63
20.89
20.41
25.97
34.19
34,23
24.34
25.57

25.26
37 .36
38. 53
29.38
33.82
36.07
38. 55
33. 75
36.21
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SOII PHYSICAI PROPERTY VÀtUES FOR RYERSON SÀNDY CIÀY tOÀM
ÀND CÀRRott CtÀY toÀM solts

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

46.49
42,73
4s.91
47 .87
7 4.57
s3. 59
41 ,87
42,81
s4. 10

CarroJ.l Clay Loam

Àppendix B

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

70.92
70.11
69. 93
74,32
97 ,19
78.51
72.77
75. 35
80,27

7 4.14
62.58
51 .48
70.62
66.17
63. 97
61 .45
66.26
63.79

69.79
59.51
56.22
63.78
60.36
59. 37
57. 01
61.55
57 .88

3. 59
3 ,37
6,7 4
5.05
8.35
7.44
6.81
5.01
5.66

4 .95
4.07
3.9s
4.91
5. 37
s. 63
s.05
5.7 t
4.30

4
4
4
4
{
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

0 .419
0.485
0.245
0.367
0.092
0.079
0.1{3
0.158
0 .124

0,162
0,244
0.428
0.480
0. 521
0,477
0.298
0.218
0.329

1 .32
r .50
1 .33
1.14
1.21
1 .20
1.15
1 .26
0.96

1 .33
1 .35
1 .27
1.10
1 .33
1.14
1.13
1 .30
1.37

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
{
4

12,20
1r.88
5.84

11 ,72
7 ,56
7 ,24
8. 68
8.32

10.76

11.50
10,72
12.84
12.04
12.80
9.00

f 3.08
7.88

10.88

22,53
25.08
1 3.89
28 ,61
18.23
18.46
27.99
19.77
2s. {3

25,71
18.49
21,61
24 ,18
2',1 ,41
12,81
17 ,97
13 .57
17.61

I

\j
N)

I



PÀRTICIE SIZE ÀNÀIYSIS't FOR EACH GRID POSITION FOR GRETNA
CLÀY ÀND IEÀRY SÀNDY tOÀM SOILS

Gr id
No.

% Gravel 7¡ Sand* % Silt % Clay

Gretna Clay'1 1.86 1.65
2 2.24 1.39
3 3.03 1 .79
4 1.08 1.28
5 1 ,12 '1 .00
6 0.43 0 .83
7 0.26 0.32
I 0.58 0.95
9 0.36 0.79

Appendix C

v. coarse coarse medium fine v. fine

Leary Sandy toam

1

2

3
4
E

6
7

I
9

2.34
2.84
3.'10
1 .88
1 .36
1.13
0.79
1 .37
1.26

5.29
3.89
3. 00
3. 78
3"74
3. 59
2.81
2.45
2.91

5.79 23.34
5.78 20 .36
5. 09 1 3.65
3.66 '10.20

3. 75 1 2.58
2.91 9.72
2.01 6. 1 5
2.91 9.09
2.79 9. 63

1 .95
2.68
2.24
1.s6
1.62
1.74
2,35
1,52
2.63

*Percenlage of soil excluding particles >2.0 mm

Source, Àfter Pauls ( 1 987 )

6.7 6

8.65
5. 04
I .87
I .41
7 .21
7 .82
8.09
8.05

2.17
1.76
1.79
1 .38
1 .57
1 .47
0. s8
1.11
1.26

26.28
23. 50
28. 09
26.32
27 .83
27 .09
24.90
25.64
23.86

27 .92
29.41
29.76
26.06
23.92
27 .40
30.33
33.42
29.56

31 .1 1 9.40
30.60 9.89
30.04 9.4s
30.00 11 .28
31.63 10.s9
31.01 9.34
26.79 9.46
26.63 8.14
24.65 9.32

36.78
38.56
44.82
55. 53
5s.81
56. 55
59.81
5'1 .'1 6
54.70

1 3.84
13.12
12.72
1 3.40
1 0.94
13.57
1 6.43
16.94
19.52

'1 0.65
'1 

1 .6s
12.43
8. 57
I .97

10.03
12.24
13.05
11.97
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SOIt PHYSICÀI PROPERTY VATUES FOR GRETNÀ CtAY AND TEARY

SANDY IOÀM SOITS

1 30.10 63-22 1.00 4 6 0'184 1'3't 15'51 23'97

2 3't.17 61.44 s.si e ã 0'167 l'43 15'78 23'14

3 31.5s 55.18 +.1't ¡ ã o'l¿g l'so 8'79 11'82

4 27.44 44.47 4.33 ¿ e 0'314 1'46 't7 '33 21'35

5 2s.s0 E+-.1g e.ág q ø 0'184 1'42 16'82 21'13

628.8743.451...¿s0.1731.4615.0017.84
7 30.s2 'iõ.it ¡.óe q a 0.2s1 1.s0 18.s5 20'57

B 34.s2 48.84 ¡.io + s 0'157 1'43 13'34 1s'78

9 30.82 ¿é.¡o s.zo ¿ ã o'lsg 1'44 13'91 16'49

Leary SandY Loam

1 23.24 89.35 g.53 4 2 0'189 1'52 3'7',1 1s'67

223.0188.44q.éãqã0.1141.543.3313.51i zz-'tø s?:ii r'Íi ;,, i 3 gi¡l: l:33 i'.il 12 3z

Àppenilix D

I zl.ol 91.43 9.84 4 ¿ u'u+¿ r 'ue
5 2't.s3 91.03 t.ó' t':, a ã 0'041 1'62 3'72 1e'03

6 22.s1 áà'.s7 q.ö; :"' 4 ã ó.ozs 1.s5 2'80 1I'85

725.8987,76q.'ãl-zõ.ã¡r1.502.478.62
B 2s.08 86.95 9,6t + ã 0'18s 1's1 3'28 10'e4

?-----,-,-.-,-1----------t9:91--------di--.-----1---
sourcer after PauIs (1987).
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Appendix E

DÀTE 0F RATNFATL ÀND sorr MorsruRn H ov DRy MAss) ron
GRETNÀ CrÀY S0rr, 1986

Date of
RainfaIl

06

20

03
10

7

7

21

28
04
11

18
25
02
09
16
23
30
06
13
20
27
02
09
12
19
26
03
10
17
24

6

24.23 26.59
22.34 31 . 51

1 9. s9 22.96
24.29 26.40
21 ,70 22.91
24,04 26.02
21 ,03 23,69
23 .7 4 25 .69
18.07 27.37
23.31 25.94
20.21 21 ,22
21.14 21.89
1 8.88 20.39
15.90 21 .71
14,27 17 .97
15.82 17.08
8. 59 16.77
5.95 15.97

1 0.59 1 6.80
24.32 18,62
27.05 22.68
22.47 22.89
21 ,04 20 ,7 4
19.21 20.79

I

25. 60 53 .49
22.68 25,07
22.30 24 .77
23.63 25.87
23.42 24.00
24.78 24,03
22.30 22.34
22.79 24.42
26.64 62.65
26.49 27,63
22,55 21 .49
19.41 1 9.03
1 7. 86 18 ,29
1 6.90 18.22
9.62 15.73

13.66 14,20
9.69 14.51
9. 58 14 .87

10.80 14.64
24.61 18 .29
29.22 27.87
19.37 24.28
20.45 20.1 3

19.'15 20.92

9
9

25
29

23.01 25.01
20 ,97 25.61
17,67 22.58
24.78 24,82
20.84 22.30
22.02 22.81
22,31 22.51
23.99 24,91
27 .01 26.83
29.24 25.97
24.31 25,49
24.16 26,79
19.65 23.33
19.69 23.54
16.47 22,43
20.41 20 .73
1 9.33 21 .12
13. '1 1 18.89
17 .63 20.30
28.08 21,70
28.16 27.25
22.73 23.92
20 .94 22.59
21 .59 24.83

10

sture Content
ÀlfaIfa

o-5 | s-r s

17 .79
17 .28
16,23
16.98
17 ,31
20.66
'1 7. 08
17.75
25.27
28.02
20.89
17.50
'15.81

13.93
13.68
11.64
9. 05
9. 09

'11.10

24,96
28.13
22.93
19.25
19.23

25.95
23,23
17 ,31
20.76
17 ,16
19,72
16.97
16.52
26.48
23,75
20.28
19.51
'17.08

15,29
14 .49
12.77
13.91
14.05
12,63
21,27
28.00
25,02
22,03
20.64
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Appendix F

DATE OF RATNFAtt AND SOIL MOISTURE (Z OT DRY MÀSS) T'ON

GRETNA CtÀY SoIt, 1987

======================= === ========= ============ ========== === = ====================
Date of I oate of I Sampled Soil Layers (cm) and Percent Moisture Content
Rainfalllsampling I corn I wheat lsummerfarlow I ¡ttaltaI l0-bls-rsl o-sls-rs I o-sls-ls I o-sls-rs

7 03
7 10
720
724

19 10.96 19.70
26 ?2.29 '18.20

02 26.00 22.61
09 20.25 21.80
17 20.04 20 .67
24 1 3.68 21 .01
03 14.36 '19.83

07 1 8.80 20 .33
1 5 31 .65 24.84
21 27.92 28.05
28 21 .57 26.03
04 19.38 21.15
11

18 28.86 27 ,26
25 25.19 25.63
01 20.0'1 23.42
08 17 .97 1 3.90
15 21 .91 20 .92
22 20.69 19.92
29 26.46 21 .81
0s 17 "61 20.80'13 17.12 19.51

14

17 ,16 21 .7 4
25.90 16.47
20 .87 22,04
'13.66 18.10
19 .62 1 8.89
17 .04 17.50
1 4.55 1 8. 05
15.55 16.74
33.30 26.88
26.13 1 8.95
1 8.01 24,67
18.1 1 22.67

28.64 1 9.06
17 .62 26,24
36.69 24.88
21 ,36 23.23
21.58 24.94
23.41 23.34
27 ,87 25.05
24 .11 24 .71
22.56 24.28

29

9

20.31 21 .84
25.54 21 .72
23.17 24.11
21 .24 22,44
22.96 22.93
6.35 22.68

13.23 21 .49
19.62 23,62
32.32 27.03
28.31 28.25
26.31 20.61
22.85 22.91

27 .22 27.26
14 .7 6 24 .77
19.16 24.28
'1 9. s9 21 .47
23.58 22,81
20.87 25.22
25.31 22.94
19 .7 4 23 .32
18.76 22.79

10

12.95
25. 05
23.41
11.'19
14.30
12 ,41
15 ,47
1 3.87
29.49
28.10
20.13
15.76

15.24
15.1s
17 .84
14.23
14 .31
14 .81
14 .47
'1 3.50
26.69
27 .87
22.60
18.47

28.02 27 .82
1 7. 50 37 .12
17 .24 20.40
0.00 17 .07

20.26 18.51
17.32 16.04
24.32 1 9.53
17 .17 1 5.94
11.80 16.41
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Appendix G

DÀTE OF RÀINFAtL ÀND SOIL MOISTURE (% OT DRY MASS) TON
IEARY SÀNDY toAM Sort, 19g6

il;ï=Tï;;;=;;==T===;;;;il=;;Ti=ffi ;;=ät
Rainfalll Sampling I Corn I wheatI lo-sls-rsl o-sls-ls

06

14

20

03
10

6

7
7

12
21
28
04
11

18
25
02
09
16
23
30
06
13
20
27
02
09
12
19
26
03
10
17
24

13.42
10.13
9. 38
8.35
9.86

10.16
11 .37
13.98
9,75

11.77
10.99
10.70
10.58
9. 04
6.43
6.23
6.89
7 .56
6.69
8. 98

12.36
12,05
10.91
9.02
9. 08

1 3.85
13.91
12,66
10.58
1 5.78
13.05
13,75
14.86
11.89
14. 51
11 ,71

12.90 14 .52 12 .21'10.18 15.78 10.07
11.'15 12.16 8.98
5.67 9.43 8.04
8.23 '1 5.87 8.40
9.77 12.20 9.21
9.09 11,66 10.'15
8.94 1 1 .58 8. 91
6. 05 7 .97 9 .22

1 0.33 12.64 1 0.82
8.14 9.76 9.43

10 ,22 10.12 8.96
7.95 7,44 9.11
6.50 7 ,17 10.02
4.42 6. 03 8 .21
s.37 5.69 8.13
5.34 5.91 7.15
6.65 6.66 7.41
5.52 5,41 7.30
7.74 8.51 8.77

11,77 12.69 15.50
12.92 17.17 14.21
1 1 .88 12.20 11 .70

8 .42 9 .78 9. 66
8.54 16.17 8.21

===================================

9

9

and Percent Moisture Content
summerfallow I ¡ttatfao-sls-rs I o-sls-ls

25
29

1,16
1 .40
2.20
8. s0
7 .89
7. 95
7 .62
7.53
9.45
2.26
3.35
1 .86
1.64
2.19

'10

13.82
14.05
12,29
10.36
13.04
12.82
13.37
13.32
11.73
1 3.54
12.37
1'1.51
11.55
13.10
10.41
11.24
12.19
10.76
9. 55

11.20
13. 06
15.29
12.57
11.46
14.99

13. 1 
'1 12.93

17.42 11.41
5.83 7 .04
4.29 5.03
5.93 6.38

1 0.35 1 0. 7s
9.47 9.83

13.79 14.49
7 .31 8.72

11 .32 11 .92
8.85 9.84

11.28 9.40
9.76 9.07
6.08 6.59
5.22 6.29
5. 51 s.80
5.67 5.95
5.81 5.86
4.49 5.03
7 .54 6.66

12.98 11 .92
13.12 12.67
12,63 '1 1 .66
9.81 11.0s
8.22 '10.96
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Appendix H

DÀTE OF RÀINFAII AND SOIt MOISTURE (% OT DRV MÀSS) T'ON
tEÀRY SANDY toÀM SoIt, 1gg7

21

6
7

24
03
10
20

19
26
02
09
17
24
03
0'r
15
21

28
04
11

25
01
08
14
22
29
06
13

11.38
11.85
10.30
9.57
9.11

10.04

I 14

1

1
,|

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3. 13
2.26
2.47
2,99
2.17
0 .86
0.75
9 ,41
1 .60
2.20
I .60
8. 63
7.76
1.10
9. s1
8.49
9. 81
8.72
2.05
,92
.79

whãat I summerfallowo-5ls-rsl o-sls-rs

9.80
0.80
1 .55
1 .57

I .96
11.36
8.96
6.83
5.64
I .45
8.41
6. 90
9.35

11 .07
5.25
5.34

12.11
6.62
6.17
7 .28
9.65
8.5'1

13.09
10.27
9.26

29

7 .10
7.17

'13. 
1 1

14.34
1 

'1 .96
12.02
'1 0.80
6.63
8.1'1
8.53
6.85

10. s9
11.75

7 .31
8.06
8. 35

10.251.26
7 .96
6.11
9.72
6.45
1 .99
0.08
9. 60

10

9.78
12.77
10.42
8.09
9.54

10.13

sture Content
Àlfalfa

0-5 | s-rs

12,70
12.82
13.2'1
9.05

13.08
12,17
11.91
1 1 .8'1
12.37
14.02
11.82
12.26
10.59
12.37
1'r .31
12.37
12.07
12.13
14.85
12.90
11.66

1

10

15

0.52
0.02
1.42
9.25
8.62
8.07
2.87
9. 55
9,20
5.46
9. 58
8. 98
2.66
0.19
7 .86

6.42 6.86
1 0.85 9. 10
7.62 6"36
4.74 5.16
5. s1 5.12
7 .93 8. 16
8. '14 6.62
6.35 5.81
9.80 9 .12
7 .89 1 0.37
6 .44 7 .59
5.45 5.80

11.66 6.49
6.30 8 .25
6,28 6.88
1.78 3.74
8.95 8.19

14.40 6.90
13.09 11.27
9.67 7.43
7 .81 7 .41

I .86
9.74
0. 60
1 .49
3. 54
2.76
7 .43
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Àppendix I

DATE OF RAINFÀLt ÀND SOII MOISTURE (% Or DRY MASS) rON
RYERSoN SANDY CtAY toAM SoIL, 1gg7

=================== ======================================= =======================
Date of loate of I Sanpled Soil Layers (cm) and Percent Moisture Content
Rainfalllsampling I corn I wheat I wheat lsummerfallowl ¡Lfalfa

I I l(con.ri1l.)l(utn.rill.)l II l0-s I s-lsl o-s I s-ls I o-s I s-ts lo-s I s-rs lo_s I s_ls

6 02

24
08
10
20

31
04
14

19
27
03
10
16
25
02
08
14
22
29
05
1'1

19
26
02
08
15
22
28
06
12
20
21

15.80 1s.94
20 .53 1 9.38
24.82 20.85
14.36 20.03
15.91 20.95
9.55 18.8s

18,67 18.06
19.84 18.85
18.25 20.79
23.43 23.99
15.30 16.91
20.02 20.40
12.02 15.92
17.55 22.40
'l 6.09 20 .22
14,47 19.86
10 .21 1 5.63
1 5.07 15 .23
14.21 15.86
13.55 15.0'1
9.57 12.66

14,02 21 .21
10.90 15.00
13. 19 15.02

I

13.67
30.80
22.45
13.45
10.75
8.91

15.99
17 ,21
14.44
24.95
11.60
16.41
12.43
20.15
18. 06
16.11
14,92
16.91
1 6.85
11.88
11.37
13.76
12.96
15.27

18. 19
1 3.83
19.24
11.61
13.53
14.25
13.24
1 3.88
16.77
23 .71
14 ,46
19.57
14.85
21,72
20,60
20.36
17 .67
17 .66
17 ,54
1 8.04
1 5.83
18 .46
1 6.88
17 ,25

18.06 17.69
23.01 21 .25
24.95 21 .38
14.07 17 .49
14.08 16.64
11.s6 9.01
15.36 11.55
17 .65 16.82
16.89 18.54
28.26 27 .69
11.37 16.87
10.90 20.10
11 ,76 16.21
22.89 25.23
19.93 23.80
22.98 24.61
17.15 22.62
1 9.83 21 .73
21,99 21.53
18.52 21 .17
14.44 18.16
1 5.87 21 .12
15,97 19.93
17.26 18,76

10

18,26
20,56
23,43
1s.50
14.54
11.60
17 .56
29.90
15.56
27 .01
17 .22
15.72
15.42
16.60
17 .37
19. 10
1 6.83
18. 06
16.52
15.08
15.08
1 5.87
14.49
17.38

19.97 12.70
21.37 15.12
21 . 58 21 .04
21 .04 9.84
19.47 9.97
18.35 11.38
1 9.88 1 4. 50
21 .74 17 .19
21 .75 1 5.30
28.05 27.85'19.31 11.92
24 .26 1 5. 36
19.82 10.13
24.92 21 .30
23.50 16.74
20.88 1 3.51
21.46 11.50
33.52 1 1.95
22.48 18.53
21 .54 13.06
17 .94 7.05
21.12 1 1.80
20.57 11 .15
19.24 13.06

14.92
12,30
12.48
11 .7?
10.97
8.34

11 .24
13.92
15.10
22.93
12.81
16.28
11.07
21.57
18.45
14.44
11.98
14.8'1
12.30
1 3.87
10.19
11.02
11.81
11.19
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Àppendix J

DATE OF RAINFÀtt ÀND SOII MOISTURE & OP DRY MÀSS) rON
cARRotr crAY roÀM soIL, 1987

= =========================================== ======================================
Date of luate of I Sampled Soil Layers (cm) and Percent Moisture
Rainfall lsampling I corn I wheat I wheat lsummerfallowI I l(con. ritl. ) l(uin. riu. ) lI l0-s I s-rsl o-s I s-rs | 0-s I s-rs lo-s I s-rs

03

7

20
27
03
10
16
25
02
08
14
22
29
05
12
19
25
02
08
15
22
29
06
12
20
27

14

20
31
12
14

21 .73 22.17
21.70 22.95
25.06 24.49
18.07 22.30
19.82 23.03
17 .68 21.16
22.13 22.65
17 .13 21.95
36.3'1 26.57
27.46 28.00
'1 5. 61 22.05
18.11 23.33
24.00 23.21
23.13 27.16
20.90 21 .05
18.00 22,25
'1 s. 98 20 .91
1 5.68 21 ,29
21 .57 20.91
19.91 20.34
15.07 18.49
16. 69 20 .72
15.94 21.12
'18. 08 1 9.48

23.27 25.41
22.30 24.98
24.01 24.42
16.29 15.88
'1 5.41 17 .25
16.58 17.47
21 .93 23.07
16.26 15.42
31.53 21,99
26.68 24.70
13.88 17.89
13.62 15.75
25.24 18.02
24.14 25.55
20.15 23.s5
18.82 21 .92
15.08 19.09
16.63 19.90
33.98 24.92
21.03 22.61
1 9.31 20.50
17.55 22.03
1 6.69 18 .92
19.07 20.31

21.49
22.16
24.42
16.77
15.52
16.87
22.24
12.35
30.10
26.84
15.42
14.35
25.02
13,21
17 .59
17 ,93
11.95
18.54
23.17
19.82
16.58
17.11
16.72
17.53

10

25.89
26.01
23.17
24.43
15.53
18.86
21.31
15.29
20.22
27.50
18.7'1
'1 5.50
20.97
26. 0s
22.35
26.77
19.29
25.24
23.87
22.02
17 .95
21.04
20.64
18.56

22.03 27 .21
22.45 27.46
24.84 24.7 4
18.49 25.75
1 5.41 17 .20
19.29 22,44
22.52 23.42
19.12 25.22
34.62 29.17
27.42 30.50
18. 15 26.46
19.72 27.62
25.18 27.42
24.46 27 .78
22.65 29.90
25,62 28.08
25.70 28,24
20.45 21 .06
24.96 26.70
23.27 25.86
19 .67 22.31
11.38 28.18
1 9. 98 24.78
18.77 24.58

Content
À1 fal fa

0-5 | s-rs

22.47 23.55
23.54 26.36
23.77 23.02
16 .24 21 . 88
14.41 17.59
17.59 17.34
22.50 19 .82
12.97 15.91
31.34 22.39
26.69 24.94
12.49 17.80
16.72 18.54
24.48 17,25
22.93 25.58
19.37 22.12
18.53 22.95
14.22 18.08
15.17 17.27
22.50 22.40
17.33 12,02
13.01 25.17
1 3.98 17 .21
13.69 14.96
1 5. 17 16.87
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Àppendix K

SOIt BUIK DENSITY AND SOII MOISTURE CONTENT ÀT TIME OF
BULK DENSIlY MEÀSUREMENT

= = ========= ===================== ====== ========= ======== = =======
Grid Position I nufl Density I Soil Moisture ContentNo. I (Mgn-g) I t'l"l

lo.o-z.s I r.s-rs.o I o.o-7.517.s-1s.0
| (cn) | (cm) I (cr) I (cm)

Gretna Clay

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

I
9

1 .41
'1 ,43
1 .44
1 .35
1 .35
1 .49
1 .60
1 .69
1 .40

Mean Values 1.46 1,57 17.00 '17.83

Leary Sandy Loam

.s8

.50

.51

.56

.58

.62

.62

.60

.53

'1

2

3
4
6
7

I
9

14. 68
1 5.43
17,74
19.96
16.82
18.07
17 ,92
13.50
18.79

.43

.36

.36

.61

.18

.23

.32

.27

Mean Values 1 .37 1 ,37 7 ,47 8,32

16.3s
16.07
18,12
21 .60
16.7 4

17 .07
19.54
16.41
18.60

1 .40
1 .30
1.51
1 .39
1 .50
1 .21
1,22
1,32

6.86
9.22
5.77
6.88
7 .13
6.66
5,52
9.16

9.42
9.91
6.34
7 .31
7 .44
6.40
7 .55

11.27
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Àppendix I
SOIL BULK DENSITV AND SOit MOISTURE CONTENT ÀT TIME OF

BUIK DENSITY MEÀSUREMENT

===============================================================
Grid Position I nurl Density I soir Moisture contentI (r¿qm-s) I tzl

I o.o-r.s I z.s-ls.o I 0.0-7.s17.b-1s
| (cm) | (cm) | (.r) I (cm)

Ryerso
1

2

3

4
5

6
7

I
9

n Sandy Clay Loam
1 .32
1 .50
1 .33
1.14
1 ,21
1.2C
1.15
1.26
0. 96

Mean Values 1 .23 1 .2G 1B,ZZ 20.21
----=== ==== = = ==== ===== = === == ======= ===== ======= ==== ===

Carroll CaIy Loam

1.46
1 ,49
1.21
1.13
1,26
1.17
1.23
1 .40
0. 95

1

2

3

4
5

6
7

I
------:

13,67
20,17
17 .20
21 .14
21.06
22.28
18.80
12.57
22,62

1 .33
1 .36
1 ,27
1.10
1 .33
1.14
1.13
1 .30
1 .36

15.73
19.04
20.15
24.58
19.99
23.03
20.49
14 .42
24.45

1 .30
1.39
1.18
1.22
1 .40
1 .36
1 .34
1.28
1,?3

18.88
19,70
27 .44
19.97
20.44
20.64
22,29
21.50
24.02

1 6.86
20.86
30.43
19.72
22.68
26.70
24.96
22.49
26.79
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Appendix M

COMPUTER PROGRAMMES FOR DATÀ ÀNÀIVSIS

SOII MOISTURE CONTENT DÀTÀ ÀNALYSIS PROGRÀMME (PNOC. I )

//sotrr,oss JoB', rF=DDJ1'
/ / ExEc lvATFiv
//rrosrool DD *
$JoB WÀlFrV
c
C FItE NÀME = MSltCpR
C THIS PROGRÀM CATCUTATES THE SOIt WÀTER CONTENT FOR WATER EROSION SITESC USING THE FORMUTA W=(WET I{EIGHT - DRY WEIGHT)i (ONV WËiô'Hi-'_-C - CONTAINER WEIGHT)* 1OO. IT iS SPECIFICÀtIY WRITTENC FOR USE WITH SMÀLt CONTÀINERS, THE WEIGHTS OF WHICH ÀRE CONTÀiNED INc FItE = 'sMAtL', l[HIcH MUsr BE SUBMITTED WITH THIS FItE.C TYPICAT SUBMIT COMMANÐ = SUB MSWCPR,SMÀtt,RST.ICDÀ86. FILE 'RSpCDÀ86C CONTAINS DATÀ FOR O - 5 CM ÀND 5_.1S-CU ONÉTHSc IN THE Fottol^tlNG oRDER; CB,CM,CU,I{B,WM,WU,SB,SMTSU,c AB,AM,AU. 

I

c
DIMENSION N(5)
REAI CNTÌ{GH ( 3OO ) ,* sL:' /c\(,?!,!ì ,WETI\,DRyr N, CAVG,i{AVc, sÀvc,AÀvG
TNTEGER Ct / 0 /,ntnsv I 0 /,cNTNrrM,DTEiN,rciggl, ÍNO
D0 201 i = 1r2G4

20'1 REÀD(5,101 ) CNTI.IGH(r )
101 FoRMÀT(5x,F5.0)

neeo(5,66) (H(u), M = 1,5)
66 FoRMÀT(5À2)

150 CONTINUE
REÀD (5, 100'END=700) orpt¡¡,cNTNtM,WETIN.DRYIN

1 00 FoRMÀT (r 6 ,3x, r 3 , F6 .2 ,F6.i) ' - -. '
rF (cr .nQ. 0) coro 160'
CNTT{GH(Ct) = CNTIIGH(CHIHUU)
IF (ptuH .NE. DTEsV) GoTo 170

1 55 CONTINUE
CT=CT+1

c rF (cr .I¡n. CNTNTJM) GOTO 180
stwcH(cT,1 )=WETIN
sLI,tcH (ct ,2)=DRYIN
rF' (cr .Hn. 24) coro 1so
CT=0
c0r0 500

160 CONTINUE
rF (oreiH .cr. DTEsv) coro 190
t^tRITE (5,50) otnsv,otntH50 FoRMÀT ('-',r*** DÀTE OUT OF ORDER. PREVIOUS ,,I6r3x,
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* t CURRENT,116l,-,)
CT=0
G0T0 1 50

170 CONTINUE
}lRrrE (6r70) ornrH

70 FORMAT ('-','*** UNEXpECTED NEW
CT=0
G0T0 1 50

180 CONTINUE
}lRrrE (6,60) ornsv

60 FORMÀT ('-','*** yISSING CONTÀINER DATÀ FOR , ,16 /'-,)
CT=0
G0T0 '150

190 CONTINUE
DTESV = DTEIN
c0T0 1 55

5OO CONTINUE
rF (rc .ce. 48) coro 650

655 CONTINUE
t.?RrrE (6,1S) orelN

15 FoRMAT (/,' ',16)
D0 660 IND = '1 , 24
stÌ.tcH ( t Ho, 3 ) = ( ( srvrcH ( i ND, 1 ) -srwcu ( I l¡0, z ) ) /* (sLwGH(rHo,2 )-cNTwcH(rxo) ) )*l oo.oo

660 CONTINUE
}tRITE( 6,21],

21 FoRMÀT(f ,39N.,' 0 - 5 CM')
I{RI TE ( 6,20) srwcu f 5, g ),slr{cH ( 1 1, 3 ),st¡,rcH ( 17,3), slwcH ( 23, 3 )20 FoRMÀT (' UppERl,11I rF6.2rgX,F6.2rgLrF6.2'rgL'r16.2)
!qt!!6, 2 s ) srr.¡cH ( l, 3 ), sr,wcH ( s, I ), srwcH ( 1 5, á ), srwcH ( 2 1, 3 )25 FoRMÀT (' _. MIDDtry"10X rF6.2,gXrF5,2 rgrrF5'.2 rgX116.2l
I'IRI TE ( 6 , 30 ) srwcH I 1 

? 
3 ) , sLl{cH ( z , i ) , srtvcH ( 1 3 , 3 i , siw$r ( 1 9 ,3 )30 roRu¡t (' .tot^lFR,,11x,F6 .2,gx.rl6'.2,9x,F6 .2,s*,,rø.2)

CAVG=(SlwCH( 1,3)+sLlrcH(3,3 )+srr.lcH(5 ;3) ) /g.oo
vIAVG=(STWCH( 7, 3 )+SLwcH(9,3 )+sLwcH( t i,l ) ) /¡. oo
sÀvG=(srwcH( 1 3,3)+sr,woH( i s,l)+srwGH( i r,g) )/¡. oo
AAVG=(sr,wcu( 1 9,3)+slwcH( 21,3 )+SrwcH(23,¡l I /9. OO
T'lRlru ( 6, 35 ) cÀvc,I.lAvc,sÀvc,ÀAVc35 FoRMÀT (/ i_. evgn¡cgi,g:(rF6 .2rgrrF6.2rgX,F6 .2 rgL,F6.2)
wnrrs( 6,22')

22 FoRMAT(/,39X,' 5 - 15 CM')
wnttn( 6r20) stI{cH(6,3) ,slwcH( 12,3'),sLwcH(19,3 ) ,sLI{cH (24,3)
ivRr rE (6 ,zs) srwcH (4 ,3 ) , slwcH ( 1 0 ; 3 ) , sr,wcH ( 1 6 ;3 ) , slwcn ( 2z'.3)
wRrrs( 6,30) .$rygH e,3),sr,wcH(8,3),srwcH( 14,á ),Ér,wcH{ zo,3l
CAVG=(StWCH Q,3)+SrWcH(4,3 ) +StwGH( 6,3 ) ) /3. ó0
I{ÀVG= (Sr,WCH(9, 3 ) +StWGH( 1 0,¡ )+Sr,wctt( iZ,Z)) /g. oo
SAVG= ( srwcH ( 1 4, 3 ) +Str^rGH ( 1 6, 3 ) +Srr.lGH ( 1 B, 3 ) ) / ¡ . O O

AAVG= ( Srwcu ( 20 ,3 ) +SrwGH (22 ,3 ) +Sr,wCH ( 24',31) /¡ . OO
v[RITE ( 6, 35 ) C¡VC,WAVG,SAVG,ÀAVc
¡g = lÇ + 15
c0T0 1 50

650 CONTINUE
wnlrn( 6,'1 ) (H(u) , M= 1 ,5 )1 Fonuet ( , 1' ,27x r5A2 , ' sol L I^¡ATER CONTENT' )
llRrrE(6,s)

DATE ' ,16 /' -' )
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5 FoRMÀT ('g' ,' DÀTE' ,144r'CORN' ,'10X,'WHEÀT' ,gX,*' SMFALLoI¡"7X,'ÀIFALFÀ' /)
LC=4
c0T0 655

700 I.TRITE(6,40)
40 FoRMÀT ( '-' ,32Xr' END OF REPORT' /'1' I

STOP
END
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186

SOit MOSTURE DATA ANAIYSIS PROGRÀMME (PROG. 2)(uoptrrc¿TroN oF pRoc. 1 r'oR MINTMIM TrrtÀcn wHEÀT rRn¡runnr)

$ENTRy
I /sotltoss JoB ' ,,F=DDJ1,l/ ExEc r^rATFrv
//rrosrool DD *
$JoB WÀTFIV
c
C FItE NAME = MSWCpRST
C THIS PROGRÀM CÀtCUIATES THE SOII T^¡ÀTER CONTENT FOR WATER EROSION SITESC USING THE FORMUTA W=(WgT WEIGHT - DRY WEICHT)/(NNY WEIGHTC _ CONTÀINER WETGHT)* 1OO. IT IS SPECIFICATTY WRITTENc FoR USE I,¡ITH SMÀtt CoNTÀINERS, THE WETGHTS OF WHICH ÀRE CONTATNED INc FILE = 'SMALL', I{HICH MUST BE suBMirrED WITH THis FItE.C TYPIcAL SUBMIT COMMAND = SUB MSWCPR,SMÀtI,HSI¡CDÀ87. FILE 'HSpCDÀ67C CONTÀINS DATÀ FOR O - 5 CM AND 5-1 5 CM DEPTHSC IN THE FottoÌ.¡lNG oRDER; CBTCMTCUTI.IB,WMTWU,SB,SM,SU,
c ÀB,AMrÀU rZB r1l4rZU. I

c
oruensloH H(s)

REÀt cNTwGH(240),* sLwGH(30r3) rltETINrDRYIN,CÀVG,I.IAVG,SÀVG,ÀAVG,ZAVG
TNTEcER cr / 0 /,ornsv/0/,cNTNuM,DTEIN,rcl9gl, iHo
D0 201 I = 1¡240

eol nn¿o(5,101 ) cHrwcH(r )
101 FoRMÀT(5X,F5.0)

Reeo(s,56) (H(u) , M = i,b)
66 FORMAT(5A2)

150 CONTINUE
nn¡¡ ( 5, 100 ,END=700 ) prglH,CNTNIJM,WETIN.DRYIN

100 FoRMAT (t6,3x, I3, 86.2,F6.2)rr (cr.nQ. o) coro 160'
cHrwcs(cr) = CNTWGH(CHTHU¡¿)lr (ornrH .NE. DTESv) coro lzo155 CONTINUE
CT=CT+1c rF (cr .¡ln. cNrNuu) coro 180
srwcH(cr,1 )=WETIN
stwcH (ct,2)=DRYIN
rF (cr .NE. 30) coro 150
CT=0
G0T0 500.160 
CONTINUE
rr (orsrH .cr. DTEsv) coro 190
wRirn (6,s0) ornsv,otntH

50 FORMAT ('-','*** DATE.OUT oF 9RDER. pREVIOUS 'rl6r3x,* , CURRENT,116/,_,)
CT=0
G0T0 1 50

170 CONTTNUE
r{RrTE (6,70) ornrN

70 FORMAT ('-','*** UNE¡pECTED NElt DATE , ,16 /,-,)
CT=0
G0T0 1 50



180

60

190

500

655

15

CONTiNUE
I^tRrrE (6,60) prnsv

I9RYAT 
('-','*** MJSSING CoNTAINER DATÀ FoR ' ,16 /,-')

CT=0
c0T0 1 50
CONTINUE
DTESV = DTEIN
G0T0 1 55
CONTINUE
rr (lc .cE. 4g) coro 550
CONTINUE
I^IRrrE (6,15) ornrH
FORMÀT (/,' ' ,IG)
D0 660 IND = 'l , 30

. glïglllryL 3ì:( (srwcH( rND, 1 )-srwcs(iND,2) )/* (SLr{cH( rND,2)-cNTwcH( rNn) ) ),tl OO. OO
CONTINUE

wRI TE (6 ,21)
F0RMÀT(/,35X,' 0 - 5 cM')
t{lirE( 

9 r?01. sr!{cH( 5,3),SLI{GH( 1 1,3 ),srweH( 17,3),SLWGH(23,3)
* , slwGH ( 29 ,3)
FoRMÀT (' UPPER' ,2X,5(9X,F6.2))
lrlJ TE (g r?5) . srwcH ( 3, 3 i,Sr!{éH ( 9, 3 ), SLr{cH ( 1 5, 3 ),slwcri ( 21,3)* , slwGH ( 27 ,3')
FoRMAT (' MIÐÐI,E' ,1X,5(9X,F6.2) )
wRrrE(9r10). srwcH( 1 ,3) ,slwcú 0 3),srI{GH( 1 3,3),srweu( 19,3)* , sLWGH Q5 13)
FoRMÀT (' LOÌ{ER"2Xr5(9X,F6.2))

_c_lyg= f lllrcH I 1, I ¡ 
+srwGH ( 3, 3 ) +sr,wcH ( s, 3 ) ) / ¡ . o o

lly-g= 1 ¡¡wcH ! 7, 3 ) +sLr{GH ( 9, 3 ) +sr,wc¡r ( 1 í, 3 ) ) / ¡ . o o
sAVG= ( Srr^¡cH( 13 ,l ¡+srwGH( 15,3 ) +SrwGH( lt ,z) )/¡. oo
AAVG= ( srwcH ( 1 9, 3 ) +srwcu( 21',3)+srwGH( 23',gii 7i. óo
zAVG= (srwcu(2s,3)+sn{GH( 27',3)+sll¡cn eg',3i i7i. óo
l{RITE ( 6 ,35 ) C¡VC,WÀVG, SÀVG,aavc, zÀvc
FoRMÀT .(/ ,, . AVERAcEi ,s{si,re.á) )

T,¡RI TE (6 r22)

660

21

20

1tr
¿J

30

35
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22 FoRMAT(/,35X, ' 5 - 15 CM')
w¡¡rn( 9 1201. srwcH( 6, 3 ),sLt{cï(12,3 ),sLi^tcH(*rstt.lcH(30,3)
wllrE $ rz-s) . srwcH(4,3) ,sLr{cH( 10,3) ,srI{cH(*,SLWGH(29,3)
I{RI TE ( 

9 r I 0 I . srwcH ( 2, 3 ), sLi{cH ( B, 3 ), srwcH ( 1 4, 3 ), sr,wcr.r ( zo,3')* , SLwGH ( 26 ,3)
cÀvG= ( srwcH ( 2, 3 ) +SrwGH ( 4, 3 ) +SrwcH ( 6, 3 ) ) / 3 . 00
WAVG=(SrWcH(8, 3 )+SlwcH( t o, 3 )+SrwcH( iz,l)) /g. oo
sAVG= (SrWCs( 1 4,3 )+srr{GH( 1 6,3 )+Srr{GH( I e, ¡ i') / l.oo
AAVG= ( srwcs( 20, 3 ) +srwGH( zz',3)+srvoGH( z4',3)i ia : óõ
zÀvG=( srwcn( 26,3)+srwGH( zB',3)+sLllGH( go,¡ t t i3 : ó0
l{RITE ( 5, 35 ) cevc,Ì{AVc,sÀvc,eevc, zÀvc
LC = LC + 15
G0T0 1 50

650 CONTINUE
t.tRITE(6,1 ) (H(u), M = 1,5)

1 Fonu¡r ('1, ,27x,5À2,'soit WATER CONTENT')
t{RITE(6,5)

8r3),stI,¡cHQ413)

6,3 ) , stl{cH Q2 ,3)



5 FoRMAT ('g'r' DATE"14Xr'CORN"10X,'WHEÀT"gX,
*'SMFALLoW"7X,'ALFALFÀ"7Xr'MINIMW' /)

LC=4
G0T0 655

700 I^¡RrrE( 6,40)
40 FoRMAT ('-"32X,'END OF REPORT'/'1')

STOP
END

$ENTRy
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RAINFÀtt DATA ÀNÀIYSIS PROGRÀMME

//ao.INPUT DD *
//sornoss JoB ' ,,'
/ / sxnc PÀsccc
/ /ptsc.sYsrN DD *
pRocRAM nrsulo¡pn( INpur,outnut) i

(*** 1¡¡1s PRoGRAM cAtcULATEs THE RÀiNFÀtt CHÀRÀcTERIsTIcS
THE FIRST RECORD IN THE DATA FIIE IS THE tOCÀTION
CÀRD ÀND THE FIRST 8 CHARÀCTERS ÀRE TÀKEN ÀS THE
SITE NAME.
THIS PROGRAM is A suMMÀRv vERsIoN, PRINTING THE TorÀt
INTENSITIES ÀND RETEVÀNT TOTAIS.
THIS PROGRAM WÀS I.TRITTEN BY JOY I. PAUTS FOR USE
IN THE SOII EROSiON RESEARCH PROJECT ***)

CONST

CIOCKHR = 24;
MÀXiPM = 5000'
SITELEN = 8; '
MÀXtINES = 60'

TYPE
TIMEREC = RECORD

HR : INTEGER;
MiN : INTEGER;

END;
IPMARRÀY = RECORD

LÀST : O. .MAXI PM;
ARR : ARRÀY [1..UEXIPM] OF REÀt;

END;

VÀR
TINECT,MINS, IND,DATEIN,DÀTEsv: INTEGER ;
STTIME ,ENDTIME: TIMEREC ;
SITE : STRING(STtrrrH) ;
CH : CHAR;
ÀMTI N, INTENS , EpM, Epi , ToTAMT , TOTEPI : REAL ;
IPMTÀB : IPII{ARRÀY;

PROCEDURE HDGRTN(COI.¡ST SITE : STRING(SItNr,NH) ;
VAR LINECT,DATESV : INTEGER);

(* pRtHr rHE HEÀDINGS *)

BEGIN
IF TINECT > 48 THEN

BEGIN
TINECT := O;
PÀGE;
t{RI TEIN ; WRr TErN ; WRi TErN ;
END

ELSE
BEGIN
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vrRI TEtN; r{Rr TEtN ; l^tRr TEIN ;
END;

l.ll]TltN( " :18,'SITE: ' :6,SITE:SITELEN, " :19,'DATE: 

"DÀTESV:6);
WRITELN;
TINECT := LINECT + 4;
END;

(* nnp HEÀDING RoUTINE *)

FUNCTI0N MINCÀtC (Or,or,NEV{T:TIMEREC) : INTEGER;

(* c¡r,cul¡Tn ELApSED MINUTES FRoM THE Tlqo cIvEN rrues *)

BEGIN
IF NEWT.HR >=OLDT.HR THEN BEGIN

IF NEI^IT.MIN >= OLDT.MIN THEN
MINCATC := ((Hgwr.HR - otDT.HR)'t60) + (Hnwr.urH - otDT.MIN)

EtSE
MrNCÀrC := (((Hnwr.HR - orDT.HR) _ 1) * 60) +

( (60 - oIDT.MIN) + NEwT.MIN)
END ELSE BEGIN

IF NEWT.MIN >= OIDT.MIN THEN
MrNCÀrC := (((cloclrHR - orDT.HR) + HsWr.HR) * 60) +

(Hnwr.¡'uH - otDT.MIN)
ELSE

MrNcÀtc := ((((cloc¡rHR - orDT.HR) + NEwr.HR) _ 1),r 50) +
( (50 - OtDT.l.trN) + NEI{T.MrN)

END;
END;

(* nuo oF MTNUTES cÀtcutÀTloN *)

PROCEDURE INTPERMIN (V¡N IPMTAB:IPMARRÀY; MiN:INTEGER; ÀMT:REÀI) ;

(* tHrs pRocEDURE lNpurs rHE rNTENsrry pER MINUTE FoR EAcH *)(x ulxutn IN THE cIvEN INTERVÀI, INTo THE lpl¿ t¡grn *)

VAR
I : INTEGER;
I PMI{K : REAI;

BEGIN
IPMWK := AMT / IITH;
IF (lpt'lt¡g.tÀST + l) > MÀxIpM THEN

llRlrnr¡¡(I*** INTENSITY TÀBLE NEEDS sIzE INcRg¡5g ***I)
ELSE BEGIN

FoR I := 1 T0 MIN D0
IPMTAB.ENNIIPMTAB.LAST+I ] := IPMWK;

IPMTAB.IÀST := IPMTÀB.IÀST + MIN;
END;

END;
(* nwo INTENsrry rABrE INsERTIoN *)

FUNCTION MÀxINT (v¡n TPMTAB:IPMÀRRAY) :nneT,;
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(* celculÀTn THE 30 MTNUTE pERroD or u¡xn¿urq *)(* IHtnHsITy RAiNF¡lr, *)

VAR
MAX, St M: REÀt;
I : INTEGER;

BEGIN
WITH IPMTAB DO BEGIN

IF tAST < 30 THEN
BEGIN
WRITETN('*** RAINFAL! PERIOD OF INSUFFICIENT TENGTH *** -

LAST:3,' MINUTES' ) ;
MÀX := 0.0i
FoR I := 1 T0 LÀST D0

MAX := MÀX + ÀRR[I];
END (* ¡r *)

EtSE BEGIN
MAX := 0.0i
FoRI:=1T030D0

MÀX := MAX + ¡nn[I];
I := 1;
SLJM := MAXi
WHILE ((I + 30) <= LAST) DO

BEGIN
SIJM := SIJM - ARRII] + ÀRRII + 30] ;IF SIJM > MN{ THEN

MÀX := SIIM;
I := I + 1i
END; (,r wHlr,n *)

END; (* gr,sn * )
MÀXINT := MÀXi
END; (* WITH 'r)

END;

(* eH¡ oF MÀxIMUM INTENSITy cAtcutATIoN *)

191

PRoCEDURE DATEDÀTA ( tOtnpl , ToTAMT : REÀt ) ;

(* pnlnr our DATÀ FoR RÀINFÀtt As pER DATE *)

VÀR
MAXI30, MAXDBI, MÀX],ÍLT, TOTDIV : REÀL;

BEGIN
WRI TELN;
I^¡RITELN( " :5r'TOTALS:' r,, i14 r'AMOUNT' 

'TOTÀMT:S:1 
r " :1g,

'KINETIC ENERGY ' ,TOTEPI :7:Z) i
WRI TEtN;
TOTDIV := TOTEPI/1OO.O ;
WRITEIN(' ' :5r'KINETIC ENERGy = 

"TOTEp!:7:2r' 
/1OO = 

"
ToTDIv:7 iZ r, l¡.1/ha' ) ;

Ï{RI TEIN ;



MÀXI30 := MAXINT(teurer) ;
MAXDBL := MÀXI3O T, 2;
WRITEIN(' ':5r'MAX. RAIN IN 30 MINUTES

' mm',''i9r'I30 =''MAXI30:b:1,
MÀxDBt:5:1,'mm/hr');

WRITELN;
MAX¡,ÍIT := TOTDIV * MÀXDBL;
WRITELN(' .EI = ',TOTDiV:712,' .* I,MÀXDBL:5:1,| = tTMAXMLT:7iTr, MJ mm/ha hr');
LINECT := LINECT + 8;
END;

(** END oF DATE DATA pRINT AND cÀtcutATloNs ,r)

PROCEDURE DÀTECH(Ven rotgpl,ToTÀMT:REAt) ;

(* cueHce oF RÀINFÀtt , eRINT AND RESET vatuEs *)

BEGIN
DÀTEDATÀ ( ToTEPT , TOTAMT ) ;
DATESV := DATEINi
STTIME := ENDTIMEi
READTN(DATEIN,ENDTIME.HR,ENDTIME.MIN,AMTIN ) ;iPMTÀB.LAST:= O;
TOTAMT := 0.0'
TOTEPI := 0.01
Hocñrñ i sr rË,ilHgcr,DArESv) ;
END;

(* enu oF DÀTE oF RÀINFÀIL CHÀNGE :k)

BEGI N ( 't Uel ¡¡l,l t¡f * )
IF NOT EOF THEN

BEGIN
SITE := ";
FOR IND := 1 TO SITETEN DO

BEGIN
READ(CH);
SITE := SITE I I STR(CH);
END; (* rOR *)

REÀDLN;
REÀDIN(DATEIN,STTIME.HR,STTIME.MIN,AMTIN ) ;
DÀTESV := DATEiNi
HDGRTN ( SI TE,LINECT,DÀTESV) ;
IPMTÀB.tÀST:= 0;
ToTEPI := 0.0;
TOTAMT := 0.0:
$rniil'g" tÑor-ioÉl oo

BEGIN
REÀDtN ( DATEI N, ENDTI ME . HR, ENDTI ME . Mi N, AI{TI N ) ;IF (O¡tErH <> DATESV) ÎHEH

DATECH ( ToTEPI,TOTA¡.{T ) ;IF (IINECT > MAXLINES) THEN

= ' ,MÀXI30: 5: 1 ,t*)-r
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HDcRTN ( sI tn,LINEcr,oltnsv) ;
MiNS := MINCALC(SHll¡g,nHottun) ;
INTeERMIN ( t pMrag,MINS,lutIH) 

;
TOTÀMT := TOTÀMT + AMTINI
INTENS .= (¡urlN * 60) / urtts;
IF AMTIN = 0.0 THEN

EPM := 0.0
EtSE

IF INTENS > 76 THEN
EPM := 28.87

EtSE
EPM:= 12.13 + (8.9 * ((rH(INrENs))/(rH(lO))));

IF EPM < O.O THEN
EPM := 0.0i

EPI := AMTIN * EpMi
TOTEPI := TOTEPI + EPI i
STTIME := ENDTIME;
END; ('t mllln *)

DÀTEDATA ( rOrnpr , ToTAMT ) ;
PAGE;
ENÐ; (* tr *)

END.
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SOIt tOSs DATÀ ÀNÀr,YsIs PROGRAMME (pnoc. I )

l/Io.INPUT DD *
//solri,oss JoB', r r rr','solLloss'
/*tso sorr,
/ / exnc lvATFrv
lleo,sYSIN DD *
$JoB WATFTV JoY
C THIS PROGRAM CÀtCUIÀTES THE SOIt tOSS. IT ÀCCEPTS À DATÀ
C FILE WHOSE FIRST RECORD CONTÀINS THE NÀME OF THE LOCATION
C OF THE RESEÀRCH PtOT IN THE FIRST'10 SPÀCES OF THE RECORD.
C THE FIRST FILE IT ÀCCEPTS - STCON!{TS - CONTAINS THE JAR WEIGHTS. ÀT
C PRESENT THERE ÀRE 190 JARS IN THE FIIE. THIS IS HARD CODED
C INTO THE PROGRÀM. PtEÀSE UPDATE AS NECESSÀRY.
C THE DÀTA FILE CONTATNS THE WEIGHT OF THE SOIL PtUS THE JÀR.
c IT Àtso CoNTÀINS THE DÀTÀ, pLoT CODE, JÀR NIMBER, WEIGHT,
C AND AN INDICATON (O OR 1) ¡S rO WHETHER THIS IS A 1% SAMPtE.
c

r NTEGER HUI¡¡m/ 1 90 /,pCHUl,l/ I /,r,c / I 0 I, DÀTEr N, DÀTESV,* MUTTIN,JÀRIN,INDTN
rocrcÀr crHo/r/,srHn/n/,wrHn/r/,¡lHo/r/ ,øor lr / ,now/t I
REALJ¡nWr(300), wcHTiN
REAr*B I.¡ErcHT,I.IRK,sror/0. 000/,wrot/0. 0D0/,ctor/0. 000/.

'r Aror/0.0¡o/,r'rHs/0.0D0/,rrHw/0.000/,rrHc/0.0D0/,* Frnn/o. oDo/
CHARÀCTER PtoTiNTPLoTSV,CRoP*5,NÀMEIN:t1 0 rCOnH/, C, /,* Ì¡IHEÀT/'W' / ,AT,FALF /' A'/,SUnrll/' Si /

STÀRT PROGRAM

EXECUÎE INITWT
ne¡o( 5, 1 0,END=1 00 ) NÀMEIN
EXECUTE REÀDCD
rF (nor) co ro 1oo
DÀTESV = DATEIN
EXECUTE PTTSET
CONTINUE
rF (pers¡H .NE. DÀTEsv) rHsH oo

EXECUTE DATECH
EXECUTE PTTSET

ENDIF
IF (pr,orsv .Hn. proriN) rHnx oo

EXECUTE PLTSET
ENDIF
WGHTIN = I.IGHTIN - (.:ENWT(.:ENTH))
rF (ruurrrH .ng. 1) THEN Do

WEIGHT = WGHTII,I * 100.0U0
EISE DO

WEIGHT=WGHTIN*1.000
ENDIF
EXECUTE ÀDDPLT
EXECUTE REÀDCD

rF (nor) co ro 90
G0 T0 80
CONTINUE

c
c
c

80

90



100

10

c
c
c

EXECUTE DÀTECH
EXECUTE FINTOT

CONTINUE
STOP
FORMÀT (A1O)

INITIÀtIZE CONTAINER WEIGHTS TÀBIE

REMOTE BTOCK INITWT
D0 140 IND=1,NUMJÀR,1

JARWT(tHo)'= 0.0
140 CONTINUE
145 CONTINUE

REÀD'1 50,JARIN,WGHTIN
AT END

EOW = .TRUE.
END ÀT END

rF (JARTN .80.000) rsnN oo
EOW = .TRUE.

EISE DO

JÀRWT(JANTH) = WGHTIN
ENDIF
IF (.NOT. EOI,I) GO TO 145

150 FORMAT (r3,F6.2)
END BTOCK

c
C REÀD INPUT DÀTA CÀRD
c

REMOTE BTOCK READCD
REÀD 678,PLACE

678 FoRMÀT(À5)
PRINT 679,PLÀCE

679 FoRMAT(1H',l , 5X, À5)
READ',l 20,DÀTEIN TPLOTIN,JÀRIN,WGHTINTMULTIN

AT END
EOF = .TRUE.
END AT END

120 FoRMÀT (16,a1 ,r3,F6.2J1)
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c
c
c
c

END BLOCK

sET THE CORRECT PtOT INDICATOR oN' To INDICÀTE AcTUAt DATA
IS PRESENT FOR À PÀRTICUtÀR DATE FOR THAT CROP

REMOTE BTOCK PITSET
PtOTSV = PLOTIN
rF (ProTrN .EO. CORN) THEN DO

CIND = .TRUE.
ELSE DO

iF (ProTrN .EQ. WHEÀT) THEN DO' WIND = .TRUE.
EtSE DO

rF (PLOrrN .ng. SMRFLT) rHeH oO
SIND = .TRUE.

ELSE DO

rF (PLoTrN .EQ. ATFALF) rUnH nO



,råå*Bo= ''RUE'

PRrNT 130,PtoTrN
ENDIF

ENDIF
ENDI F

ENDIF'130 FoRMAT ( '0' ,'*** INVAIID PLOT CODE ' ,À1 )
END BLOCK

c
c
c
c
c
c

ç!ryqE IN DÀTE' PRINT our FouR tINEs oF DÀTA, ÀDD To FINÀL
ÀCCTJMUtÀTORS, AND RESET ÀtL ÀCCUMUIATEORS, TÑUTCATORS ÀND
SAVE ÀREÀS. CHECK FOR HEÀDINGS TO gN PNTÑTNP. PRINT 'NEG'iF NO DÀTA HÀS BEEN COLIECTED FOR À PLOT ON A PÀRTICULÀR DÀTE.

REMOTE BLOCK DATECH
rF (rc .cr. 50) THEN DO

EXECUTE HDGRTN
ENDIF
CROP = 'ALFA '
IF (¡I¡¡o) THEN Do

WRK=ATOT*O.OOO1DO
PRINT 200, DATESV,CROP TÀTOT,WRKFINA=FINA+AT0T

ELSE DO

PRINT 205'DÀTESV,CROP
ENDI F
CROP = 'I{HEAT'
IF (WIWO) THEN DO

WRK=WTOT*0.000100
PRINT 220,CRoP,WTOT,ttRK
FINI{=FINW+Wî07

EISE DO

PRINT 210,CRoP
ENDIF
CROP = 'CORN '
IF (CTHO) THEN DO

WRK=CT0T*0.000100
PRINT 220,CRoP 

'CTOT,WRKFINC=FINC+CTOT
EtSE DO

PRINT 210,CRoP
ENDI F

CROP = 'SMFll '
IF (ST¡¡U) THEN DO

wRK=ST0T*0.000100
PRINT 220 ,CROP, STOT,Ì{RK
FINS=FINS+ST0T

ELSE DO

PRINT 210, CRoP
ENDIF
AT0T = 0.0D0
WTOT = 0.0D0
CTOT = 0.000
ST0T = 0.000
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ÀIND = .FÀLSE.
WIND = .FÀISE.
CIND = .FÀtSE.
SIND = .FALSE.
LC=LC+5
DATESV = DÀTEIN

200 FoRMÀT(' 0" 15x,I6,9x,À5,gxrFg.2rgXrF5.2)205 FoRMAT(' 0"15x,I5,9x;A5',11*,,'NEé. 

"t 
tx, ;NEG.' 

)210 FoRMÀT (' | ,3OxrÀ5,1ix,iHEG',, ,11X, ínnG.')-
220 FoRMÀT (' 

"30xrA5,exrrl 
.2rgx'rl'.z)

END BTOCK
c
C HEÀDING ROUTINE
c

REMOTE BTOCK HDGRTN
PRINT 300,NAMEIN, PGNUM
PRINT 31 O

PRINT 320
PRINT 325
PRINT 330
PRINT 335
LC = 10
PGNUM=PGNUM+1

300 FoRMAT('1'
31 O FORMÀT(' '
320
325
330
335

FoRl,fÀT('-"45x,'s o i t t o s s')
FORMÀT (' ' ,45Xr'-----------------' )

IgylT f : 0:, lqx, lDATE" 10x,' cRop" 1 1x,
FoRMÀT ('',16Xr'----' r10Xr'----' rttX,

END BLOCK
c
c
c

,27x,rA10 r' solt Loss DATÀ' ,15x,
,27N,,

ÀDD THE WEIGHT TO THE APPROPRIATE WEIGHT FOR PIOT ÀCCUMUTATOR

REMOTE BTOCK ÀDDPIT
rF (prorsv .EQ. CORN) rHnH ¡O

CTOT=CTOT+WEIGHT
EISE DO

rF (pr,orsv .EQ. WHEAT) THEN DO
WTOT=WTOT+I{EiGHT

EISE DO

rF (ProTsv .80. sMRFrr) THEN DO
ST0T=ST0T+WEIGHT

EISE DO

AT0T=ÀT0T+WEIGHT
ENDIF

ENDI F
ENDIF

END BLOCK

PRINT THE FINAT TOTÀtS

REMOTE BTOCK FINTOT
WRK=FINA*O.OOO1DO
CROP = 'ÀLFÀ '
PRINT 400,CRoP rFINA,WRK
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ilect: ' ,r2)

c
c
c

'G/PLOT'
tl , 1 0)t, ' T/HÀ' )

,1 0xr'----' )



WRK=FINW*0.0001D0
CROP = 'WHEAT'
PRINT 41 0, CRoPTFINt^t,I{RK
I,IRK=FINC*0.000100
CROP = 'CORN '
PRINT 4 1 0,CRoP,FINC,t^¡RK
WRK=FINS*0.0001D0
CROP = 'SMFW '
PRINT 41 0,CRoP,FINS TWRK
PRINT 430

400 FoRMAT('-"1!x,'ToTAL"10X,À5,7XrF1 0.2r7(,rF6.2)410 FoRMÀT (' ' ,30x,A5,7x,F10.2r7T,rFø.2)430 FORMAT('-' ,31X,'* END OF pRóCEéSIHC *' ,, / ' ,'1 ' )
END BTOCK
END
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SOIt IOSS DATA ANÀIYSIS PROGRAMME (PROG. 2)

$ENTRY
/ /sotrross JoB ' '
/' /- 

- -----nxËð-woiirv

//rrosrool DD *
$J0B
$NoEXT
c
C THIS PROGRAM CATCUTATES THE SOII IOSS. IT ACCEPTS A DÀTA
C FItE WHOSE FIRST RECORD CONTÀINS THE NÀME OF THE tOCÀTION
C OF THE RESEÀRCH PtOT IN THE FIRST 10 SPÀCES OF THE RECORD.
C THE FIRST FIIE IT ACCEPTS CONTÀINS THE JÀR T{EIGHTS. ÀT
C PRESENT THERE ARE 250 JARS IN THE FItE. THIS IS HARD CODED
C INTO THE PROGRAM. PtEÀSE UPDÀTE ÀS NECESSÀRY.
C THE DÀTA FIIE CONTÀINS THE WEIGHT OF THE SOII PIUS THE JAR.c IT ÀtsO CONTÀINS rHE DATE' PLor coDE, JAR N[]MBER, I{EIGHT,
C ÀND AN INDICATOR (O ON 1) AS TO I^IHETHER THIS TS Á IZ S¡¡¡ÉrNc (IE. 1 = 1% sAMptE, 0 = 100% sAMptgl.-
c

TNTEcER NUMJÀR/35o/, pc¡lul¿/ 1 /,Lc/ 7 o /,oÀTEIN,DATEsv,* MUTTIN,JARIN,IND
tOcr cAr crHo/r/,sl Ho/r/,wrHo/r/,er Hn/r'l,ztvo /t /,nor /p /,now / r /REAL JÀRI{T(350), tlcHTrN
REA[*8 WETcHT,WRK,STOT /0.0O0 /,WrOr/0 .ODO/.crot/o.000/.* Àror/0.0D0/,zror 

lg :0,p0/^,\iHs/0.0D0/,Fiñr+i0.0Dói,¡iHc/o .lDo/,* Fr He/o . oDo/ , rr ¡lz /o . oDo/
CHÀRACTER PLOTINTPLOTSV,CROp:r5,NÀMEIN*l O.COnH/' C, / .* wHEÀT/,l+' /,ÀLFÀLF/'À' /, sunrr,r/ , sí / ,znno/ , zí /

START PROGRAM

EXECUTE INITWT
ne¡u( 5, 1 o,END=1 oo) NAMEIN
EXECUÎE REÀDCD
rF (nor) co ro 1oo
DATESV = DATEIN
EXECUTE PTTSET
CONTINUE
rr (ueruN .NE. o¡tnsv) THEN Do

EXECUTE DATECH
EXECUTE PTTSET

ENDIF
In (pi,otsv .NE. p¡,ouH) THEN Do

EXECUTE PTTSET
ENDI F
WGHTIN = WGHTIN - (J¡nwr(Jent¡l) )rF (wcuuH .r,r. 0.0) THEN Do

pRINT gS, DATEINTJARIN,WGHTINTPTOTINTMULTIN
WGHTIN = 0.0

END IF

I9RtrJJ3I:'*1l,r9l' JÀR = ' ,2X,14,2x,'ltT = ' ,F8. 2,2N,,A1 ,2N,,14)IF (MUITIN .EQ. 1 ) THEN DO
WEIGHT = I{GHTIN 't 100.0D0

EISE DO

c
c
c

80
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WEIGHT=WGHTIN*'I.ODO
ENDIF
EXECUTE ADDPIT
EXECUTE READCD
rF (nor) co ro 90
c0 T0 80

90 CONTINUE
EXECUTE DÀTECH
EXECUTE FINTOT

1OO CONTINUE
STOP

10 FORMÀT (A1O)
c
C INiTIALIZE CONTAINER WEIGHTS TÀBIE
c

REMOTE BLOCK INITWT
D0 140 IND=1 ,NUMJÀR,.1

JÀRWT(IND) = O.O140 CONTINUE
145 CONTINUE

REÀD 1 50,JÀRIN,I.¡GHTIN
ÀT END

EOW = .TRUE.
END AT END

iF (Jenr¡l .8Q.000) rHeH oo
EOI{ = . TRUE.

ELSE DO

JÀRWT(JÀRIN) = WGHTIN
ENDIF
rF (.HOr. EOr.¡) co To 145150 FoRMÀT (r3,F6.2)

END BTOCK
c
C REÀD INPUT DATA CÀRD
c

REMOTE BTOCK REÀDCD

200

READ'1 20,DÀTEIN TPLOTIN, JARIN,I^IGHTIN TMULTIN
ÀT END
EOF = .TRUE.
END ÀT END

20 FoRMÀT (t6,e1,I3,F7 .2J1\
END BLOCK

sET THE CORRECT PLOT INDICATOR oN, To INDICATE ÀcTUAt DÀTÀIS PRESENT FOR A PÀRTICUtAR DATE FOR THÀT CROP

REMOTE BTOCK PTTSET
PLOTSV = pLOTIN
rF (prorrH .EQ. CORN) rHnN oo

CIND = .TRUE.
ELSE DO

rF (PtorrN .EQ. I^¡HEÀT) THEN DO
WIND = .TRUE.

EISE DO

rF (nlotrH .ng. sMRFLt) rHen oo

1

c
c
c
c



SIND = .TRUE.
EtSE DO

rF (PLOTTN .EQ. AIFALF) rHeH OO
ÀIND = .TRUE.

EISE DO

rF(PToTIN.EQ.ZERO) rUnH oo
ZIND = .TRUE.

EtSE DO

PRINT 130,PLoTIN
ENDI F

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF
ENDIF

1 30 FORMAT ( ' 0' , ,*** INvÀtID ptOT CODE ' ,A1 )
END BLOCK

c
c
c
c
c
c

9!1[qE IN DÀ18' PRINT our FouR tiNES oF DATA, ÀDD To FINÀt
ACCTJMUTATORS, AND RESET Àtt ACCUMUTATEORS, IÑOTCETORS AND
SÀVE AREAS. CHECK FOR HEÀDINGS TO BE PRIÑTED. PRINT 'NEG'IF NO DÀTÀ HÀS BEEN COTLECTED FOR À PIOT ON À PARTICULÀR DÀTE.

REMOTE BLOCK DÀTECH
rF (rc .cr. 60) THEN DO

EXECUTE HDGRTN
ENDI F
CROP = 'ÀLFÀ '
TF (AIND) THEH OO

WRK=AT0T*0.0001D0
PRINT 200, DÀTESV,CROP,ATOT,WRK
FINA=FINA+¡tOT

ELSE DO

PRiNT 205'DÀTESV,CROP
ENDIF
CROP = 'WHEÀT'
IF (WIH¡) THEN DO

I{RK=WToT*0.0001D0
PRINT 220 rCRoP 

'WTOT 'WRKFINW=FINW+WtOt
EtSE DO

PRINT 210,CRoP
ENDIF
CROP = 'CORN '
IF (CTHN) THEN DO

Ì.lRK=CTOT*0.000100
PRINT 220 rCRoP rCTOT ,WRK
FINC=FINC+CTOT

EtSE DO

PRINT 210,CRoP
ENDIF
CROP = 'SMFW '
IF (STHN) THEN DO

WRK=ST0T*0.0001D0
PRINT 220 rCRoP,STOT 

'WRKFINS=FiNS+ST0T

201



EISE DO

PRiNT 210, CRoP
ENDIF
CROP = 'ZERO '
rF (zlNu) rHnH uo

wRK=ZT0T*0.0001D0
PRINT 220,CRoP, ZT0T,WRK
FINZ=FINZ+ZT0T

ELSE DO

PRINT 210, CRoP
ENDIF
ÀT0T = 0.000
WIOT = 0.000
CTOT = 0.0D0
ST0T = 0.0D0
ZT01 = 0.0D0
AIND = .FÀISE.
WIND = .FAISE.
CIND = .FAISE.
SIND = .FAtSE.
ZIND = .FÀISE.
LC=LC+5
DATESV = DATEIN

200 FoRMAT('0"15XrI5,gXrA5,gX,Fg .2rgLrls.2I205 FoRMAT('0,r 15x,I6,gx,A5,t tx,'NEé. ''t tX,iNEG.')210 FoRMÀT (' ' ,30xrÀ5,11x,i¡¡nc.' ,1.1x, 
íHnG.')

220 FoRMAT (' ' ,30x,A5rgxrFg .2rgx'rPs.i')
END BTOCK

c
C HEADING ROUTINE
c

REMOTE BTOCK HDGRTN
PRINT 300,NAMEIN,PcNuM
PRINT 310
PRINT 320
PRINT 325
PRINT 330
PRINT 335
LC = 10
PGNttM=PGNUM+1

300 FORMÀT( '1' ,?7XrA1 0,' SOIL IOSS DÀTA' ,1 5X,'pÀGE : ' ,t2)3'10 FoRMÀT( ' ' ,27X, '------- ---______ ' )320 F0RMÀT('-"45X,'S O I L t O S S')325 FoRMÀT (' ' ,45x,'-----------------r )330 FoRMÀT ('0"]qxr:DATE"'!0X,'CROP"1 1x,'clplor"10xr'T/HA, )335 FoRMÀT (",16x,'----"10x;'----"ttx;'----__"tox"____, 
i

END BTOCK
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c
c
c

ADD THE WEIGHT TO THE ÀPPROPRIATE I.¡EIGHT FOR PIOT ACCT'MUIÀTOR

REMOTE BTOCK ÀDDPtT
rF (pr,orsv .EQ. coRN) runH oo

CTOT=CTOT+WEIGHT
EtSE DO

rF (prorsv .EQ. WHEAT) THEN Do



T{TOT=WTOT+WEIGHT
EtSE DO

rF (ProTSV .EQ. SMRFTT) rHnN oo
ST0T=ST0T+Ì^IEIGHT

EISE DO

rF (PLoTSV.EQ. ZERO) THEN DO
ZT0T=ZT0T+WEIGHT

ELSE DO

ÀT0T=ÀT0T+IíEIGHT
ENDI F

ENDI F
ENDIF

ENDIF
END BLOCK

c
C PRINT THE FINÀL TOTÀtS
c

REMOTE BTOCK FINTOT
WRK=FINA*0.000100
CROP = 'ALFÀ '
PRINT 400,CRoP 

'FINÀ,WRKWRK=FINT{*O.OOO1DO
CROP = 'WHEÀT'
PRINT 41 0, CRoP,FINt^t,I{RK
WRK=FINC*O.OOO1DO
CROP = 'CORN '
PRiNT 41 0,CRoP,FINC rI.¡RK
WRK=FINS*O.OOO1DO
CROP = 'SMFW '
PRINT 41 0 TCRoPTFINS,WRK
WRK=FINZ*0.0001D0
CROP = 'ZERO '
PRINT 41 0,CRoPTFINZ,WRK
PRINT 430

400 FoRMÀT('-"1?X,'TOTAL"10XrÀ5,7X,F.1 O.2 r7xrF6,2)410 FoRMÀT (",30x,A5,7xrF10.2r7xrF6.2)
430 FoRMAT('-' ,31x,'* END OF pRocEssING *' , / ,,1')

END BTOCK
END
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sorr ross DÀTA ÀNÀrysrs pRocRÀMME (pnoc. ¡)(uOoT¡.IcÀTIoN oF PRoG. 2 FoR MINIMUM TIttÀGE wHEÀT rRperunnr)

$ENTRY
//so¡r,r,oss JoB' '' 
/'/- 

- --- --nxËð-w¿'iirv

//r'rosroo 1 DD *
$J0B
$NoEXT
c************************************************************
C*** PROGRÀM CHANGES **
C*** BRUCE BURNETT 02-09-88 **c************************************************************
c*** 1 ) connncrloN oF NEGÀTIVE solt toss **C*** THIS PROBTEM WÀS DUE TO THE FACT THÀT THE SOIL + **C*** JAR WT SUBTRÀCT THE JAR WT WAS NOT ÀtltÀys *:rC*** À POSITIVE VATUE DUE TO THE INVÀtID INPUT (USUAI,I,Y ,t¡.
C*** IMPROPER JAR NT'MBERS OR BAD SOIt WrS. ) **
C*** FIX - ÀN IF THEN EISE STRUCTURE WAS ÀDDED LINE 70 **C*** TO PRiNT A MESSÀGE THAT NEGATiVE NIJMBERS WERE **C*** ENCOUNTERED. A FIAG IS SET TO PRINT À WÀRNING ÀT **C*** THE END 0F THE PROGRAM RUN **C*** IT IS VERY IMPORTÀNT TO CORRECT THE DATA WHEN THIS **C*** MESSAGE IS PRINTED **C*** **
C*** THE PROGRAM TAKES CORRECTIVE ACTION BY ZEROING THE **C*** NEGATIVE NT'MBERS. THIS T{ILI LEAD TO ERROR IN THE **C*** SOIt tOSS CÀtCUIATION. THE VATUE OF THE SOII tOSS **C*** MAY BE VERY CTOSE TO THE ÀCTUÀI VAIUE BUT THIS CAN **C*** ONtY BE VERIFIED IF THE DÀTÀ IS CORRECTED **
c************************************************************
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
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THIS PROGRAM CÀtCUtATES THE SOII tOSS. IT ACCEPTS À DÀTA
FILE WHOSE FIRST RECORD CONTÀINS THE NAME OF THE TOCATION
OF THE RESEARCH PIOT IN THE FIRST 10 SPACES OF THE RECORD.
THE FIRST FIIE IT ACCEPTS CONTAINS THE JAR WEIGHTS. AT
PRESENT THERE ARE 250 JÀRS IN THE FitE. THIS IS HARD CODED
INTO THE PROGRÀM. PLEASE UPDATE ÀS NECESSARY.
THE DÀTA FItE CONTÀINS THE I{EIGHT OF THE SOII PtUS THE JÀR.IT ÀtsO CONTAINS TïE DÀTF, PLor coDE, JAR NLMBER, I{EIGHT,
AND ÀN INDICÀTOR (O ON 1 ) AS TO }THETHER THIS IS Á IZ S¡UÉLN(te. 1= 1% SÀMPLE, 0 = .100% 

sAMPtE).
TNTEGER NUMJÀR/350/, pcl¡uu/ 1 / rLc/ 7 o /,DÀTErN,DÀTESV,* MUtTiNTJARIN,IND
LocrcAr ciND/F/,SlHO/r/,wllro/r/,er¡¡p/p/,EoF /F /,EOVI/F /
TOGICÀt WÀRNER
REAr JARWT( 350 ) , Ï{GHTTN
REÀL*8 r{EIcHT,WRK,ST0T/0 .0D0 /,WTOT/0. 000/,CTOT/0. 0D0/.* ÀT0T/0.0D0/,.FrNS/0.0D0/,FrNW/o.0D0/,rrHc/o,oD}f',* FINA/O. ODO/
cHÀRAcrER l!9TlIrîr0Tsv,cRop*b,NÀMErN*1 0,coRN/, c, /,* $IHEÀT/'W'/rÀLFeLF/'À'/rSUnrll/,si/
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C START PROGRÀM

c
WARNER = .FÀLSE.
EXECUTE iNITWT
READ( 5, 1 0,END=1 00 ) NÀMEIN
EXECUTE READCD
rF (nor) co ro 100
DATESV = DATEIN
EXECUTE PTTSET

80 CONTINUE
IF (OETNTH .NE. DÀTESV) THEN DO

EXECUTE DÀTECH
EXECUTE PTTSET

ENDIF
IF (PrOrSV .¡¡N. PTOTIN) THEN DO

EXECUTE PLTSET
ENDIF
I.IGHTIN = WGHTIN - (.r¡NWt(JARiN) )IF (WCHrtH .r,r. 0.0) THEN DO

pRINT 95, 
-DÀTEIN,JARIN,WGHTIN,pLOTiN,MULTINWGHTIN = 0.0

I{ARNER = . TRUE.
END IF

85 FORMAT(2Xr'**' rIgl' JÀR =, r2XrI4rzt,r'WT =' rFg.2rZN,rA1 rzXrIA'rF (uuruH .ng. 1) THEN DO
I{EIGHT = WGHTIN * IOO.ODO

EtSE DO

WEIGHT=I{GHTIN*1.ODO
ENDIF
EXECUTE ÀDDPIT
EXECUTE REÀDCD
rF (sor) co ro 90
G0 T0 80

90 CONTINUE
EXECUTE DÀTECH
EXECUTE FiNTOT
IF (WENHEN) THEN DO

PRINT 199
PRINT 188
PRINT 199
END IF

188 FORMAT (' WERHIHG -- INVÀtID SOIt LOSS VALUES CHECK DÀTÀ')199 FoRMAT ('*******************************************;, i1OO CONTINUE
STOP'10 FoRMÀT (À10)

c
C INITiALIZE CONTAINER T^IEIGHTS TÀBIE
c

REMOTE BTOCK INITT{T
DO 140 IND=1,NTJMJÀR,1

JARI{T(IND) = O.O
140 CONTINUE
145 CONTINUE

READ 150,JÀRIN,WGHTIN



AT END

EOW = .TRUE.
END AT END

rF (.:¡nlH .80.000) rHnw oo
EOW = .TRUE.

EtSE DO

JÀRWT(JÀRIN) = WGHTIN
ENDIF
rF (.HOr. EOr.¡) cO TO 145'150 FoRMAT (r3,F6.2)

END BTOCK
c
C READ INPUT DATA CARD
c

REMOTE BTOCK READCD
READ 1 20 ,DÀTEIN,PLoTIN,JÀRIN,I^¡GHTIN,MULTIN

ÀT END
EOF = .TRUE.
END AT END

c pRINT 121rDÀTEIN,PLoTIN,JARIN,WGHTIN,MULTIN
120 FoRMAT (r 6,at , r 3 ,F6 .2 J1)c121 FoRMAT (t6 ,2XrA1 ,2N,rI3 ,2X ,F6.2 rzK,rr1)

END BTOCK

c
c sET THE CoRRECT ptoT INDICAToR 0N, T0 TNDICATE ÀCTUAt DÀTA
C IS PRESENT FOR À PARTICUTÀR DATE FOR THÀT CROP
c

REMOTE BTOCK PTTSET
PLOTSV = PLOTIN
IF (pr,orl¡¡ .EQ. coRN) tgnH oo

CIND = .TRUE.
EISE DO

rF (ProTrN .EQ. WHEÀT) THEN DO
WIND = .TRUE.

EISE DO

rF (protlN .EQ. SMRFtt) THEN DO
SIND = .TRUE.

EISE DO

iF (PtoTrN .EQ. ÀrFArF) rUnH OO
AIND = .TRUE.

ELSE DO

PRINT 130,PtoTrN
ENDI F

ENDIF
ENDI F

ENDIF
1 30 FORMAT ( ' 0' , I *** JNyAtID PtoT coDE ' ,41 )

END BTOCK
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c
c
c
c
c
c

CHANGE IN DATE, PRINT oUT FoUR TINES 0F DATA, ADD T0 FINÀI
ACCIlrutAToRS, AND RESET Àtt ÀCCuMUIÀTEoRS, INDICÀToRS ÀND
SÀVE ÀREÀS. CHECK FOR HEÀDINGS TO BE PRINTED. PRINT 'NEG'
IF NO DATA HÀS BEEN COItECTED FOR A PIOT ON A PARTICUTÀR DÀTE.

REMOTE BLOCK DATECH



IF (tC .GT. 60) THEN DO

EXECUTE HDGRTN
ENDIF
CROP = 'ALFÀ '

IF (AIND) THNH ¡O
WRK=ÀT0T*0.000'1D0
PRINT 200, DÀTESV,CRoP,ÀT0T,WRK
FINA=FINÀ+ATOT

ELSE DO

PRINT 205,DATESV,CRoP
ENDIF
CROP = 'WHEÀT'
IF (r.U¡lO) rUnH 0o

}¡RK=WToT*0.000100
PRINT 220 rCROP,WToT 

'WRKFINW=FINll+WTOT
EISE DO

PRINT 210,CRoP
ENDIF
CROP = 'CORN '

rr' (ciND) rHnH oo
I{RK=CToT*0.0001D0
PRINT 220,CRoP,CToT,WRK
FINC=FINC+CTOT

EISE DO

PRINT 210,CRoP
ENDI F

CROP = 'SMFll '
IF (SIND) THNH OO

liRK=ST0T*0.000100
PRINT 220 ,CROP, ST0T,ttRK
FINS=FINS+ST0T

EISE DO

PRINT 210, CRoP
ENDIF
AT0T = 0.0D0
WTOT = 0.0D0
CTOT = 0.0D0
ST0T = 0.0D0
AIND = .FÀISE.
I'IIND = .FALSE.
CIND = .FÀLSE.
SIND = .FAISE.
¡g=1,Ç+5
DÀTESV = DÀTEIN

200 F'oRMÀT(' 0"15X,I6,9XrÀ5r8XrF1 2,2 r5X,F5.2)
205 FoRMAT ( ' 0' , 1 5X, I 6 ,9X,A5 , 1 1X, ' NEG. ' , 1 1X, ' NEG.
210 FoRMÀT (",30X,A5r11X,'NEG."11)1,'NEG.' )

220 FoRMÀT (" ,30X,À5r8X rF12.2rïXrF6.2)
END BTOCK

c
C HEADING ROUTINE
c

REMOTE BTOCK HDGRTN

PRI NT 300 ,NÀMEI N, PGNI l,t
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PRINT 310
PRINT 320
PRiNT 325
PRINT 330
PRINT 335
tC = '10

PGNttM=Pg¡¡gY+1
300 FoRMÀT( '1' ,27XrÀ10,' S0It toSS DATÀ' ,'15Xr'PAGE i ' ,r2)3'10 FoRMAT("r27X,'------- ---------')
320 F0RMAT('-"45X,'S O I t t 0 S S')
325 FoRMÀT (' ' ,45Xr'-----------------r )
330 FoRMÀT (' 0"16Xr'DÀTE"'10X,'CROP"11X,'G/PLOT"10X,'T/HA' )

335 FoRMÀT (" r16Xr'*---"'10Xr'----"'11Xr'------"10Xr'----' )

c
c
c

END BTOCK

ÀDD THE WEIGHT TO THE ÀPPROPRIATE WEIGHT FOR PtOT ACCTJMUTATOR

REMOTE BTOCK ÀDDPIT
rF (plorsv .EQ. coRN) runN oo

CTOT=CTOT+9ÛEIGHT
EtSE DO

rF (pr.orsv .E0. WHEAT) THEN DO

WTOT=WTOT+WEIGHT
EISE DO

rF (prorsv .eQ. sMRrrL) THEN Do
STOT=STOT+WEIGHT

EtSE DO

ATOT=ÀTOT+WEIGHT
ENDI F

ENDIF
ENDiF

END BTOCK

PRINT THE FINÀt TOTATS
c
c
c
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REMOTE BTOCK FINTOT
WRK=FINÀ*0.000100
CROP = 'ÀLFÀ '
PRINT 400,CRoP,FINA,WRK
WRK=FINW*0.0001D0
CROP = 'WHEÀT'
PRINT 4',l0, CROP,FiNW,WRK
llRK=FINC*0.0001D0
CROP = 'CORN '
PRINT 41 0,CRoP,FINC,WRK
I,IRK = t'INS * 0.0001D0
CROP = 'SMFW '
PRINT 41 0,CRoP,FINS,WRK
PRINT 430

400 FoRMÀT('-"15Xr'TOTAL"10X,À5,7X,F10. 2 r7Xrî6.z',)410 FORMÀT (' ' ,30XrA5,7XrF10.2r7N,rF'.2l430 FoRMÀT('-' ,31X,',* END OF PROCESSING *' , / ,',1'l
END BTOCK

END

$ENTRY
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SURFACE RUNOFF FIOW DÀTÀ ÀNALYSIS PROGRÀMME (WATPROG '1 
)

//sollr,oss JoB', rF=BDI1 
t

I I nxvc PAsccG
I lpnsc.sYslN DD *
pRocRAM t^lATLEVpRoe ( i nput , outnut ) ;(*** 1¡¡1s pRocRÀM rs ro BE usED wrrH THE MiAMI AND RoSEISLE

SITES ONtY.
THI S PROGRÀM EVATUATES THE I.IÀTER LEVET RECORDER DATÀ. I T
EVÀIUATES THE MAXIMI'M FLOW RATE BY PUTTING THE MÀXIMI'M NTJMBER

0F DTVISIoNS FRoM THE CHÀRT THRoUGH AN E0UATIoN BÀSED ON THE
SPECIFIC pLoT. IT ALSo CÀLCUIÀTES THE ToTAI RUNoFF VoLLME, By
SI'MMING THE VOLT'MES FOR EÀCH 4 HOUR PERIOD ÀS G]VEN BY THE CHART.
THE INPUT CONSISTS OF 2 TYPES OF INPUT RECORDS. THE 1ST COIU{N
CoNTAINS A TyPE CoDE. À 1 CARD CoNTAINS THE DÀTE, À pLoT CoDE, AND
THE MÀXIMTJM NT'MBER OF DIVISIONS FOR THAT RÀINFALI. MUtTIPIE NT'MBER

#2 CÀRDS FOTLOW EACH NI'MBER 1 CARD. EÀCH CONTAINS THE END DIWAT FOR
À CONSTANT STOPE ON THE GRÀPH ÀND THEN THE TIME IN MINUTES OF THE
CONSTANT SIOPE. THE STÀRT DIV VAt IS TÀKEN FROM THE PREVIOUS #2
RECORD. DATÀ IS PRINTED OUT WHEN THE
DATE CHÀNGES FOR Att 4 PIOT TYPES. THE '1ST INPUT CARD CONTÀINS THE
SITE NÀME IN THE 1ST 8 CHÀRÀCTERS. ***)

CONST

SITELEN = 8;
MAXCON = 99.9 i
SECCON = 60;

vÀR
DATEI N ,DÀTESV, LC , CODEI N , I ND : I NTEGER;
PtoTCD , CH: CHÀR;
T0TA,TOTW, TOTC, T0TS,MAXÀ,MAXC,MÀXW TMAXS,MAXD, STVÀI : REAt ;
EDVÀt: REAL ;
TIMEIN: INTEGER;
SI TE : STRING ( ST TNT.NH ) ;

PROCEDURE HDGS(CONST SITE:STRING(SiTEIEN) ;
vÀR tC,DATESV: INTEGER) ;

(* pRTHt HEADINGS *)

BEGIN
PÀGE;
WRITELN(' ' :36,SITE:SITELEN,' FLOW RATE DATA');
WRI TEIN;
}IRITEtN('' :15r'ALFALFÀ"" :15r'WHEAT"" :16r'CORN"'' i17,

'FÀLLOW' ) ;
I^¡RITELN(' ':8,'MAX FtOl{ TOT RUNOFF',' 'i2,

'MAX FLOW T0T RUNOFF'r' 'iZr'MAX FIOW T0T RUNOFF',
' 'i2,'MAX FLOW T0T RUNOFF')l

$TRITELN(' DÀTE '''RATE(L/S) Vot(t)' :19," :4,'RATE(L/S)"
' vot(t) ','RÀTE(r/s) vot(t) ':22,
'RATE(r/s) voL(t)' :23) ;

T^IRI TEtN;
tC := 7i



END;
(* nHo oF HEADING Rourtnn *)

PROCEDURE O¡TNCH ( VÀR TOTÀ, TOTW, TOTC, TOTS,MAXÀ, MAXW, MAXC,MÀXS : REÀt ;
VAR DÀTESV:INTEGER);

BEGIN
iF

* pRINT our rHE INFoRMÀTroN FoR rHg o¡rn*)* IF NO RECORDS PROCESSED FOR ANY ONE PtOT, THEN X)
* -99.9 Witt BE PRINTED 0N THE OUtpUt 'r)

HDGs (sITE,Lc,olrnsv) ;
IF T0TÀ = 0 THEN T0TA := -MÀXCONi
IF TOTW = O THEN TOTW := -MÀXCON;
IF TOTC = 0 THEN T0TC := -MAXCONI
IF T0TS = 0 THEN T0TS := -MÀXCON;
WRITELN('' 

'DÀTESV:6r'' 
:3rMAxAz6z2r'' izrTOTA:7:1,'' :6,

l,lÀXW: 6i2 r' ' :2 rTOTW:7 t1 ,' ' :6 IMÀXC :6:2 r' ' i2,TOTC l7 :1 ,'' :6,MAXS:6:2,'' :2,T0TS:7:1 ) ;
T0TÀ:=0; TOTt.t:=0; TOTC :=0; TOTS:=0;
MÀXA: =_I4AXCON; MAXI^¡: =_MÀXCON; I'{ÀXC: =-MAXCON; I|IÀXS : =-},ÍÀXCON i
DÀTESV: =DATEIN i
tC .= ¡g +1;
STVÀI:=0;
END; ( * gì{o oF DÀTE cHANcE * )

PROCEDURE READRTN;

(* REÀD THE AppRopRIATE lNpur REcoRD BÀSED oN THE TypE coDE *)

BEGIN
REÀD(CODEIN);
CASE CODEIN OF

1 : REÀDtN (O¡tntH, PLOTCD,MAXD ) ;
2 : READTN ( EDVÀI,TIMEIN ) ;

END; (* c¡se *)
END; (* gNo oF READ pRocEDURE *)

PROCEDURE CÀICMÀX (UEXO:REÀt) ;

(* cer,cur,ÀTn THE MÀxIMtM Ftot.l RATE FoR THE ptor, usING THE
ÀPPRoPRTÀTE EQUATToN *)

LC > 60 THEN
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BEGIN
IF SITE = 'ROSEISLE' THEN

BEGIN
CASE PTOTCD OF

'A' :MÀXA:=(0. 1315 - 0.0537'r(t't¡xo) +

't{' :MÀxI{:=(0.0¿88 - 0.018*(u¡xo) +

'C' :MAXC:=(0. 0542 - 0.0186r.(uexo) +

'S' :MÀXS:=(0.0454 - 0.0102*(uex¡) +

END (* CeSn *)
END ELSE BEGIN

CÀSE PTOTCD OF

O.O1Og*SQR(MÀXD
0.0053*s0R(MÀxD)

0 . 0052*SQR (MÀXD

o. o047*soR(MAxD

,

,
,



'A' :MÀXA:=(0.0128 + 0.0041't(t{¡xo) + 0.0035*SQR(MAXD)
'T^I' :MÀxw:=( (0.0024) + 0.01 1*(u¡xo) + 0.oozs*sQn(u¡xo
'c' :MAXC:=(0. 0273 - 0.0054*(u¡xp) + 0.0037*sQi(¡¡exo)
's' :MÀxs:=(0.0362 - 0.0098*(unxp) + 0.0041*sÒn(u¡xu)

END (* c¡sn *)
END (* lr *)
END; (* pnocn¡uRn cÀtcuLATE MÀxil'lut'l *)

PRoCEDURE su{DIV (sv¡l,,EVÀL:REAL; TM:rutncnn) ;

(* suI¡ THE votIJME FoR THE ÀvERAGE NIJMBER oF DIVIsIoNs UsING(* coRnect nQuerIox 'r)
vÀR

SECS : I NTEGER;
ÀVG: REÀL;

BEGiN
SECS := TM*SECCONi
ÀvG:= (Sv¡f, + evÀL)/2;
IF SITE = 'ROSEISLE' THEN

BEGIN
CASE PTOTCD OF

'À':T0TÀ:=T0TÀ + ((0.1315 - 0.0537*ÀVG +
o. o1 o9*son(evc ) ) *sncs ) ;
'I.r' :ToTw:=ToTW + ((0.0488 - 0.0'18*AvG +
o. oos3*sQn(¡vc) )*sncs) ;
'C':10TC:=TOTC + ((0.0542 - 0.0186*ÀVG +
o. oos2*sQn(¡vc) ) *sncs ) ;
'S':T0TS:=T0TS + ((0.0454 - 0.0102*Avc +
o. oo47*sQn(evc) )*sncs ) ;END (* C¡Se *)

END ELSE BEGIN
CASE PTOTCD OF

'À' :T0TA:=T0TA + ( (0.0128 + 0.0041*AVG +
0. 003s*sQn(¡ve ) ) *sncs ) ;
'T^¡' :ToTW:=ToTW + ( ( (0.0024) + 0.01 1*ÀvG +
0. 0025*SQn(evc) )*secs ) ;
'C':TOTC:=TOTC + ((0.0273 - 0.0054*ÀVc +
o. oo37*sQR(Avc) ) *sncs) ;
'S':TOTS:=TOTS + ((0.0362 - 0.0098*Avc +
0 . 0041 *sQn (¡vc ) )'rsncs ) ;END (* cesn *)

END (* lr'*)
END; (* pnoceouRE sttu voruuEs *)

BEGIN (***********M À I N t I N E *************)
LC := 65;
iF NOT EOF THEN

BEGIN
SITE := ";
FOR IND:=1 TO SITETEN DO

BEGIN
nnao(cH);
SITE:=SITEI ISrN(CH);END; (* roR *)

,
ls
,
,
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READTN;
(* nneo IN sltn H¡un *)
READRTN; (* READ 1St RgCOnO *)
DATESV := DATEINi
STVAT := 0;
MAXC := -MAXCONi MAXA := -MAXCON; }¡!ÀXW:=-MÀXCON; MÀXS:=-MÀXCON;
T0TÀ: =0 ; ToTw: =0 ; ToTC : =0 ; T0TS : =0 ;(* I¡¡ITIÀIIzE ÀccT,MULÀToRs AND s¡vEs *)

t^luri,E (Hor por) oo
BEGIN
IF DÀTEIN <> DÀTESV THEN

DÀTECH(T0TÀ,TOTWTTOTC,TOTS,Mil(A TMAXW,MÀXC,MAXS,DÀTESV) ;
CÀSE CODEIN OF

1: BEGIN
cercuex(uexu) ;
END; (* c¡ss '1 * )

2: BEGIN
su¡mIv( sTvAt,EDVÀL TTIMEI N ) ;
STVÀI: =EDVÀL i
END (* C¡Se Z *)

END; (* c¡sn *)
REÀDRTN

END; (* wutln *)
DATECH ( T0TÀ, TorÌ{,Torc, Tors,MÀxÀ,MÀxt^¡,MÀxc,MÀxs,DÀTEsv)
END (* lr *)

END.
llc,o,rNPUT DD *
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SURFÀCE RUNOFF FtOW DÀTÀ ANATYSIS PROGRAMME (WÀTPROG 2)
(t'loolrlcÀTloN oF t{ÀTpRoc 1 FoR MINIMUM TIttÀcE wHEÀT rRn¡rMgHt)

//solrr,oss JoB',,F=BDI1 t

/ / axnc PÀsccg
//pnsc.sYslN DD 

',pRocRAM tvÀTLEvpRoc ( I npur ,outnut ) ;(*** 1¡¡1s pRocRÀM Is rHE SAME Às l¡ATpRoc BUT HÀs BEEN MoDIFIED
T0 BE USED WITH THE RYERSoN, CARRott ÀND NEÌíDALE SITES.
THIS PROGRAM EVÀLUATES THE WÀTER IEVEI RECORDER DÀTÀ. IT
EVÀLUATES THE MAXIMUM FIOW RATE BY PUTTiNG THE MAXIMIJM NI'MBER
OF DIVISIONS FROM THE CHÀRT THROUGH ÀN EOUÀTION BASED ON THE
SPECiFIC ptoT. IT AtSo CÀtcUtÀTES THE ToTÀt RUNoFF VOLIME, By
SIJMMING THE VOLI]MES FOR EACH 4 HOUR PERIOD ÀS GIVEN BY THE CHART.
THE INPUT CONSISTS OF 2 TYPES OF INPUT RECORÐS. THE 1ST COtI'MN
CONTÀINS À TYPE CODE. A '1 CÀRD CONTÀINS THE DÀTE, À PLOT CODE, AND
THE MÀXIMI'M NIIMBER OF DIVISIONS FOR THAT RAINFÀtI. MUtTIPtE NT'MBER
#2 CARDS FOttOW EACH NI'MBER 1 CARD. EACH CONTÀINS THE END DIWAL FoR

A CONSTÀNT STOPE ON THE GRÀPH ÀND THEN THE TIME IN MINUTES OF THE
CONSTÀNT SLOPE. THE START DIV VÀL IS TAKEN FROM THE PREVIOUS #2
RECORD. DÀTA IS PRINTED OUT WHEN THE
DÀTE CHANGES FOR ALt 4 PtOT TYPES. THE lST INPUT CÀRD CONTÀINS THE
SITE NAME IN THE 1ST 8 CHARACTERS. ***)

CONST

SITETEN = 8;
MAxCON = 99.9i
SECCON = 50;

vÀR
DÀTEIN,DATESV,LC,CODEIN, IND : INTEGER ;
PIoTCD , CH : CHAR ;
T0TA 

'TOTW 'TOTC 'T0TS 
,T0TZ ,MÀXÀ,MÀXC,MÀXW,MAXS,MÀXZ ,MÀXÐ, STVAL: REAL;

EDVAT: REÀt;
TIMEiN: INTEGER;
SI TE : STRI NG (ST TNIEN ) ;

PROCEDURE HDGS(CONST SITE:STRING(STrNr,NH) ;
VÀR LC,DATESV: INTEGER) ;

(* pu¡¡t HEADINGS *)

BEGIN
PÀGE;
WRITELN(' ' :36'SITE:SITELEN,' FtOW RÀTE DÀTA');
WRITETN;
wnttnlN( " :15r'ÀLFALFÀ' r " :15r'I{HEAT' r', 216r'CORN' r " i17,

'FALLoW' ,' , i17 , 'MIN-TILL' ) ;
WRITEIN(' ' ;7,'MA:l FLOW TOT RUNOFF"' 'i2r'MAX FLOW ' ,

'T0T RUNOFF' ,' ' iTr' MAX FIOW T0T RUNOFF' ,' ' i2,
'MÀX FLoW T0T RUNoFF' ,' ' iLr' MÀX FtoW T0T RUNOFF');

l.rRITEtN(' DÀTE 
"'RATE(t/S) 

VOt(t)' :19," :4,'RATE(r,/S)"
' vol(L) ','RÀTE(r/s) vor(l) 'iZ},
'RATE(r/s) vor(r) ' i21 ,'RATE(r/s) vor,(l) , zzz);

I,IRI TELN;



tC i= 7;
END;

(* nwo oF HEADTNc RoutIHn *)

PRoCEDURE DÀTECH(ven tore,Torw,Torc,Tors,Torz,MAxÀ,MAXw,MÀxc,MÀxs,MÀxz:
REÀt ;VÀR DATESV: IHtnCnn) ;

BEGTN

IF tC > 60 THEN
HDcs (sttn,lc,oetesv) ;

IF T0TA = 0 THEN T0TÀ := -MAXCONi
IF TOTW = 0 THEN T0TI.¡ := -MÀXCONi
IF TOTC = 0 THEN TOTC := -MÀXCONi
IF T0TS = 0 ÎHEN T0TS := -MAXCON;
IF T0TZ = 0 THEN T0TZ:= -ì,tÀXCONi
$tRITELN( " TDATESV:6, " :2,MAXA:6:2 r" i2,TOTÀ :7 :1 , " i 6,

MÀXl,¡: 6i2 r', ' :2 rTOTI^I :7 :1 , ' ' :6,MAXC :6:2 r', ', i2,TOTC :7 l1 ,
' ' :5,MÀXS :6:2 ,' ' i2,T0TS :7 :1 , ' ' :6,MAXZ :6t2 r' ' i2,TOTZ :7 :1) ;

T0TÀ:=0; TOT}I:=0; T0TC:=0; T0TS:=0; T0Tz:=0;
MÀXÀ: =-MAXCON; II{AXW: =-MAXCON ; MÀXC: =-MAXCON; MÀXS : =-},ÍÀXCON i
MÀXZ : =-MÀXCON i
DÀTESV: =DATEI N i
tC .= ¡g +1;
STVÀL :=0;
END; (* nHo oF DÀTE cHANcE *)

PROCEDURE REÀDRTN;

(* REÀD THE ÀppRopRiATE rNpur REcoRD BÀsED oN THE TypE coDE *)

BEGIN
READ(CODEIN);
CASE CODEIN OF

'1 
: READTN ( DÀTEIN, PLOTCD,MÀXD ) ;

2 : READTN ( EDVAT,TIMEIN ) ;
END; (* C¡Sn *)
END; (* eHO 0F REÀD PRoCEDURE *)

PROCEDURE CÀtCMÀX (UAXO:REÀL) ;

(* cerculÀTE THE MÀxIMuM FLow RATE FoR THE plor, uslNc rHE
ÀPPRoPRTATE EQUÀTroN *)

BEGIN
IF SITE = 'HÀYFIELD' THEN

BEGIN
CÀSE PTOTCD OF

'À' :MAXA:=(0. 02097+0. 000649* (uexo)+0. 0042*SQR(MÀxD) ) ;
'w' :MÀXW:=(_0. 001 1 g+0. 007496* (U¡XU)+0.00407*SgR(MÀXD) ) ;
! C' :l,tÀXC:=(0. 1 1 307_0 .0?66gt (U¡Xn)+0.00499*SQR(MAXD) ) ;
' S' : ì,lÀXS : = ( 0 . 0 50 0 9+0 . 0 38 57 * ( tu¡xU ) +0 . 00 1 b4* SQn ( ¡,t¡xo ) ) ;

* PRINT OUT THE INFORMATiON FOR THE DATE*)
X IF NO RECORDS PROCESSED FOR ANY ONE PtOT, THEN *)
't -99.9 wltt BE PRiNTED 0N THE OUTPUT *)

214
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' z' :MÀxz :=( 0. 0ZiZ9-00. 0063* (u¡xp)+0. 003S1,rSQR(MAXD) ) ;END (* C¡Sn *)
END ELSE BEGIN

CASE PTOTCD OF

'A' :MAXÀ:=( 0. 04747-0,01447* (uexo) +0.00562*sQR(MÀXD) ) ;
' I^t' :MAXr,r : = ( 0 . 066650-0 . 029451 5* (MÀXD ) +0 . 00695 1 ¿*SQn (UÁXO ) ) ;
' c' :MAXC :=(0. 0177 4-0. 00294'1 * (MAXD) +0.003722*SQR(MÀXD) ) ;
' S' :tfÀXS :=(0. 0S39-0. 01 031*(MAXD)+0. 00492*SQn(u¡xo) ) ;
' z' :MAXZ :=( 0. 1 0194-0. 039036* (uext)+0. 0072gisQR(MÀXDi ) ;END (* C¡Sn *)

END (* IN *)
END; (* pnocnouRn cÀtcutÀTn MAXIMW *)

eRocEDURE struDIV (sver,,EvAL:REÀL; TM:INTEcER) ;

('t SUI'I THE VOTTJME FOR THE ÀVERAGE NT'MBER OF DIVISIONS USING THE *)(* coRngcr eQu¡rtoH 'r)
VAR

SECS : I NTEGER;
ÀVG: REÀt;

BEGIN
SECS := TM*SECCONi
AVG:= (sv¡r, + gvat)/2i
IF SITE = 'HAYFIELD' THEN

BEGIN
CASE PLOTCD OF

' A' : T0TA : =T0TÀ+ ( ( 0. 02097+0. 000649* ( evC ) +0 . 0042*SQn ( ¡vc ) ),rSgcS ) ;
'w' :ToTW:=ToTtr+( (-0. 001 1 g+0. 007496* (¡vc)+0.00407isQR(Avc) )* sscs);
' c' : ToTC : =ToTC+ ( ( O . I 1 307-0. 02668* (eve ) +0 . 004 gg*sQR ( ÀVG ) ) *SECS ) ;
' S' :T0TS:=T0TS+( ( 0. 0S009+0. 03867* (¡vC)+0. 001 54*SQR(Àvc) )* sEcs);
' z' :t)!z:=T0TZ+( ( o. oe 129-0. 0063*(evc)+0. 00351,rsQR(AVG) )* spcs);

END (* cesn *)
END ELSE BEGIN

CASE PLOTCD OF

' A' : T0TÀ : =T0TA+ ( rc . 047 42-0. 0 1 45* ( Àvc ) +0. 00562*sQR (ÀVc ) ) *SECS ) ;
' w' : ToTW : =ToTW+ ( ( ( O. 0666 ) -0 .0284615* ( ¡vc ) +0. 00685 1 ¿*son (¡vc ) )'* sEcs);
' C' : TOTC : =TOTC+ ( ( 0 . 0 17 7 45-0 . 002842r, ( evC ) +0 . 0037 22*SQR ( Avc ) )* sEcs);
' s' : T0TS : =T0TS+ ( ( 0 . 0539-0. 0 1 03 1 * ( ¡vc ) +0 . 0044g*sQR (Àvc ) ) *sncs ) ;
' z' : T0TZ : =T0TZ+ ( ( O . I 0 1 84-0. 039035* (¡vc ) +0. 0072g*sQn ( ¡vc ) ) *sncs ) ;END (* c¡sn *)

END (* tr *)
END; (* pRocnuuRE st M vol,ul¡es * )

BEGIN (***********M À I N L I N E *************)
tC := 65;
IF NOT EOF THEN

BEGIN
SITE := ";
FOR IND:=1 T0 SITETEN D0
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BEGIN
READ(CH);
SITE:=SITEI IStN(CH);END; (x ron *)

READTN;
(* ng¡u IN sltn ¡¡eug *)
READRTN ; ( * READ 1 St RnCOnO 't )
DÀTESV := DATEINI
STVÀL := 0;
I'{ÀXC : =-},IAXCON ;MAXA: =-MAXCON;MÀXW: =_I'{ÀXCON ;Ir!ÀXS : =-MÀXCON i

MÀxZ : =-MAXCoN;T0TÀ: =0;ToTw: =0;toTC: =0 ;fots: =0 ;TOTZ : =0 ;(* THTTIATIzE ÀccT,MUtAToRs AND savgs *)

I.tHrrE (Hor eor) oo
BEGIN
IF DATEIN <> DATESV THEN

DATECH (tote, Tort.¡, Torc , Tors, Torz ,MAXA,MÀx!'¡,MÀxc ,MÀxs,MÀxz ,DATEsv) ;
CASE CODEIN OF

1: BEGIN
calcuex(uaxn);
END; ('t C¡Se 1 * )

2: BEGIN
SUMDIV( STVAI, EDVAL, TIMEIN ) ;
STVÌI: =EDVÀL i
END (* CÀSE 2 *)

END; (* cese *)
REÀDRTN
END; (* wulln *)

DÀTECH ( ror¡, Tor}r, Torc, Tors, Torz rMÀxA rMÀxI,I rMÀxc rMÀxs, MÀxz, DATEsv )
END (* Ir'*)

END.
/lco. INPU DD*


